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ABSTRACT
Particle aggregation plays an important role in many fields o f study. In addition to
marine science, these fields include water and wastewater treatment, process chemical
engineering, and atmospheric science. Many investigators have modeled aggregation
processes. However, they have assumed that the particles being modeled are all identical.
To improve on existing aggregation models, a model which treats two different types of
particles was constructed.
The two component model allows specification of primary particle size, density,
and fractal dimension for each particle type. Three stickiness values are used, the
stickiness o f each particle type to itself and the stickiness between particle types.
Aggregation mechanisms considered include differential settling and turbulent shear.
The model is used in three forms. In its simplest form, it operates on a closed
system with aggregates breaking up when their size approaches the Kolmogorov scale. If
the system begins with two types o f primary particles, larger aggregates have uniform
composition. A second version o f the model includes removal of aggregates by settling.
In this mode, the stickiness parameters dominate aggregate characteristics. Stickiness
k o h i c i r n t l n r

r^of*fir*loc o r s n t r n l e fliA n f i h

r \ f f h o n o rtiV lA fx#r»A

u ^ k o ro o e i n f o m ^ r t i r 'I p

stickiness controls the particle removal rate. In the third form, three aggregation models
are connected by a Rouse type suspended sediment model. This version models aggregate
dynamics in the water column. Comparison of model results with total suspended
sediment data and particulate organic carbon data from a site near the Poquoson River
suggests that organic and inorganic constituents of suspended sediment do not stick
together well.
The dissertation also describes a new type of aggregation device called the rotating
oscillating grid turbulent aggregation chamber (ROGTAC). This device combines the
advantages of two types o f aggregation devices which are commonly used, the oscillating
grid device and the rolling cylinder device. Oscillating grid turbulence generators are
preferred for creating uniform isotropic turbulence. However, when particles more dense
than the fluid are placed in them, the particles settle out. Rotating cylinder devices are
effective at keeping particles in suspension. They do this by keeping the fluid in them in
solid body rotation, but in this mode the fluid is not experiencing shear. ROGTAC places
an oscillating grid in one end o f a rotating cylinder. The hydrodynamic characteristics
were investigated using laser Doppler velocimetry. Turbulent energy dissipation rates
calculated from LDV data agreed well with energy input calculated by applying the
quadratic drag law to the grid.

xi
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INTRODUCTION

In the introduction to a special issue o f Deep Sea Research devoted to
aggregation, Alldredge and Jackson (1995) state “ The chemical and biological economies
of the oceans revolve around particles and their physical and chemical properties. One
major process that significantly alters the sizes, characteristics, and abundances of
suspended particles is aggregation.” This quotation is based on observations made in
oceanic environments by Trent, et al. (1978), Lampitt (1985), and Alldredge and
Gotschalk (1990), to name a few. Furthermore, aggregation is important not only to the
oceanic environment but also to estuarine, and lacustrine environments as notable papers
by Eisma et al. (1980) and Weilenmann et al. (1989) have shown.

Particles and Aggregates
A discussion o f aggregated particles begins with a discussion o f the particles
themselves. Particles are defined operationally. Water is filtered and whatever is large
enough to be caught by the filter is considered to be particulate; everything which passes
through the filter is considered to be dissolved, even though some o f this “dissolved”
material is really particles which were too small to be retained by the filter. Particles vary
greatly in size. Figure 1-1 shows data on particle size spectra collected by Sheldon et al.

2
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Figure 1-1 Particle Sizes
Distribution of particles in surface waters of the South Atlantic. Dots
represent sampling locations and graphs connected to the dots
represent particle distributions at the sampling locations. The broken
line to the north represents the limit of the subtropical water. The
broken line to the south represents the approximate position of the
Antarctic Convergence. Particles from 0.63 p to lOOp are plotted.
The abscissa are log o f volume and the ordinate represents
concentration in parts per million. From Sheldon et al. (1972).

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

(L972) in the South Atlantic. Similar data were collected in the North Atlantic and
Pacific Oceans. Krank (1980) describes characteristic shapes of particle spectra. Notable
humps in size spectra are normally caused by blooms o f particular species of organisms. It
should be kept in mind that some studies have used a Coulter Counter to measure particle
sizes (e.g., Sheldon et al., 1972). This device breaks up aggregates (Gibbs 1982) so this
data represents the particle sizes present, not their aggregated condition.

As already pointed out, particles are defined operationally, by filtering. Filters
come in a wide variety o f types suitable for various applications. Typical pore sizes are
between 0.2 pm and 1 pm, although polycarbonate membrane filter are available with
mesh sizes as small as 0.015 pm (Landing et al. 1991). Ultrafiltration, a more specialize
technique which pressurizes the fluid, can remove particles as small as lnm (Landing et al.
1991). Smaller filter pore sizes result in slower filtering rates. It has been found that a
filter with a 0.45 pm pore is a good compromise between filtering rate, cost, and
performance and is frequently used.

Most data collected about particles tells us little about their in-situ aggregated
condition. Aggregates are generally quite fragile (Alldredge et al. 1990). During sampling
by pumps (Gibbs 1981) or bottles (Gibbs and Konwar 1983) aggregates generally are
broken apart. It is therefore virtually impossible to determine which of the materials
retained by a filter were originally aggregated and which were unaggregated.
Furthermore, very small particles which were originally attached to an aggregate may be

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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stripped from it and not retained on the filter. Sampling aggregates requires specialized
techniques. Acuna et al. (1994) developed a device to sample delicate zooplankton which
might be useful for studies o f aggregates. Trent et al. (1978) collected aggregates while
SCUBA diving using small tubes. Sediment traps are particularly effective at capturing
aggregates because aggregates comprise much of the settling material (Asper 1987).
However, material may be degraded as it sits in a sediment trap (Ducklow et al. 1985).

Research indicates two important functions for aggregates. First, aggregation
packages discrete particles into larger aggregates which allow them to settle more rapidly.
Second, aggregation provide a mechanism for creating microenvironments.

Larger aggregates make a more significant contribution to the flux o f material to
the sea bed than do small unaggregated particles because they fall more rapidly through
the water column. Almost all the material which reaches the bottom of the deep sea does
so in aggregated form (Asper 1987, M cCave and Gross 1991). Sedimentation to th e deep
sea is important for numerous reasons and has received considerable attention. Reasons
include: 1) an absence o f light precludes photosynthesis so that the energy needed to
sustain life must come as materials fall from above; 2) sedimentation and subsequent
accumulation forms the geologic record; and 3) the deposition of phytoplankton is the
predominant source of most organic m atter that ultimately forms petroleum. Creation of
petroleum not only creates an important natural resource but also sequesters carbon from
the atmosphere over geologic time scales.

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

Aggregation creates microenvironments because aggregation brings life forms and
materials into close proximity. This leads to many interesting ecological effects including
the following: First, dissolved oxygen may have difficulty reaching the center o f an
aggregate. If this causes reducing conditions, nutrients can be mineralized (Shanks and
Reeder 1993, Alldredge and Cohen 1987). The mineralized nutrients are vital to
organisms, particularly in the generally nutrient poor open ocean. Mineralization is usually
fostered by microbial life. Second, several researchers have determined that bacteria
residing in aggregates are more productive than free living bacteria (Kamer and Hem dl
1992, Crump et al. 1998, and Griffith et al. 1994). Third, Shanks and Edmondson (1990)
and Bochandsky and Hemdl (1992) found higher concentrations o f plankton, including
larval polychaetes, inside aggregates. Advantages to plankton inside aggregates may
include: the aggregate gives the plankton security from predators, the concentration of
bacteria provides a food source, and aggregates provide a means o f conveyance. Fourth,
although aggregates are considered to sink faster than individual particles, Riebesell
(1992) found that aggregates can contain pockets of gas which increases their buoyancy.
He proposes that the gas is oxygen produced by photosynthesis in phytoplankton. In
short, the close proximity of numerous materials and life forms which aggregates provide
gives the opportunity for beneficial interactions.

It has been proposed that aggregates are held together by transparent exopolymers
(TEP) predominantly composed o f mucopolysaccharides (Passow et al. 1994). There is
considerable evidence that, at least in oceanic aggregates, TEP is the glue that holds

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

aggregates together (Alldredge et al. 1993, Decho 1990). The TEP is produced by
bacteria and plankton (Biddanda 1985). The importance of TEP in estuaries is less firmly
established. Although mucopolysaccharides are present in estuaries, their effect may be
diminished by the larger amounts o f suspended material to interact with and the relative
importance o f direct adhesion between clay particles by physicochemical forces.

Particles, both individually and in aggregated form, play important roles in
estuarine as well as oceanic environments. However, there are important differences
between the two environments. The most obvious difference between the particulate
dvnamics o f oceans and estuaries is that in most estuaries the water is closely coupled with
the seabed whereas in oceans most o f the water has little contact with the bed. Bottom
material in estuaries is frequently resuspended by waves and currents (Dyer 1986). This
material has a short distance to settle and can thus be redeposited quickly. In estuaries,
aggregates are generally smaller because the higher energy conditions found in estuaries
tend to disrupt large aggregates (Eisma 1986). Estuaries are the meeting place between
land and sea, and they therefore have not only the wide variety of organic matter found in
the ocean but also terrestrial organic matter and large amounts of inorganic clay and silt.
Humans who live on the land bordering estuaries cause anthropogenic effects such as
pollution. Many pollutants are strongly hydrophobic, meaning they prefer to leave the
water and sorb to the particles. Therefore, understanding the fate o f the particulates is
often the key to understanding the fate o f the pollutants (Ongley et al. 1992, Milligan and
Loring 1997). Clay is particularly good at sorption because of its very high surface areas
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(Grim 1968). However, naturally occurring organic materials may have strong affinities
for organic pollutants (Libes 1992). The relative magnitudes o f these effects vary.

The Study of Aggregation
Although most of the study o f aggregates in marine environments has occurred in
the last twenty years, other fields have been studying aggregation processes for much
longer. Much of our understanding o f the physical process o f aggregation dates from
Smoluchowski (1917), who created a mathematical model of aggregation early in this
century. Smoluchowski was a colloid chemist but many other fields have utilized his
work. Water and wastewater branches o f civil engineering build structures to facilitate
aggregation (Lawler 1986). These structures help make clear, particle free, drinking
water. In fact, aggregation processes in fresh water are similar to those in salt w ater and
several studies of aggregation processes have been conducted in lakes (Grossart and
Simon 1997). Atmospheric scientists concern themselves with formation o f raindrops and
aerosols, the tiny particles which are components of air pollution (Pruppacher and Klett
1980). Chemical engineers have addressed numerous processes, including paper making,
which rely on particle aggregation. Finally, numerous theoretical researchers, who can be
grouped into colloid chemists and hydrodynamicists, have made important contributions to
aggregation science. A more in-depth review of this subject is offered in the next chapter.
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Sediment Dvnamics
Aggregation should be viewed in the context of fluid and sediment dynamics. This
section provides a brief overview of sediment dynamics with emphasis on estuaries and the
role o f aggregation.

The dynamics o f sediments in natural bodies of water are governed by the flow of
the water, the interaction o f the fluid with the sediment, and the interactions between
sediment particles (Dyer 1986). The interaction of these mostly nonlinear processes
results in an exceedingly complex system. Figure 1-2 is a simplified schematic of this
system.

Fluid flow is governed by the equation of motion which is an application of
Newton’s law of motion to a fluid (Officer 1976). This law states that the acceleration of
the fluid is driven by the forces on the fluid. As usually written, the left hand side o f this
equation describes the acceleration of the fluid and the right hand side describes the forces
acting on the fluid. Often, motion caused by variation in the surface elevation of the
water, commonly tide, is balanced by the drag force the bottom exerts on the fluid.
However, the atmosphere can exert a relatively strong force on the water surface during
high winds and in some cases variations in water salinity and temperature create density
gradients which also exert a driving force on the fluid.

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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turbulence
aggregation

fluid motion

Figure 1-2 Sediment Dynamics
A depiction of the major physical processes controlling sediment dynamics in
an estuary.
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Because the bottom exerts a force on a moving fluid, the fluid must exert a force
on the bottom. This effects sediment dynamics in two ways. The force moves sediment
and also creates a turbulent boundary layer. Force is usually converted to the more useful
force per unit area, or stress.

If the stress is less than a critical stress, sediment neither moves nor is suspended.
The magnitude of the critical stress depends on the bottom type. For relatively coarse
bottoms, such as sand, the critical shear stress depends upon the size and weight of
individual grains (Buffington 1999). For fine bottoms, such as clay, the critical shear
stress depends upon the strength o f interparticle forces holding the clay together. Critical
shear stresses for fine materials are more difficult to determine and their determination
relies more heavily on experimentation (Lee 1995).

Turbulence is created at the boundary layer (Schlichting 1979) and is a function of
the shear stress the bottom imposes on the fluid. This shear stress is a function o f not only
the grain size of the bottom material but also its form, which in turn is caused by the flow
(Nielsen 1992). Waves are particularly influential in controlling bottom stresses because
they create oscillating flow. Oscillatory flow creates thin boundary layer and relatively
high shear stresses (Grant and Madsen 1986). Turbulence fosters mixing o f the fluid, and
mixing lifts sediment up into the water column. The quantity o f suspended sediment is
governed by a balance between turbulent mixing lifting the sediment upwards and
gravitational settling bringing it back to the bed.
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When sediment is suspended the particles bump into each other and stick together.
This interaction is caused either by turbulence generated in the turbulent boundary layer
or by the particles settling. The number of grains sticking together depends upon not only
their stickiness but also how much suspended matter in the water column, which is a
function of the turbulence. However, as particles stick together to form larger aggregates
their fall velocity increases and effects their suspension dynamics (Eisma et al. 1980). It
has been proposed that as aggregates fall into the higher shear region close to the bed they
are broken up. These fragments are more easily kept in suspension which contributes to
the formation of high concentrations o f suspended matter close to the bed (Lick et al.
1992).

To model physical aspects of sediment dynamics in an estuary one must model the
coupled processes of fluid flow, fluid-bed interaction, sediment suspension, and
interparticle interactions. Even with today’s advanced computers, this problem requires
simplifications to make it tractable. M ost research tackles one relatively small component
o f the problem. This dissertation will primarily deal with aggregation of particles and
investigates the effect o f the existence o f two distinct types of particles.

Modeling estuarine sediment transport has received attention because o f its
application to practical problems including contaminant transport and estimating dredging
requirements for harbor improvements. A first attempt at modeling estuarine
sedimentation includes the familiar Rouse type suspended sediment model (Rouse 1938).
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Next attention is paid to fluid flow culminating in a three dimensional numerical model
such as the HEM-3D model developed at VIMS (Hamrick 1992). Including aggregation
effects is usually a final enhancement o f the modeling effort. To date, this has rarely been
done even though aggregation can dramatically affect sediment properties (Lick et al.
1992).

Objectives
Most models of sediment dynamics in estuaries assume all the particles are the
same. Observation has shown this is not the case (Zabawa 1978, Pierce and Nichols
1986). Fortunately, in estuarine waters the particles neatly break down into the
convenient classes o f organic particles and inorganic particles. The two types have widely
differing densities, are hypothesized to stick together by different mechanisms, and have
different affinities for pollutants. It is therefore worthwhile to attempt a modeling effort
which investigates differences in behavior of organic and inorganic materials in the water
from a particle aggregation standpoint. As part of this dissertation, a model which treats
aggregation assuming that two types o f particles, with specifiable properties, has been
constructed. Because it is computationally much more expensive to run than a onecomponent model, its primary application will be in the prediction o f variation in the
behavior of the two components. A two-component model has not previously been
written, it is hoped that this effort will represent a contribution to the science of
aggregation in its own right and may be used by other fields which use aggregation
science.
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The primary application for a two-component model is probably in estuaries. The
added expense o f treating the second component makes it less suited in situations where
choice of the two components is not readily apparent. In the open ocean, much of the
material is organic and particle densities are less variable. Evidence suggests that ocean
aggregates are held together by mucopolysaccharides which are approximately equally
effective at binding most types o f materials, so it is reasonable to assume there is not one
“stickier’ particle type. Additionally there have been several efforts at modeling
aggregation of oceanic marine snow which have been relatively successful (Hill 1992,
Jackson and Lochman 1992). This dissertation seeks to build on that body of work and
develop a model more appropriate for use in estuarine environments.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

Much effort has been expended studying aggregation and aggregates. This chapter
will review previous research and provide a background for modeling and experimental
efforts.

Aggregation Theory

Rectilinear Theory
Understanding aggregate properties requires understanding aggregate formation.
Virtually all treatments o f aggregate formation are built on a model developed by
Smoluchowski in 1917. His model recognizes that aggregation is caused by collisions
between particles. For the case o f two sizes o f particles colliding, the number o f collisions
per unit time equals the concentration o f the first size of particle times the concentration o f
the second size o f particle times the volume swept out by the faster particle moving
relative to the slower particle. There are several mechanism which cause variation in
particle speed. Models o f all aggregation mechanisms include the concentrations of the
two size particles, N; and Nj. The volume swept out per unit time, called the kernel or P,
varies among aggregation mechanisms. A final parameter, called the stickiness value or a,

15
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is the fraction o f collisions which result in adhesion. The number o f collisions, C;i between
aggregates o f size i and j which result in adhesion is:

c;j= a f i N i N j

2-1

It is noted that p can be theoretically derived whereas a is usually empirically derived.
Therefore, in practice, a becomes the empirical constant containing not only the likelihood
o f adhesions after collision but also corrections for the errors in p. In Smoluchowski’s
simple model, the area swept out is a circle with a diameter equal to the sum of the
diameters of the two particles. This area is multiplied by the relative velocities o f the two
particles. Smoluchowski considered three mechanisms for bringing particles together,
differential settling, laminar shear, and Brownian motion.

Differential settling is the easiest to understand. In Figure 2-1, the larger
aggregate d, settles faster than the smaller aggregate do. The larger particle with diameter
dj impacts all particles o f size d2 inside diameter dl+d2. The velocity difference between
the two particles is calculated by subtracting their Stokes Law (equation 2-2) settling
velocities. Stokes Law, which is frequently used in aggregation and particle dynamics
studies, is an analytical solution o f the balance between buoyancy and drag. Stokes Law
gives the fall velocity, W, for a solid impermeable sphere under laminar flow conditions
with a kinematic molecular viscosity v as
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(— - D ^ 2

2-2

18v

The differential settling kernel, equation 2-4, uses the difference of the Stokes Law
settling velocities, equation 2-3, for the two aggregates.

d l + d2
Figure 2 -1 Differential Settling Aggregation
When considering impacts between two aggregates with
diameters d l and d2 caused by differential settling, the
aggregate with diameter d l is assumed to impact all
aggregates which lie within the diameter dl+d2.
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2-4

In equation 1-2, p is density with the subscripts b and f denoting the bulk density o f the
aggregate and the density o f the fluid respectively. The d’s are the diameters o f the two
aggregates which are interacting. The gravitational constant and the kinematic viscosity of
the fluid are represented by g and v respectively.

The mechanism of laminar shear is slightly more complicated to describe
mathematically than differential settling but identical in principal. Because relative velocity
between interacting particles depends on the relative positions of the particles, the area
swept out multiplied by the relative velocity must be integrated (equation 2-5). In
equation 2-5, G denotes laminar shear.

(d ^ d ,)2
(d ^ d jG
=—- y dy=— -— ---o
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D2
Dl

VELOCITY GRADIENT

Figure 2-2. Shear Aggregation
In the case o f shear flow there is a velocity gradient so
the relative velocity between two particles depends
upon their relative positions in the direction of the
velocity gradient. However, as in the differential
settling case, an aggregate with diameter dl may
impact an aggregate with diameter d2 within a circle
with diameter dl+ d2.

The Brownian motion kernel considers a sphere around one of the two interacting
particles whose diameter is the sum o f the diameters of the two particles. The diffusion
equation in spherical coordinates, equation 2-6, is solved to determine the likelihood of
the second particles entering this sphere around the first particle. A boundary condition of
zero particle concentration in the sphere facilitates the solution.
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The diffusion constant is given by the Einstein formula which is satisfactory for order of
magnitude estimates (Levich 1962).

D=

2k.T
-b? —
+d2)

2-7

In equation 2-7, kb is the Boltzman constant, Te is temperature. Brownian motion is only
important for particles about 1 p in diameter and smaller (McCave 1984) and often is not
included in aggregation analyses. The models presented later in this dissertation do not
include it, but the kernel (M cCave 1984) is presented as equation 2-8 for completeness.

B=

2 k .T ( d . +d7)2
b-■ 1 2
3 lid,d2

9-8

One consoling aspect o f Smoluchowski’s formulation is that kernels for separate
mechanisms may be added. All mechanisms are presumed to interact linearly, and
nonlinear interactions between mechanisms are not considered. For a given size range,
one mechanism usually dominates (Han and Lawler 1992).
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One mode o f aggregation not treated by Smoluchowski is turbulent shear. Camp
and Stein (1943) related turbulent and laminar shear by equation 2-9. The turbulent
energy dissipation is denoted by e.

This expression can be inserted into Smoluchowski equation for laminar shear. Camp and
Stein’s relationship was derived from dimensional analysis, but others have used more
rigorous methods to determine appropriate constants. Delichatsios and Probstein (1975)
proposed two expressions for turbulent shear depending upon whether particles were
larger or smaller than the Kolmogorov length scale. For aggregates smaller than the
Kolmogorov scale they propose G=0.26(e/u)i4 and for larger G=1.37(ed),/3. Hill et al.
(1992) experimentally explored the regions of applicability of the two equations and
concluded that the expression for particles larger than the Kolmogorov scale holds in the
region of the Kolmogorov scale. There is some debate about the value o f the constant for
the smaller than the Kolmogorov scale expression. Saffman and Turner (1956) completed
a rigorous analysis and proposed that Camp and Stein’s expression be multiplied by 0.1.

Smoluchowski’s formulation works remarkably well because its two largest
assumptions counteract each other. The kernels give values which are too large because
they neglect the effect o f large particles pushing small particles out of the way. This effect
is sometimes called the “Queen Mary effect”, which brings to mind the image o f the bow
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wake o f a large vessel pushing a small buoy out of the way so the two do not hit.
Although when using this image one should remember the Reynolds number o f these two
situations are vastly different.

Smoluchowski’s counteracts the “Queen Mary effect” by assuming that aggregates
are nonporous. However, marine aggregates have considerable pore space, and porosity
increases with aggregate size (e.g. Logan and Kilps 1995). Porosity is the fraction o f the
aggregate filled with fluid not particles. The result o f Smolukowski not considering
porosity is that his approach underestimates aggregate size. However, his assumption o f
no pore space in the aggregate is valid for coalescence of drops of fluid such as the
formation of raindrops in the atmosphere. Despite this, atmospheric scientists have been
at the forefront of improving aggregation kernels (Pruppacher and Klett 1980).

Curvilinear Theory
Although inaccurate kernels may be corrected with empirical a's, the corrections
are imperfect because kernel errors are functions of particle size and cannot be corrected
with a constant a. The kernels must be improved. The first improvement to the
geometrical approach is to include hydrodynamic interaction. This improvement is
obtained by multiplying the geometrical kernel by a correction factor which accounts for
the fraction of the flow in the geometrical collision area which comes within one small
particle diameter's distance o f the larger particle. Hill (1992) presented curvilinear
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corrections for differential settling and turbulent shear. When p=d/dj and d;<dj the
differential settling correction is

----- 7

2(1+ py

2-10

taken from Pruppacher and Klett (1980) and

(l + p)s - ( l + 5p+5/2p2)

^

(l + p)5

for turbulent shear and credited to Landau and Lifshitz (1959).

Further Improvements
Aggregation expressions discussed so far consider only hydrodynamic effects with
chemical effects contained in an empirical a. Modeling of particle can be extended beyond
hydrodynamic effects to include chemical attractions and repulsions. Calculations of
particle motion including both hydrodynamics and chemical interactions are called
trajectory analysis. Han and Lawler (1992) review approximately 20 efforts at trajectory
analysis which incorporate various assumptions. Han and Lawler (1992) proceeded with
their ow n attempt based on the w ork o f Jeffrey and Onishi (1984). Trajectory analysis is
generally too computationally intensive for practical aggregation modeling.
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The high porosity o f aggregates makes them permeable. This can affect floe
behavior in several ways: 1) aggregates filter small particulates out of water flowing
through them, 2) permeability reduces aggregate drag coefficients, and 3) permeable
aggregates may more easily impact each other because fluid in the space between
converging aggregates can leave this space by traveling into the porous aggregate. Porous
aggregates are modeled using Brinkman’s extension of Darcy’s Law (Neale et al. 1973)
Assuming the pressure gradient required to produce flow around the aggregate (equation
2 - 12)
,aV2t/=VP

2-12

and through the aggregates (equation 2-13 which is called Darcy's law)

-^(7=VP

k

9-13

can be added allows derivation o f Brinkman’s extension o f Darcy’s Law.

- t f / + p V 2(7=VP
k

9-14

In the equations above, p is molecular viscosity, K is permeability, P is pressure,
and U is velocity. It is noted that Brinkman's extension of Darcy's law is an attempt to
model flow both around and through an aggregate. Equation 2-13 primarily considers
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flow through the aggregate while equation 2-12 pertains to flow around it. D arcy’s law is
empirical and equation 2-12 is a simplification o f the equation of motion. Num erous
investigators have considered porous aggregates using Brinkman's extension o f Darcy’s
law. Sutherland and Tan (1970) concluded flow through a floe is unimportant. Neale et
al. (1973) extended the work to a swarm o f permeable spheres and found permeability is
more important in this case. Masliyah et al. (1987) modeled the permeable floe as a solid
core with a porous shell. In their experiments they used a hard sphere with threads
attached. Veerapaneni and Weisner (1996) considered aggregates with radially varying
permeability. They found that for porosities typical of estuarine aggregates the decrease in
drag C oefficien t w as IcSS than 109o.

Stolzenbach (1993) considered that a large porous aggregate may act like a filter
and remove smaller particles suspended in fluid which flows through the aggregate. If the
aggregate is very large and porous and the fluid contains small primary particles this may
be significant. However, this derivation has not been experimentally verified and it is
uncertain if this effect is larger than uncertainties inherent in the aggregation kernel
derivations.

Stolzenbach and Elimelech (1994) investigated a mathematical solution by
Wacholder and Sather (1974) of the interaction o f 2 solid spheres of varying diam eter and
density. They observed hollow plastic sphere and solid glass spheres falling in glycerin to
verify that small relatively dense particles may be unable to impact large less dense
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particles because closed particle paths form near the larger particle preventing particles
from impacting the larger particle. Note that this analysis assumes the aggregate to be an
impermeable sphere. These two effects considered by Stolzenbach counteract one another
which makes it safer to neglect both effects as all applied aggregation models to date have
done.

To summarize, calculation o f encounter rate coefficients requires balancing the
competing objectives o f mathematical rigorousness and ease of computation. A good
balance between these objectives is the Smoluchowski kernels with the curvilinear
: ______ ________ ___ __ / r r

i r

t
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Formation Rates
Formation times for aggregates in natural settings are not precisely known. Field
measured changes in aggregate sizes leave doubt as to whether the changes came from
aggregation/ disaggregation or from different size aggregates being advected into the
measurement area. However, there is much evidencethat aggregation occurs on time
scales less than the tidal cycle, probably one to three hours. Wells and Shanks (1987)
measured aggregate sizes and abundances in Cape Lookout Bight, N. C. at low, mid, and
high tides. Abundances were 395, 291, and 489 per liter while sizes were 8, 71, and 26 ml
x 10'5 respectively. These aggregates may not be typical of estuarine aggregates because
Cape Lookout Bight is closely connected to the ocean and has little fresh w ater inflow.
Eisma and Li (1993) measured aggregates optically in the Dollard Estuary in Holland.
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They took measurements every Vi hour with a camera system at three stations in the
estuary. Floe sizes varied noticeably over a tidal cycle. The station closest to the estuary
mouth had the largest floes at both high and low slack water. However, stations further
landward in the estuary had larger floes during ebb tide. Although their paper discusses
variations, conclusions are somewhat speculative since each site was occupied on
individual days and for only 13 hours.

Laboratory experiments show that aggregation usually occurs on time scales o f a
few minutes to an hour. The most extensive set of experiments are presented in Lick and
t
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composed of two concentric cylinders which shears the fluid between the cylinders when
one o f them moves. They allowed aggregates to forms at various shear rates then
changed the shear rates and allowed aggregates to reform. There appeared to be
characteristic aggregate sizes for each shear rate and particle concentration. Steady state
occurred in 30 to 60 minutes. They proposed formulae for time to steady state as Ts=
12.2 (CG)'0J6 and TS=4.95(CG)'°''U for freshwater and seawater, respectively. These
dimensional equations require Ts, time, in minutes and CG, concentration and shear, in g
(s cm3)'1. These results were obtained for concentrations between 50 and 800 mg I*1 and
shears between 100 and 400 sec'1. Note that for the scaling relationships s=u.3/z and
G=(s/u)V4to give a shear o f 100 sec'1 one meter above the bottom, they require a u. shear
velocity, o f 21.5 cm sec"1. This is unrealistically large for most estuarine situations; 2 cm
sec'1 is a more realistic value. However, a concentration of 1 gm I'1and shear o f 10 sec'1
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gives a time to equilibrium of 38 minutes which appears reasonable. However, Lick et al.
(1993) performed further experiments with a differential settling device and found that at
concentrations of 50 mg I'1, steady state is not achieved for 30 hours. Lower
concentrations and less energetic environments form larger aggregates but take much
longer to form them. Al Ani et al. (1991) reported that it takes about 30 minutes for
aggregates to form in a cruciform vane type aggregation chamber using mud from the
Tamer Estuary. For their concentrations between 0.1 and 1 g I*1 and shear values o f 40
sec*1, Lick’s formula gives formation times between 20 and 56 minutes. Casson and
Lawler (1990) reported that aggregation takes about 30 minutes to approach steady state
in an oscillating grid aggregation chamber with neutrally buoyant particles. However, the
particle spectrum continued to evolve for about 180 minutes. Hanson and Cleasby’s
(1990) performed experiments using 25 mg I'1 of kaolin particles and a state and stator
mixing device, which generated 22 sec'1 shear, to find that the number and size of
aggregates approached steady state in 30 minutes. However, Lick’s formula for these
conditions for saltwater predicts 156 minutes.

Shanks and Edmondson (1989) reported that aggregates formed in about 3.5 hours
in their rolling cylinder tanks. Water for these experiments was collected from Cape
Lookout Bight, N. C. From the variety o f data available on formation rates, it is
concluded that aggregation usually occurs on a time scale less than a tidal cycle, about 6
hours.
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Composition
Aggregates can have diverse compositions. More effort has been expended
toward examining marine snow than other types o f aggregates. Alldredge and Silver
(1988), in a review paper, group marine snow found on the California coast into four
types: 1) phytoplankton 2) apendicularium (zooplankton) houses 3) miscellaneous debris,
and 4) fecal pellets. This grouping is based on their observations and those o f Trent et
al. (1978) who reported observing diatoms, dinoflagellates, bacteria, crustacean nauplii,
detritus, fecal pellets, copepod exoskeletons, and some unidentifiable objects in marine
snow. Riebesell (1991) found aggregates occurring in the North Sea to be com posed
mostly o f diatoms and detritus. His paper includes dramatic SEM pictures. W ithout
discussing the many observation o f oceanic marine snow it can be concluded that marine
snow’s composition is virtually all organic material.

There has been less study o f aggregates formed in estuaries and close to shore than
in the ocean. Shanks and Edmondson (1989) determined the composition of aggregates
in Cape Lookout Bight, N. C. This area is partially separated from the ocean but has free
water exchange with the Atlantic Ocean, so its aggregates are oceanic despite its location
in what appears to be an estuary. Shanks and Edmondson (1990) examine concentrations
o f larvae on marine snow. They found large percentages of competent polychaete and
nematode larvae but small percentages of noncompetent larvae and holoplankton attached
to marine snow. Kiorboe et al. (1994) studied aggregates in the Isefjord estuary in
Denmark. They centered their study on phytoplankton dynamics and gave cursory
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treatment to detritus in aggregates. They identified phytoplankton by species and found
Skeletonema costatum to be most abundant.

Two studies o f aggregate composition using scanning electron microscopes have
been conducted in Chesapeake Bay. Zabawa (1978) collected aggregates near Tolchester
Beach and found them to contain mostly fecal pellets and mineral grains. Pierce and
Nichols (1986) observed aggregates from the Rappahannock River and found some
mineral grains to be clean while others were other coated. Aggregates contained feces,
organic material, and fly ash.

Sizes
The first measurements one naturally considers when beginning to study
aggregates are counting them and measuring their size. The most straightforward
approach to size measurement is to photograph aggregates and analyze the images. D ata
on aggregate size is best presented as plots o f mass or volume versus particle size.

Syvitski et al. (1995) photographed aggregates in Halifax inlet and found 500 um
aggregates most common but some as large as 2mm. Their system could resolve particles
as small as 50 microns. Lick et al. (1993) investigated equilibrium aggregate diameters
and found power law relations between aggregate diameter and particle concentration
multiplied by shear. Their relations are d= 1.05x1 O'3 (CG)'°‘4for salt water and d = 9 x l0 '
4(CG)'056 for fresh water. Note that these relations are dimensional and require d in cm
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and CG in g/(s cm3). More shear and higher particle concentrations cause a smaller
equilibrium aggregate size to form more rapidly.

Fractal Nature o f Aggregates
Most recent discussions o f aggregate structure and properties use fractal geometry
to describe aggregates. Fractals, as will be discussed in more depth in this section, relate
aggregate size to porosity.

Density Size Relationship
It is well known from both visual observation and densities calculated from fall
velocity measurements that aggregates have high porosities (Tambo and Watanabe 1979).
Porosity increases with size in approximately a powerlaw relationship. The concept of
fractals gives a physical explanation of why the power law relationship between aggregate
size and porosity holds. Figure 2-3 and the equations that follow it demonstrates this.
The use of fractals aids in understanding, but for most applications empirical pow er law
relationships contains the same information. One could argue that introducing fractal
terminology only serves to add unnecessary complexity to the discussion.

There are two ways in which aggregates might grow. First, primary particles
could stick to the outside o f the growing aggregate one at a time. In this case, the
porosity of the aggregate would stay the same as it grew. Alternatively, in what is called
the fractal view o f aggregation, a few primary particles could stick together to form a
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cluster. Clusters would stick together, then clusters of clusters would stick together. The
clusters would have void space since primary particles do not fit together perfectly. The
clusters of clusters would have the void space in the clusters plus the additional void space
occurring because the clusters do not fit together perfectly, so porosity would increase as
size increased. Table 2-3 presents a model of this phenomena. Note that the p used below
equals e/(l-e) where e is the porosity.

The conceptual model of aggregation presented in Table 2-1 will now be related to
fractal dimension. Constants at level L are the number of primary particles per cluster and
the packing factor o f the primary particles. These should relate to the fractal dimension.
Fractal dimension is defined by equation 2-15 (Lin et al. 1989). In this equation the
exponent f is fractal dimension; V0 and d0 are the volume and diameter o f primary
particles; V is the volume of solids in the aggregate; and d is its diameter.

’'o

“o

The equation for the volume o f solids in Table 2-1 can be substituted into the
numerator of the left side of equation 2-15. If clusters have their size and volume related
by V=Ad3, we can convert the expression for volume of the aggregate in Table 2-1 into an
expression for aggregate diameter and substitute it into the right side numerator o f
equation 2-15. Assuming clusters and primary particles are the same shape allows use of
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Table 2-1 Fractal Dimension Development

clusters o f prim ary particles
n

v0
nV„
pnV„
nV„ + pnV„
( l+ p ) n V 0
level 2 ( clusters o f clusters)
n nV 0
n (( l+ p )n V „)+ p n ((I+ p )n V 0)
n (l+ p )n V u(l+ p )
n2( l + p ) 2V n

spheres per cluster
volum e per sphere
solid volum e per cluster
pore space per cluster
total volu m e per cluster

volum e o f solid s
total volum e

level 3
r**,3\r• U
n fm C l+ p )^ ,,] + p n [ n 2( l + p ) 2V J
n3( l+ p ) 3V 0

c r» Itrlc

total volum e

level L
nLV 0
nL( l + p ) LV„

volum e solids
total volum e
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the V=Ad3 to obtain a final substitution into the denominator o f equation 2-15 to obtain
equation 2-16.

n LVn

°

(-------7 -------'
v

c—y”

2 - 16

A

Equation 2-16 simplifies to
n L= (nL(l+p)L' f 3

2-17

then taking the logarithms and rearranging gives
,
31n(/z)
/ = ------- — —
ln(n( 1+/?))

2-18

Because this derivation does not give fractal dimension as a function of L, aggregates
which grow in the manner described in Table 2-1 can be described by fractal dimensions.
In other words, the fractal dimension describes the change in porosity of an aggregate with
size if the aggregate grows as described in Table 2-1.
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It is useful to relate fall velocity to fractal dimension. With a few assumptions this
is easily done. Recasting the fractal equation, equation 2-15, assuming spherical
aggregates and considering the definition of V,

V = ^ (1 - e ) d 3

2-19

6

one obtains

f-3
1-e =

dn

2-20

Substituting

p b = p c( l - e ) + p fe

2-21

into Stokes Law, equation 2-2, gives

(^ -l)(l-e)gd 2
W = - 2 - £ -----------------------------

0.00

18v

Combining equations 2-20 and 2-22 gives

•

W=

P,

l) g d f-

PL
. f_3---18i)do
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If a pow er law such as W=Adm is fit to fall velocity values it is apparent that m =f-l and

C ^ - Dg

A=1 I U ^

A is thus a function o f the density o f the solids in an aggregate and the size o f the primary
particles.

Density Relations
Table 2-2 shows relationships between fall velocity, W , excess density, pe,
porosity, e, and fractal dimension, f. Porosity determination requires knowledge of the
density o f the constituent particles o f a floe. Fractal dimension expressions include
primary particle diameter. However, if fall velocity is determined as a power law, fractal
dimension can be determined by equating exponents of aggregate diameter. Using
relationships, one is able to solve for particle size. These equations assume aggregates
and primary particles are spheres and that Stokes Law, which assumes impermeable
spheres with Reynolds numbers less than 1, holds.
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Table 2-2 Density - Porosity Relations
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Fall Velocity
Aggregates in most cases leave the water column by settling. How fast they settle,
their fall velocity, is therefore very important in determining their fate. It also governs the
magnitude o f the differential settling kernel.

Theory
A discussion o f fall velocity begins with Stoke’s Law, equation 2-2. Stoke’s Law is
derived by equating the buoyant force of the particle to the drag force the surrounding
fluid exerts on the falling particle. Drag force is calculated by an analytic solution o f flow
around a hard impermeable object with the Reynolds number less than one.

For higher Reynolds numbers, empirical results are used. One for sand is
presented by Wright (1995) and credited to Gibbs et al. (1971). The constants are based
on cgs units.

- 3 v + [9 v 2 +

1)(0.003869 + 0.02480^ )]2

W = ---------------------------— ----------------------------------------------- 2-25

0.011607 + 0.07440<i

Two factors which can affect fall velocity but are usually not considered by models
include aggregate shape and permeability. Most of our knowledge of these effects comes
from studies in fields other than marine science.
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Matsumoto and Saganuma (1977) experimentally investigated the permeability and
fall velocities o f balls of steel wool. They compared their experimental results with
analytical results in the literature, notably Neale et al. (1973). They give the analytical
solution for the ratio o f the fall velocities of permeable to impermeable objects, fip, as

CtanhC l Q

1-26

The nondimensional C, is the aggregate radius, r, divided by the square root of the
permeability, k. The challenge now is to determine a permeability. Matsumoto and
Saganuma (1977) presented an equation relating porosity, e, of a ball o f steel wool to its
permeability, k in the form,
1.42x70 7( l - e ) - ‘-575

2-27

Fennessy et al. (1994) use field data collected in the Tamar Estuary to estimate that a 100
micron aggregate has a porosity o f 0.97. This results in an fjp value of 7.5. In other
words, porosity may rapidly increase fall velocity. Gmachowski (1996) related
permeability to fractal dimension. Using our fractal dimension o f 1.8 gives a permeability
of 4.8xl0‘6 cm2 and thus an f value of 2. Stolzenbach (1993) used a permeability equation
originally attributed to Davies (1952) which is more widely used in the marine aggregate
literature
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2-28
c 16( 1 -e ) l3( 1-h56( 1-e )3)]

In this equation, d0 is the primary particle size. If the primary particle size is 5 micron for
our 100 micron aggregate and p=0.97, fjp equals 1.25. If this last, most widely used,
formulation is correct, the effect o f permeability on aggregate fall velocity may be safely
ignored.

Swamee and Ojha (1991) processed data from Schulz et al. (1954) on the effect of
nonspherical shape on particle fall velocities. They use equation 2-23 to relate drag
coefficient to fall velocity.

2-29

For a Reynolds number o f one, the drag coefficient varies from 25 to 34 for various
shapes tested. The fall velocity resulting from the lower drag coefficient is 1.14 times
faster than that from the higher drag coefficient. This indicates that the effects of
aggregate shape on fall velocity can be safely ignored.

Alldredge and Gotschalk (1988) photographed, measured the fall velocities of,
then collected oceanic aggregates off the southern California coast. Upon returning to the
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lab with these samples, they dried and weighted them. Using this data, including
measurements of the shape o f the aggregates obtained from the photographs, they
determined that shape made essentially no effect on aggregate fall velocity.

Measurements
Because aggregates are delicate, numerous investigators have tried to measure fall
velocity without transporting particles to the lab. Either bulk fall velocity (i.e., the total
concentration o f material with a given fall velocity) or fall velocities of individual particles
are measured. The classic bulk fall velocity measurement device is the Owen tube (Burt
1984). The Owen tube operates by capturing a tube of water at depth then bringing it on
board a research vessel in the horizontal position. On board it is rotated to the vertical
position. Water samples are removed from the tube at specified elevations and times.
Sediment concentration in these samples is determined and concentration as a function of
fall velocity is easily calculated.

If the fall velocity and size o f individual floes is required, the individual aggregates
must be observed. They must be isolated from ambient turbulence in a stilling tube. Any
camera system equipped with a stilling tube which can take pictures separated by known
small time intervals is capable o f collecting data for determining fall velocity.
Photographic fall velocity data which will be discussed in this section have been obtained
by Syvitski et al. (1995) and ten Brinke (1994). Syvitski’s camera, described in Heffler et
al. (1991), is an Olympus OM2 controlled by Tattletale controllers. Three cameras
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provided a redundant stereo view o f a 17 x 26 x 3 cm volume so particle positions can be
determined in three dimensional space. They claimed accuracies of ±20pm in size and ±2
m/24 hours in fall velocity. Ten Brinke (1994) used a video camera directed at a stilling
well as described by van Leussen and Cornelisse (1993). The camera had a 25 mm lens
with a 15 mm extension tube so that each of the 288 x 604 pixels had dimensions o f 10 x
15pm.

Virtually all investigators agree that there is a power law relationship between fall
velocity and aggregate diameter (Syvitski et al. 1995). However, power law relationships
are dimensional and many units have been used. Results presented herein have been
converted so fall velocity is given in cm sec'1 and aggregate diameter is given in cm. Fall
velocity relates to other aggregate properties which may be of interest. Some
investigators report their fall velocity measurements as excess densities, ps. These values
readily convert to fall velocity by assuming Stokes Law is valid.

Syvitski et al. (1995) measured fall velocities in situ in the Bedford Estuary in
Canada for several successive days, which are plotted in Figure 2-3. Their results showed
considerable day to day variation in floe fall velocity, although they did not present data on
environmental conditions or floe composition with which to explain the variation. Ten
Brinke (1994) made measurements in the Oosterschelde Estuary in situ in Novem ber and
September. He states "The density of the aggregates in September was higher at high
water slack (HWS),W =5.59d034, than at low water slack W=16.2dL29." Aggregate
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density at HWS in September was higher than that at flood and HWS in November,
W=0.683da4S, especially for large aggregates."

Other investigators have made laboratory measurements o f fall velocities and sizes
o f aggregates formed in the field. Gibbs (1985) collected aggregates from the water
column in Chesapeake Bay and obtained W=0.222dOT77. Kawana and Tanimoto (1984)
collected aggregates from near the bottom o f Osaka Bay on three different days. Their
collection methods may have disturbed the sample but the present fall velocities of
W =10.63dL2, W =14.17d‘~4, and W=8.66d117. Note that values for marine snow are not
directly comparable to relationships developed using clay aggregates because of density
differences. Shear intensities and detailed information on aggregate composition are not
available from the above sources.

Other investigators have measured fall velocities o f aggregates created in the
laboratory. Burban et al.(1990) presented results obtained using 6 micron clay collected
from Lake Erie which was aggregated in a viscometer. Their results are summarized in
Table 2-2. They fit fall velocity data to a power law, W=Adm. Although the
concentrations they used are realistic, the shears are quite high as discussed earlier in this
chapter. Higher shears and concentrations give faster settling velocities for a given
aggregate size. Lick et al.(1993) performed tests in a differential settling aggregation
chamber and obtained results much different than those obtained in the viscometer device.
In these tests, W =46.6d1-5 in freshwater, and W =30dI-5S in salt water.
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Table 2-3 Fall Velocity Measurements Burban et al. (1990)
conc.

shear

mg r l

1 sec'1

10

100

400

fresh

salt

salt

a cm sec'1

m

a cm sec'1

m

100

32.7

2.1

0.095

0.7

200

7.79

1.6

0.039

0.37

400

0.275

0.79

0.127

0.54

100

0.251

0.85

0.513

0.87

200

0.24

0.7

0.511

0.74

400

0.22

0.59

0.12

0.5

100

0.305

0.69

0.074

0.47

200

0.779

0.85

0.238

0.55

400

0.045

0.26

0.091

0.29

fresh

Constants for power law fits to the fall velocity data collected by Lick et al. (1993). The
constant is a and m is the exponent. Fresh and salt denote the salinity o f the water.
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Figure 2-3 Syvitski’s Fall Velocity Measurements
Power law curves fitted to fall velocity data collected by Syvitski et al. in the
Bedford Estuary on 11 days in May o f 1991. Note the large scatter in
measurements.
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Considering that it is advantageous to minimize handling o f aggregates, the in-situ
measurements can be considered more representative o f aggregates created in estuaries.
These fall velocity measurements were converted to fractal dimensions. Average fractal
dimensions are 1.67 for Syvitski’s data and 1.87 for ten Brinke’s data. It is thus likely
typical fractal dimensions for estuarine aggregates are slightly less than 2, possibly 1.8.

Stickiness

Theory
Aggregation models usually break the adhesion process into 2 steps, encounter and
sticking. This neatly divides the problem between the fields o f fluid mechanics and
chemistry. Unfortunately, close examination shows that the division is not so neat. The
"chemical processes" exert forces on particles that influence the likelihood that they will
encounter one another. Before using the typical description of the problem with
aggregation described by the ubiquitous a and (3, it is worth discussing what is known
about the mechanics of adhesion processes.

The classical description o f adhesion is presented by DLVO theory, named after
Deijaguin and Landau o f Russia and Verway and Overbeek of the Netherlands who
independently developed the theory in the 1940’s. Descriptions of DLVO theory are
commonly available in the literature, e.g. Levich (1962). DLVO theory describes adhesion
as a linear superposition o f attraction due to van der Waals forces and repulsion due to
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the electrical double layers. Particles are negatively charged and surrounded by positively
charged ions. These positive ions repel neighboring particles which are also surrounded
by positive ions. As the ionic content of the water increases, more positive ions are
available and they pack more densely around the particles causing the electrical double
layers to become thinner. Eventually the layer becomes thin enough that neighboring floes
can come close enough, about 1 nm, that the short range van der Waals forces dominate
and the particles adhere. This mechanism explains the enhanced aggregation that occurs
when fresh water enters an estuary and starts to become saline. In this case the suspended
material carried by a river aggregates when the river water mixes with the estuarine water
and become slightly, a few parts per thousand, saline.

In a review paper, Isrealachivili and McGuiggan (1988) described four forces
between surfaces in liquids. The two DLVO forces assume the fluid is a continuum. When
two surfaces are close together, less than ten water molecule diameters or 2.5 nm, the
fluid can no longer be considered a continuum. Solvation forces become important.
Water molecules are squeezed out of the gap between the surfaces one at a time. This
results in a repulsion force which builds until a water molecule is ejected. The two
surfaces are then drawn together to fill the gap caused by the departing water molecule.
As surfaces are brought these solvation forces oscillate as each water molecule is ejected.

Additionally, surfaces that are hydrophilic experience a monotonic repulsion force
since the water is more difficult to remove from the gap between surfaces. In the case of
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hydrophobic surfaces an adhesive force results. This forces has a range similar to or
slightly longer than the DLVO forces. Flexible surfaces such as organic coatings can
move as affected by the solvation forces. This affects the magnitude o f the interparticle
forces. However, much o f the phenomena remains to be explained.

Alpha Values
Numerous investigators have experimentally considered adhesion coefficients.
Alldredge and McGillavary (1991) used the direct approach and observed interparticle
collisions. One advantage o f this method is that it does not rely on an aggregation model
to calculate a. They found an average a value of 0.77 but it varied with the type of
aggregate. Diatom floes were the stickiest with a of 0.88 while amorphous aggregates
had a value of 0.6. This seems reasonable since it is generally assumed that more
refractory material is less sticky (Alldredge and McGillivary 1991).

Stickiness o f phytoplankton was investigated by Kiorboe et al. (1990) who found
alpha values varying from 0.06 to 0.15. These values were obtained by counting numbers
o f particles after mixing water in a viscometer. Also investigating the stickiness of
phytoplankton, the Sigma tank experiment grew a mesocosm of phytoplankton and many
investigators studied it. These included Dam and Drapeau (1995) who used methods
similar to Kiorboe’s and found alpha to vary from 0.03 to 0.8. They found larger alpha
values early in the experiment when plankton growth rates were higher.
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Gibbs (1983a) determined alpha values for a variety of mostly clay sediments over
a range o f salinities. He removed organic coatings from particles and thus determined
their effects on alpha. In most cases alpha was higher if the organic coatings were
removed. At higher salinities the presence of organic coatings had less effect. Delaware
Bay sediments at 17 ppt salinity had alpha values of 0.207 and 0.177 with and without
organic coatings, respectively.

There is much variation in reported alpha values. However, 0.2 appears to be a
reasonable value.

Breakup
If a system is mixed well enough to keep aggregates in suspension, the aggregate
size distribution for that system results from a balance between aggregation and
disaggregation. Therefore, the attention paid to disaggregation should be comparable to
that devoted to aggregation. Unfortunately, aggregation theory is much further advanced
than disaggregation theory.

One disaggregation problem that has been given consideration is breakup o f drops
o f immiscible fluids. Hunt (1984) discussed this analysis drawing from Taylor (1932).
The criteria for breakup is given by the Weber number. The Weber number is the
nondimensional ratio o f the drag force, which tends to tear an aggregate apart, and surface
tension, which tries to hold the aggregate together.
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We_ P< U \d )> d

2-30

In equation 2-30, <U2(d)> is the mean square o f the relative velocity fluctuations across a
droplet o f diameter d, and c is the surface tension. The value o f <U2(d)> depends upon
whether a particle is larger o r smaller than the Kolmogorov scale. If it is larger
< U 2 { d ) > ~ ( £ f i0 2/3

2-31

,
edz
< U { d ) > = ------V

2-32

and if it is smaller then

Substitution, followed by som e algebra, shows that for aggregates bigger than the
Kolmogorov scale the maximum droplet diameter is proportional to (oVp3^ ) 175 whereas
for droplets smaller than the Kolmogorov scale the maximum droplet diam eter is
proportional to (vo/ep)I/3. N ote that these relationships require constants to give useful
predictions.

This analysis does not translate directly to aggregates because the structure o f the
aggregate, not surface tension, holds aggregates together. This greatly complicates
matters because strengths o f similar sized aggregates can vary greatly. Also, when
aggregates break apart, they break at weak points in the aggregate. The smaller
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aggregates resulting when one aggregate breaks up can be o f similar or very different
sizes. This is one of the larger debates in the aggregation literature with Thomas (1964)
proposing that floes essentially split in half, whereas Argaman and Kaufman (1970)
propose that primary particles are individually eroded off large aggregates. Both these
researchers base their interest in aggregation on wastewater applications.

Thomas (1964) adapted the Weber number analysis to floes. He estimated the
yield stress, xy o f a floe as

( 1- * )
a

T..

3

2-33

Equation 2-33 is not dimensionally consistent. Stress is a force divided by a length
squared and, although there is a length squared term in the denominator, the numerator is
dimensionless. The yield stress can now be related to a pseudo surface-tension, o, by
Ty

(7 «* —
d

2-34

which is dimensionally consistent. Substituting equation 2-33 into 2-34 and combining the
result with equations 2-31 and 2-30 gives an expression for maximum aggregate size.

d<

3/8

1
,1/4

2-35
Pdl
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Repeating this process but using equation 2-32 gives

2-36

Both equations 2-35 and 2-36 need to be multiplied by dimensional empirical constants to
be useful. However, in both cases d is a function of e"I/4 which agrees with the frequently
used estimation that aggregates are limited by the Kolmagorov length scale. It is unknown
if equations 2-33 and 2-34 were chosen to attain this result.

Thomas (1964) presented his analysis prior to adoption o f the fractal view of
aggregates. It is interesting to recast equations 2-35 and 2-36 using the fractal view of
aggregates. Assuming a fractal dimension of 2, equation 2-35 becomes
3 5 -9 /
3

2-37

and equation 2-36 becomes

1 3 -3 /

2-38
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When f, the fractal dimension, equals three, which represents the case o f no porosity,
equations 2-37 and 2-38 reduce to equations 2-35 and 2-36. When f equals two, typical
for estuarine aggregates, they do not.

Parker et al. (1972) considered aggregation in the context of water treatment.
They found there were tw o floe erosion modes. Floes held together by filaments broke
apart much as Thomas (1964) predicted while floes held together by particle attraction
broke up by erosion o f surface particles. Surface erosion was treated by considering the
equation of fluid motion near the aggregate. Parker et al. (1972) suggest that the
maximum floe is the size at which erosion begins. This occurs when

^

I f

y

U/ 2

G ( P ^ yS

2 -3 9

In this equation G is the shear rate in the fluid and 5 is a constant. Erosion and rupture are
difficult to separate and this study concluded by stating that the Kolmogorov scale is
roughly the upper size limit on floes. Other marine science studies have supported this
conclusion including Alldredge et al. (1990) and Eisma (1986).
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LABORATORY STUDIES

Uses o f Laboratory Aggregation Devices
This section describes applications of laboratory aggregation devices. Laboratory
aggregation devices can be useful for investigating aggregation processes and also for
obtaining fundamental relationships and constants required by modeling efforts. They are
also useful for investigating biological and chemical processes including many not related
to aggregation.

As the previous chapter demonstrates, aggregation is a complex process.
Aggregation research becomes a challenge of determining which of the many independent
variables cause an observed phenomena. Although field investigations are useful for
aggregation studies, the only way an investigator can control aggregate forming conditions
in the field is by appropriate choice o f sampling time and location. For example, if one
wants to study the effect o f higher freshwater inflows in the field, he has to wait for a
period o f heavy rains. It is also often hard to separate out conditions in the field. For
example, the high freshwater inflow may usually occur in the spring when biological
activity is increasing. Which o f these phenomena caused an observation? Another
problem with field observations is that an aggregate may travel considerable distances
54
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through a variety o f conditions while forming. A comparison between aggregate
characteristics and those o f the location where it is observed may have little meaning. For
example, an aggregate may mostly form in fresher, clearer, surface water then fall into the
bottom water. Its characteristics would not be totally determined by the bottom water
environment. A laboratory aggregation device enables the investigator to limit conditions
and better identify causal factors.

Information needs in any modeling effort may be grouped into two general types:
fundamental relationships and constants. Initially, research attempts to determine
fundamental relationships that describe a process. For example, in a more energetic
environment, aggregates form more rapidly but they can not grow as large as they can in
quiescent conditions. Later, as needs arise for specific predictions for specific locations,
constants for a model or relationship are required. An advanced model will have many
free parameters so calibrating and verifying it requires many and varied data. Laboratory
experiments can make this process easier because they allow closer control of conditions
thereby limiting free parameters.

To date, much of the experimental efforts regarding aggregation have focused on
determining fundamental relationships, although in determining these relationships
constants for specific circumstances are obtained. Laboratory experiments using
aggregation devices have looked for what controls aggregate porosity and what controls
aggregation rates.
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Klimpel and Hogg (1986) investigated what controls aggregate porosity by varying
agitation intensity, polymer coagulant concentration, mixing time, solids concentration,
and primary particle size. Being mineral processing engineers they did all experiments
with quartz crystals. Tambo and Watanabe (1979), being wastewater engineers, did
similar experiments using clay. Lick et al. (1993) used riverine sediments for similar
experiments.

Aggregation rates, which are controlled by particle stickiness, were addressed
early by wastewater engineers (Argaman and Kaufman 1970 and Hunt 1982). However,
aggregating wastewater has less variability than estuarine water and determination of
stickiness is an area in need o f research in marine science. Evidence suggests that for
aggregating plankton, stickiness varies species to species and varies with the nutrient
levels in the water (Kiorboe and Hansen 1993 and Passow and Wassmann 1994). It is
also an area well suited to the laboratory approach because a laboratory settling allows use
o f pure cultures o f phytoplankton species in controlled nutrient environments.
Considering the numerous nutrients and wide variety of microorganisms present in water,
this avenue o f research offers many research opportunities. The laboratory settling also
allows investigation of other interesting questions such as the effect of temperature on
aggregation. Hanson and Cleasby (1990) looked at this in the context of wastewater
engineering. Another application for aggregation devices is determining aggregation
constants for specific areas and materials such as Milligan and Hill (1998) did for drilling
muds.
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Devices suitable for aggregation studies may also be applied to other studies such
as Shimeta et al. (1995) who studied feeding rates of cilliates and flagellates in a
viscometer types device. They found more energetic flow increases feeding rates. These
experiments were conducted in a viscometer type device but a grid turbulence device
would add more realistic conditions.

The author originally built ROGTAC, the new aggregation device described in this
chapter, and also a conventional viscometer type device to compare aggregation rates in
the two devices and thereby investigate the equivalence o f turbulent and laminar shear
with respect to aggregation. Upon investigation o f the devices, it was determined that the
two devices could be compared over a limited range of shear conditions. Also, equipment
available to observe and measure aggregates produced in the devices had severe
limitations. The research focus o f the author was therefore redirected to what appeared to
be a more promising project, the two component computer model. However, upon
consideration o f the many potential uses of laboratory aggregation devices, which are
described in this section, it was felt that a documentation of what was learned about the
ROGTAC would be beneficial to the dissertation. Therefore, this chapter will describe the
design of ROGTAC and an investigation of its hydrodynamic characteristics. Final
sections will discuss how future investigators might collect data from it and finally how it
might be used in the calibration and verification o f the two-component model.
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Device Types
Many investigators have created aggregates in the lab using a variety o f devices.
This section will describe many of the more important ones.

Batch Reactors
Much early w ork was done using batch reactors, and they are still commonly used
in the water and wastew ater industries. These are tanks or buckets o f water outfitted with
mixing devices such as paddles. Although batch reactors are effective at producing
aggregates, the turbulent fields they produce vary spatially with much high shears at blade
tips than elsewhere in the reactor (Stanley and Smith 1995). Batch reactors, although
used in waste water treatment studies, have been rarely used in marine science research.
They will not be discussed extensively herein. Researchers who have used batch reactors
include: Hanson and Cleasby (1990), Al Ani et al. (1991), Weilenman et al.(1989), and
Tambo and Watanabe (1979).

Grid Turbulence Generators
Studies which require homogeneous isotropic turbulence usually use grid
turbulence generators (Figure 3-1). Many investigators have used such devices to create
aggregates in the lab. Thompson and Turner (1975) determined basic information on such
devices including the fact that turbulence decays linearly away from the grid. Although
tank size, grid bar and grid spacing vary, the designs are essentially the same. Table 3-1
shows tank geometries for several grid turbulence generators.
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Viscometers
Laminar shear conditions are more regular than turbulent flow and are often used.
Laminar flow is typically created in a viscometer type device. These devices consist of
two concentric cylinders with fluid in the gap between the cylinders. The outer cylinder
turns and the inner cylinder is held fixed. Many such devices have been built with varying
geometries. If the viscometer is operated at a fast enough speed the Reynolds number
increases to where flow become turbulent. In most studies o f aggregate formation
viscometers have been set to avoid turbulent conditions.

Rolling Cylinder
Even simpler than a viscometer is the rolling cylinder device. It consists o f a
cylinder or even a bottle which is rolled by a roller table. The cylinder rotates about its
cylindrical axis. Shanks and Edmondson (1989) first used this device. Aggregates that
fall to the bottom o f the cylinder are lifted as it rotates.

Rotating Oscillating Grid Turbulence Aggregation Chamber (ROGTAC): A New Device
Most experiments which require uniform turbulence create the turbulence by
passing the fluid through a grid. Such setups have been used successfully in aggregation
experiments with neutrally buoyant particles where particles did not settle (Hill et al.
1992). Alldredge et al (1990) used such a tank for aggregate breakup experiments where
aggregates broke up as they fell through the grid. Van Leussen (1994) described a four
meter high tube used in an attempt to model aggregation processes in a natural water body
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Linear slide
turntable

rH

Figure 3-1 Oscillating Grid Turbulence Generator
A typical oscillating grid turbulence generator, Brumley and Jirka (1987).
The grid at the bottom o f the tank oscillates up and down to create
turbulence.
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Table 3-1. A Summary o f Characteristics of Oscillating Grid Turbulence Devices
Authors

tank size
(cm)

grid
geometry
(cm)

stroke freq and
amplitude

use

Thompson and
Turner 1975

25.4x25.4x4
6

5 space
1 sq bar

2 - 5 Hz
1 cm

mixing

Brumley and
Jirka 1987

50 x 50 x40

6.35 etc
space
1.3 sq bar

.5 to 5 Hz
1.3 to 15 cm

interface gas
transfer

Alldredge,
Granata,
Gotschalk and
Dickey 1990

62 x 62 x 76

5 space
1 cm tubes

2.4 to 4.9 Hz
6 cm

gas transfer/
aggregate
breakup

Casson and
Lawler 1990.

?

3.18 space
.635 bars +
mesh

0.25 - 0.75Hz
1.91 - 0.64cm

Flocculation

van Leussen
1994

425 x 29

7.5

7.5 cm
5 Hz max

estuarine
sediment
dynamics

Kiorboe
Andersen Dam
1990

? beaker

round plate
with holes

energy input
calculated

phytoplankton
stickiness

Hill Nowell
Jumars 1992

50 x 50 x 40

6.35 space
1 cm

2.5 - 3.4 Hz
4 - 6 cm

Particle
interaction

Chisholm 1999

28 x 10

2.5 space
.64 grid

.38 - .75 Hz
7.5 cm
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Table 3-2 Viscometers
Author

dimension

speed

use

Van Duuren
1968

8.9 id 11.5 od
25 long

?

flocculation

Gibbs 1983

1 cm gap
900 ml voI

?

flocculation

Drapeau, Dam,
and Greiner
1994

9.038 id
11.538 od
26 long

?

stickiness

Tsai, Iacobellis,
and Lick 1987

2.3 id 2.5 od
25.4 long

<830 rpm

flocculation

7.5 id

shear 0.5 - 32

flocculation

Hunt 1982

O
O

1
. U

____1
U U

1
i

TT_
n x
.

.

Table 3-3 Rolling Cylinder Devices
Author

dimension

speed

use

Shanks and
Edmondson
1989

15 cp x 8

2.6 to 30 rpm

aggregation

Passow and
Wassmann 1994

6 cp

2.8 rpm

aggregation

Lick, Huang,
and Jepsen 1993

20 cp
30 cp
100 cp

2 rpm

aggregation

Logan Kilps
1995.

4 cp 60 ml

7.5 rpm

aggregation

2.6
2.8
3.5
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with stronger turbulence near the bottom. Aggregates broke up as they fell through the
grid but reformed as the pieces were resuspended. None o f these designs are well suited
for studies where interaction between aggregates and the grid are undesirable.

To make a grid type turbulence generator useful, a method o f keeping particles
suspended but away from the grid must be developed. The most successful method of
keeping aggregates in suspension was the rolling cylinder device developed by Shanks and
Edmondson (1989). They placed water in a rotating cylinder so the particles could
continually fall without hitting the bottom o f the cylinder.

Combination o f these two devices results in a rotating cylinder with an oscillating
grid in one end, or rotating oscillating grid turbulent aggregation chamber - ROGTAC.
This is a new design first presented herein. This design combines the superior turbulence
generating capabilities o f the oscillating grid design with the superior aggregate suspension
characteristics o f the rotating cylinder design. Aggregates should stay evenly distributed
throughout the device due to turbulent mixing. Aggregates are carried into the grid by
turbulent diffusion and residual currents, not by both turbulent diffusion and gravity as in
conventional aggregation devices. Thus, the grid will interfere with the aggregation to a
lesser extent. The device should quickly come up to solid body mean flow since
momentum diffusion is governed by turbulent eddy viscosity instead of molecular
viscosity.
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An obvious question regarding a grid turbulence generator is whether the
turbulence generator does indeed produces turbulent flow; that is, is its Reynolds number
sufficiently large? Turbulent flow generally begins when the Reynolds number exceeds
about 1500 (White 1979). A grid with 1 cm spacing must move at 15 cm sec*1 to achieve
this Reynolds number. Other researchers who have used "turbulence grid" generators
such as Hill et al. (1992) and Brumley and Jirka (1987) actually had Reynolds numbers too
small to generate for turbulence. Hill et al. (1992) had a Reynolds number o f about 100.
If the Reynolds number for an oscillating grid is too low unsteady laminar flow results. It
behaves much as turbulent flow and is acceptable for many applications but it is not truly
turbulent in that it is not chaotic. (Dr. Robert Ash, personal communication). The flow
characteristics of ROGTAC were investigated experimentally to determine the nature of
the flow as a function o f grid oscillation stroke frequency.

ROGTAC consists o f a 10.2 cm diameter cylinder which is 28 cm long giving a
volume of 2.2 1. The barrel is cast acrylic. The grid is constructed of 0.635 cm square
acrylic with 2.54 cm center to center spacing. Power is transmitted to the grid by a 1.9 cm
diameter acrylic rod. A double O-ring seal prevents leakage where the rod enters the
barrel. The end of ROGTAC away from the grid is covered with a 3.2 mm thick glass
plate. The glass has superior optical properties to acrylic. It is also removable to allow
access for filling the device. A 1/8 Hp gear m otor transmits power through a slider
mechanism to the rod connected to the grid. The motor is a variable speed DC m otor and
can vary its speed between 0 and 60 rpm. At 60 rpm, the Reynolds number is about 1500.
Rotation is driven by an AC motor which transmits its power through a chain drive to a
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drive pulley. Rotation speed cannot be varied and is fixed at 3 rpm. Figures 3-3 through
3-5 show the plans for the device. The as-built device has a few deviations from the plans.
The pulley which drives the barrel rotation mates with a 5 tooth per inch timing belt which
is glued on the barrel. A second pulley on the top insures that the drive pulley and the
timing belt stay in contact.

Analysis of ROGTAC
The ROGTAC is a new design so it is necessary to describe its hydraulic
characteristics as accurately as possible. This was done using a Laser Doppler
Velocimeter. The RO G TA C’s characteristics o f primary interest are the mean flow rate
and the turbulent energy dissipation rate.

Laser Doppler Velocimetry
When faced with the challenge o f determining flow velocities inside a container it
is advantageous to obtain measurements without inserting anything into the container
which disrupts the flow. Because light has virtually no effect on flow, the idea o f looking
at the flow is appealing.

A Laser Doppler Velocimeter (LDV) measures flow velocities

using a laser light and appropriate optics and electronics. The Doppler phenomena is well
known; when waves bounce off moving objects their frequency changes. Measuring the
frequency change allows determination o f the velocity of the object. Although the concept
is simple, making it work is more complicated. The frequency o f light is on the order o f
1015 Hz which is much faster than electronics operate. Furthermore, the Doppler shift is
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Figure 3-3 ROGTAC Chamber End View
ROGTAC chamber end view showing grid in barrel.
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usually less than 106 Hz, 9 orders o f magnitude slower than the frequency o f the light. To
solve these problems light is broken into 2 beams; the frequency o f one o f the beams is
shifted; and the beams are focused at a location where the two beams interfere. The shift
frequency is selected by the LDV operator to be close to but larger than the expected
Doppler shift. A pattern with alternating light and dark bands moving at the shift
frequency develops. These are reflected or scattered and Doppler shifted. The bands
move in the plane o f the beams perpendicular to the bisector o f the angle between the
beams. Velocities are determined in the plane o f the beams and in the direction the fringes
move.

Experiments were ran at the Flow Modeling and Control Branch of the NASA
Langley Research Center. The LDV used included an Innova 70 Laser and a TSI LDV
system. The LDV system consisted of a colorburst 9201 separator, IFA 750 correlator,
and a colorlink 9230 multicolor receiver. Although the system can be configured for 3
axis work it was used in the two axis mode for this project. Light wavelengths used
included green, 514.5 nm, and blue, 488.0 nm.

Measurement quality improves if laser beams are transmitted through higher
quality optical surfaces. Generally, flat glass is required. High quality optical windows
are preferred, but plate glass from a hardware store will work. Measurement is more
difficult through acrylic and attempts to obtain measurement through the curved surfaces
of the acrylic cylinder were not successful. A flat glass end made of hardware store glass
was placed on the ROGTAC. Because measurements can only be made in the plane of the
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beams, measurements could only be made perpendicular to the axis of the cylinder. No
measurements could be made parallel to the axis o f the cylinder.

The fundamental equation for LDV is f0=IU!/df where f0 is the Doppler frequency,
U is the particle velocity, and df is the fringe spacing. Thus, to calculate the velocity vve
need the Doppler frequency and the fringe spacing. Fringe spacing depends on probe
optics and the wavelength o f the light used. In water the wavelength of light is shorter,
and the velocity of light is slower for a given frequency than in air. The ratio o f velocities
between air and any substance is that substance’s index of refraction; for water it is 1.33.
A shorter wavelength results in a smaller fringe spacing. Thus for a given Doppler shift
velocities in water are smaller than in air. The laser beams are focused on a very small
location. The measurement volume for the NASA LDV system with green light is a
cylinder 159 micron diameter by 2.29 mm long.

LDV systems determine speed by measuring the Doppler shift of light interacting
with particles; hence, particles are necessary. Ideally the particle is smaller than the fringe
spacing and highly reflective. The fringe spacing in these experiments was 3.72 / 1.33
microns. Particles should also track the flow. This is best done if the particle is the same
density as the fluid. Latex particles are often used because they are almost neutrally
buoyant and can be made very small. Attempts at flow measurement using 1.9 micron
latex spheres were not successful because the latex was not reflective enough for the LDV
processing electronics. This resulted in unacceptably low data rates. Tests with 10
micron hollow metal spheres gave good data rates because o f the high reflectivity o f the
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spheres. They also appeared to give good signatures on the oscilloscope, confirming that
they were not unacceptably large. These particles were used for the measurements
reported herein. However, these particles did settle and tended to stick to the cylinder
walls and the grid. New particles were added each day prior to experiments. There were
noticeable decreases in data rates as the day progressed and particles settle out and stuck
to the ROGTAC’s cylinder walls.

Verification
Before using any measurement device it is advisable to compare the measurements
with known values. This is rather difficult in the ROGTAC because the flow is not
known; it is what we are trying to determine. One possibility is to rotate the cylinder and
keep the laser focused at a spot away from the center. Knowing the speed o f rotation
allows calculation of the velocity o f the water at that location provided the flow is solid
body rotation. However, for solid body rotation to occur the momentum must diffuse
outward from the cylinder wall which can take a while (Jackson 1994). A simpler method
is to move the LDV probe relative to the cylinder with the cylinder still and the water in it
at rest. This is easily done because the LDV probe is mounted on a stage which can be
programmed to move as selected rates. Figure 3-5 shows measured and programmed
velocities. The agreement is quite good. However, the standard deviations are more than
one would wish. It is is uncertain if these were due to variations in the speed of the
stage, which could be the case if it uses a stepper motor, variation in the instrument, or
unobserved variation in the flow.
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Figure 3-5 LDV Velocity Verification
Eight separate comparisons w ere made between programmed velocities o f the moving
stage and velocities measured by the LDV. The + symbol represents the velocity of
the stage and the x represents the velocity measured by the LDV. The o ’s indicate
the standard deviation o f the LD V measurements.
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Grid End

Glass end

Figure 3-6 LDV Data Coordinate System
The coordinate system used in the LDV analysis of ROGTAC is shown. Facing the
glass end and looking into ROGTAC, the x axis extends to the right, the y axis is
vertical, and the z axis extends outward. This preserves a right hand coordinate
system but all z coordinates in ROGTAC are negative.
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Mean Flow
The first task o f the LDV study was to determine mean flow patterns in the
ROGTAC. This analysis was facilitated by first defining a right hand coordinate system
with its origin at the center o f the chamber at the window end. The y-axis was vertical
and the x-axis extended to the right if one is looking into the chamber through the glass
end plate To maintain a right handed coordinate system, the z axis extended forward
away from the chamber making all z values in the chamber negative.

Mean velocities were determined by a series of measurements spread over the y-z
plane. Note that in Figure 3-7 the location of the measurements is shown by the base of
the arrows which is in the y-z plane. This location is found from the graph axis.
However, velocity magnitude and direction is shown by the length and direction o f the
arrows that are in the x-y plane. That is, the vertical component of the arrows shows
radial motion and the horizontal component shows tangential motion. The plot shows
what appear to be reasonable readings. Upon inspection several trends emerge. The flow
at the bottom and ends is mostly tangential in the positive x direction and flow at the top is
downward in the negative y direction. However, the mean velocity o f these measurements
is 3 mm sec'1. An estimate o f the time for circulation around the tank may be obtained by
dividing the length o f the perimeter of ROGTAC, IOOte mm, by the mean velocity to
obtain about 100 seconds. M ore importantly, if it is assumed that longitudinal flow equals
tangential flow, the time for a particle to complete a circuit in the y-z plane would be
about 250 seconds. In one early test run of ROGTAC a small jellyfish found its way into
a water sample and thus into the device. It did a slow circulation in the y-z plane, taking
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several minutes to complete a circuit. It was not swimming and appeared to be dead,
although maybe it was just sleeping. However, the former is more likely because passing
through the grid would probably wake it up. Knowledge o f the circulation rate is
important because it gives a measure of how quickly aggregates forming in the device pass
from the more energetic grid end to the more quiescent end.

Standard deviations o f the above data were also calculated and are plotted in
Figure 3-8 in the same format as the mean velocities. Note that by their nature all
standard deviations are positive. The lower left velocity in the grid is actually a missing
value. The data annear resular. Note that the flow is much more enersetic close to the
grid and decays away from the grid. This effect will be treated in more detail with a later
data set.

Measurements were made next across one square of the grid and varying distances
in the z direction. These are plotted in Figure 3-9. The flow in front of a grid is a jet.
Mean velocities at various distances away from a jet were calculated. Note that the
measurements are close together. Neglecting the large velocities close to the grid, the
mean velocity is 2.7 mm sec'1, close to the value for the whole grid scan. As in Figure 38, standard deviations for the single grid cell measurements are plotted in Figure 3-10. It
was hoped when collecting these data that a form to the jet would emerge. However, the
variation in the flow is close to constant across a transect and decreases away from the
grid.
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Grid Turbulence
Grid turbulence has been used in many studies of mixing or gas transfer in addition
to a few aggregation studies. M ost o f these studies, described in Table 3-1, characterized
grid turbulence. Thompson and Turner (1975) used a hot wire anaemometer to measure
turbulence at various distances above the grid. They found: "The flow produced by
oscillating grids can be discussed in terms o f three consecutive processes. First, there is
the generation of a quasi-steady jet flow very close to each grid bar. The form and
intensity o f the motion in this region depends on the cross section o f the bars and on the
amplitude, and there may be an explicit dependence on viscosity. Second, the jets interact,
and break down to give turbulence which is advected by the jets. Finally, this turbulence
decays with distance away from the grid ..." The flow structure near oscillating grids is
different than that downstream o f a grid in the flow.

Thompson and Turner (1975) give the following expression for decay of
turbulence which they credit to Batchelor (1953) dU2/dt = -AU3/! where U and 1are the
velocity and length scales o f the turbulence determined by autocovariance procedures and
A is a constant of order 1. They adapted this expression to obtain dU3/dz = -BCU3/1. If 1
varies linearly with z, the distance away from the grid, it can be expressed as 1=0^.
Substitution and solution o f the differential equation gives U=U0(z/z0)'B/3D where U0 is the
velocity at Zq. They found U - z '1-5 , Bc=0.45, Dc=0.1. Hypothesizing that U0=fss and Zq= s
and substituting into the equation for U gives U=1.4 f ^ z ' 1-5. This implies that turbulent
velocities depend upon the stroke frequency, fs, and the stroke length, s. Turbulent
velocities decrease away from the grid at the -1.5 power.
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Figure 3-7 Mean Velocities in the XY Plane
Measurements were made in 20 locations spread over a vertical slice through the long
axis of the chamber (the yz plane). The location of the base of each arrow depicts the
measurement location. For example, the largest arrow in the leftmost column of
arrows shows a measurement which was made at location x=0, y=0, and z=-170. In
this location, he mean flow was mostly upward but slightly to the right when viewed
through the glass end. To provide scale, the arrow in the upper left com er represents
4.4 mm sec'1.
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Figure 3-8 Standard Deviation o f Velocity in XY Plane
Standard deviations of the mean values shown in figure 3-7 are given. The location
of the base of each arrow depicts the measurement location. The arrows are vectors
showing the standard deviation in the x and y directions. Note that flow is less
energetic away from the grid. To provide scale, the arrow in the upper left corner
represents 12.9 mm s'1.
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Figure 3-9 Mean Velocities in XY Plane Across a Grid Cell
Mean velocities in the jet leaving a grid cell were measured. The large velocities
on the left are inside the grid stroke. The arrows are vectors showing the mean
flow in the xy plane. Away from the grid, a weak rotary flow velocity is visible.
The location of the base o f each arrow depicts the measurement location in the yz
plane. To provide scale, the arrow toward the upper left comer represents 15.8
mm s'1.
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Figure 3-10 Standard Deviation in WY Plane Across a Grid Cell
The structure o f the jet leaving a grid cell was determined. The large velocities
the left are inside the grid stroke. The arrows are vectors showing the standard
deviation in the flow in the xy plane. This figure clearly shows the decrease in
turbulent intensity away from the grid. The location o f the base of each arrow
depicts the measurement location in the yz plane. To provide scale, the arrow
closest to the upper left com er of the figure represents 36 mm s'1.
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Stanley and Smith (1995) performed an LDV study of flow in a standard mixing
jar used for wastewater treatment studies. A standard mixing jar is square and hold 21. It
is equipped with a 76mm diameter flat blade impeller. They again suggest that the
turbulent energy dissipation, s, equals AU3/1 and derive this by dividing the turbulent
kinetic energy by a dissipation time. This time is considered to scale as the square root of
the turbulent kinetic energy divided by the characteristic length scale of the turbulence.
They state that it is commonly known that the length scale o f grid turbulence is Vz the grid
spacing. Using this, the turbulent energy dissipation rate is readily calculated from the
turbulent kinetic energy and the geometry of the grid.

Speed Variation
To assess the effect of varying plunger speed, fluid velocity measurements were
made, by the author, on a line parallel to the direction of plunger motion at 3 speeds: 23,
32, and 45 rpm. Measurement locations are shown in Figure 3-11. These velocity
measurements will be used to determine turbulent energy dissipation rates using the
methods described earlier as presented by Stanley and Smith (1995).

Velocity measurements at a point lasted for 120 seconds and data rates were
relatively high with at least one data point per second in almost all case and up to almost
30 data points per second. As one would expect, at higher grid speeds the flow is more
energetic and more particles are advected through the measurement volume per unit time
resulting in more points. However, this effect is counteracted by the number of particles
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in the water decreasing with time because they settle out. The measurements w ere done in
the order 32, 45, then 23 rpm.

Because more rapid flows carry more particles through the measurement volume
per unit time, faster velocities are over-represented if one simply calculates statistics on all
the measurements obtained. To investigate this effect, means and standard deviations
were calculated for all the points, then calculated on only those points closest to each even
half-second intervals and the results compared. These data are presented in Figure 3-13
for x measurements from the scan with the motor control set for 32 rpm. As expected
both means and standard deviations decrease when evenly-spaced points are selected.
Note that turbulent energy is usually quantified by the average of the square o f the time
varying velocities, that is the variance. However, using the standard deviation, which is
the square root of the variance, improves the legibility of figure, because both the mean
and the standard deviation have the same units and similar magnitudes.

As mentioned previously, the LDV obtains a velocity measurement whenever a
particle passes through the measurement volume. When the flow is faster, m ore fluid, and
therefore more particles, pass through the measurement volume. To avoid over
representing these faster velocities, velocity measurement taken at evenly spaced time
intervals may be selected. However, because velocity measurements are made at random
times, velocity measurements won’t be available precisely at the evenly spaced time
intervals and velocity measurements which are “close” to the evenly spaced tim e intervals
must be selected. If there are many more data points collected than needed to have
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Figure 3-11 M easurement Locations
A graphical depiction o f measurement locations used to calculate turbulent
energy dissipation at 3 ROGTAC motor speeds is provided. All measurements
were made at the same vertical location; they are shown at different vertical
locations in this figure for clarity.
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Figure 3-12 Velocity Measurements in 120 Seconds.
The number o f velocity measurements collected during 120 seconds in the x and y
directions are given. M otor settings of 23, 32, and 45 rpms are represented by x, o,
and + respectively. The same symbol is used for both x and y measurements at a
position and the y measurement is always the lower one. The LDV generates more x
measurements than y measurements because it is more efficient at using green light.
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Figure 3-13 Effect of Selecting Evenly Spaced Points
The effect of selecting evenly spaced points on velocity measurements is shown.
The symbols ’x’and ’o ’represent mean velocities with and without the selection
process, respectively, ’♦’and ’+ ’represent standard deviations with and without the
selection process, respectively.
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Figure 3-14 Comparison o f Standard Deviation Between Axes
Standard deviations for the x, y axes and the covariance, x*y, are calculated. Symbolism
includes x for the x axis, o for the y axis, and * for the product of the two axes. This plot
indicates that the flow is reasonably isotropic. The product o f the two directions is usually
the lowest. This could be partly caused by velocity measurements for the two axes being
made at slightly different times.
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velocities at the evenly spaced time intervals, the selected velocity measurements will
indeed be close to the evenly spaced time intervals. However, if there aren't a lot more
point available than required, they won’t be. The effect o f selecting evenly spaced velocity
measurements in the ROGTAC data set was not great, and statistics will be calculated
from the raw data in the following analysis.

Figure 3-14 shows standard deviations for x and y directions and the covariance,
x*y. This plot indicates that the flow is reasonably isotropic. The product o f the two
directions is usually the lowest. This could be partly caused by velocity measurements for
the two axes being made at slightly different times.

Turbulent Energy Dissipation
Energy input to a fluid by mixing is dissipated by small scale viscous fluid motion.
Turbulence transfers the motion imparted to the fluid by mixing to the small scales where
it is dissipated. The energy input to the fluid by mixing equals that dissipated by viscosity
at small scales. Turbulent energy dissipation in ROGTAC was calculated 2 ways: 1) from
the LDV measurements using U'3/l and, 2) from the energy input to the fluid as calculated
from the motion o f the grid. The Reynolds number calculated using the maximum velocity
of the grid with m otor speed set to 32 rpm as the characteristic velocity and the grid
spacing as the characteristic length is about 750. The onset of turbulent flow is generally
considered to be betw een 1000 and 3000 so the flow in ROGTAC is unsteady laminar
flow. However, the flow was assumed to be turbulent following the previously cited
investigators o f laboratory grid turbulence.
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The LDV measures velocity over time at a point, Tennekes and Lumley (1972)
define dissipation as

1 rdU,

dUj^

e = 2 wC5 T + - ^

3-1
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for isotropic flow where U is the turbulent velocity using indicial notation. Isotropic flow
has no spacial orientation. N ote that this equation requires spatial velocity gradients
which are not readily obtainable from LDV’s which provide point measurements. This
problem is often treated by using the frozen turbulence hypothesis, which essentially states
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to distance, or, to look at it another way, it converts frequency to wave number. When
the mean flow is too small, the root mean square velocity is used. In short, the ROGTAC
does not conform well to the frozen turbulence hypothesis conditions. However,
Tennekees and Lumley proposed the following scaling relationship for turbulent energy
dissipation where \ is the Taylor microscale and U is the mean turbulent velocity

e= l5vU ffk2r

3-2

The Taylor microscale is the location where a parabola which matches the autocorrelation
function at the origin intersects the x axis. The one shortcoming of this equation is that \
is not easily determined. Tennekees and Lumley (1972) describe how to obtain \ from
autocorrelations but our data set is not well suited for autocorrelations. They provide
additional equations which, after some manipulation, give
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Stanley and Smith begin their determination of s, turbulent energy dissipation, by
noting its definition, which is change in kinetic energy with time. Kinetic energy scales as
U ’2, so kinetic energy divided by a suitable time scale gives s. The time scale is U ’/I where 1
is the Eularian length scale o f the turbulence. Thus they give s=<IU6l>/l. They also state
that for grid turbulence I equals one half the grid spacing. However, upon substitution of
the Tennekees and Lumley equation for \ into their equation for s, the two equations are
similar since the T&L equation reduces to <U2x U > /l. Both the Tennekees and Lumley,
and Stanley and Smith equations will be used for analysis of the LDV data.

Figure 3-15 shows the variation in dissipation with speed using data from the xaxis. Dissipation is a clear function o f motor speed. For comparison purposes, Figures 316 through 3-18 show the variation between calculation methods and axes for the three
motor speeds. In general, the Stanley and Smith method gives slightly higher values. The
x axis values are also slightly higher. This could be due to either some anisotropy in the
flow or the higher data rates obtained from the x axis. After assuming the dissipation is
symmetric and weighting each measurement by the volume near it, dissipations o f 1.63 E4, 4.04 E-4, and 10.0E-4 m2 s'3 were calculated for the motor speeds o f 23, 32, and 45
rpm respectively.
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Figure 3-15 Dissipation for Three M otor Speeds
Dissipation was calculated by the Stanley and Smith method in the x axis. M otor
speeds of 23, 32, 45 rpm are depicted by ’o ’, ’x’, and ’-(-’respectively.
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Figure 3-16 Dissipation for M otor Speed of 23 Rpm
Plotted are: x axis dissipation calculated by the Stanley and Smith method shown by a
V , y axis dissipation calculated by the Stanley and Smith method shown by a
x axis
dissipation calculated by the Tennekees and Lumley method shown by a V, and y axis
dissipation calculated by the Tennekees and Lumley method shown by a ’o ’.
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Figure 3-17 Dissipation for M otor Speed of 32 Rpm
Plotted are: x axis dissipation calculated by the Stanley and Smith method shown by a
y axis dissipation calculated by the Stanley and Smith method shown by a
x axis
dissipation calculated by the Tennekees and Lumley method shown by a ’x ’, and y axis
dissipation calculated by the Tennekees and Lumley method shown by an ’o ’.
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Figure 3-18 Dissipation for M otor Speed o f 45 Rpm
Plotted are: x axis dissipation calculated by the Stanley and Smith method shown by a V ,
y axis dissipation calculated by the Stanley and Smith method shown by a
x axis
dissipation calculated by the Tennekees and Lumley method shown by a ’x’, and y axis
dissipation calculated by the Tennekees and Lumley method shown by an ’o ’.
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Drag Force Method
A simple, alternative method for determining energy dissipation involves direct
calculation o f the drag force on the grid and multiplication with the velocity o f the grid
(van Leussen 1994). Drag forces, F, are often calculated using the quadratic drag law,
where CD is the drag coefficient and pf is the density of the fluid. Drag coefficients are
empirically derived for steady flow. They are a function o f object shape and Reynolds
number (White 1979).

3-4

Where A,, is the cross-sectional area o f the grid and U is its velocity. The grid mechanism
is a slider mechanism so the motion can be expressed as:

x=Ba C0S- J ~
p

3-5

Where Ba is the amplitude o f the motion, Tp is its period, x is distance, and t denotes time.
The instantaneous velocity is simply the derivative of equation 3-5.
TT B a2lZ t2iz
U=— — cos
Tp
n
Tp
n

Power, also called energy dissipation, equals force times velocity so
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i^ Ip r-A
dt 2 1 ° ^ a

Tp

Tp

3-7

To determine the average power input, one must integrate over 1/4 of the period and
divide by that time to get

dE _ I6p
dt
-it*3
J1p

For ROGTAC A ^O .00316 m2, Ba=0.022 m, and Tp depends upon motor speed but equals
2.61, 1.87 and, 1.32 seconds for motor speeds of 23, 32, and 45 rpm respectively. Thus
for the 3 speeds energy dissipation equals 9.96E-5, 2.71E-4, and 7.70E-4 kg m2/s3.

Dissipation Comparison
Agreement between the LDV and drag law methods is quite satisfactory
considering the assumption implicit in both methods.

Table 3-4

Energy Dissipation

motor speed rpm

LDV n r s'3

Drag Law m2 s'3

23

0.000163

0.0000996

32

0.000404

0.000271

45

0.001

0.00077
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Data Collection
The most challenging aspect o f laboratory studies of aggregation is usually not
forming the aggregates but collecting data about them. The most basic description of an
aggregate is size. Several technologies have been developed to measure particle size.
Notable among these are resistance measuring devices, commonly called Coulter
Counters, and laser diffraction devices, called Malvern Particle Sizers. Coulter Counter
have the disadvantage that the particle being measured must be drawn through a small
orifice, that will break up aggregates (Gibbs 1982). A major drawback to both devices is
aggregates must be transferred to the instrument which is likely to disrupt the aggregate
(Gibbs and Konwar 1982).

The way to avoid damage to the aggregate by handling is to observe the aggregate
where it was created without handling it. Although conceivably a laser sizing device could
be integrated into an aggregation device, to date this has not been done. Measurements of
aggregates in aggregation devices have been done optically. Optical methods are less
suited to observing the smallest particles than the techniques described in the previous
paragraph. ROGTAC is built with a glass end and its frame is designed so a dissecting
(low power) microscope can look in this end. Microscopes are well suited for observation
o f aggregates in the lab because they can resolve small objects, have narrow depths of
field, and can be fitted with cameras. The challenge in using microscopy is in the lighting.
As the magnification increases, the microscope is collecting and focusing light from a
smaller and smaller area. In the case o f aggregates, only the small part o f the viewing area
filled with aggregates is reflecting light. The water is not. However, there may be
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considerable amounts o f stray light reflecting from objects in the field o f view but out of
focus. The human eye is pretty good at dealing with this situations. Cameras are
generally not as good.

Attempts were made at viewing aggregates using a video camera which fed its
signal to a Silicon Graphics Indy computer via an American Video Equipment time stamp
device. The time stamp device imprinted the time precise to 1/100 th o f a second so each
frame could be individually identified. After the computer digitized each frame, they were
transferred to a Macintosh com puter for image processing. The com puter used NIH Image
image processing software. Although the process was somewhat successful, it suffered
from lack of contrast in the video. Despite considerable experimentation with the image
enhancement features of NIH Image data obtained was of questionable quality. Both the
video camera and frame grabber were more than 5 years old. The smallest particle
resolvable with this system was estimated to be about 50 micron diameter.

Later, size measurements were made using a Laser in-situ Scattering
Transmissometer (LISST). The LISST is similar to the Malvern Particle Sizer but is
designed for field deployment and uses different algorithms for processing the scattered
light. Although the LISST is designed for use in the field, it can be adapted for laboratory
use by fitting it with a calibration chamber then placing a cubicle in its measurement
volume. The cubicle holds about 100 ml. The ROGTAC was fitted with a 10 mm
diameter port into which screwed a plug. Water was withdrawn from ROGTAC using a
syringe after removing the plug. Damage to aggregates was minimized in the withdrawal
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process by boring out the end of the 30 ml syringe to about 8mm. Withdrawals were
made slowly, again to minimize shear. Although the LISST requires 100 ml of sample
volume, only 10 ml was collected from ROGTAC in each sample to avoid drastically
decreasing the water level in ROGTAC. The 10ml sample was gently mixed in with 100
ml o f particle free water before being placed in the LISST. This resulted in less than ideal
but acceptable particle concentrations. Initial tests were done using filtered sea water as
the particle free water, but later tests used distilled deionized water because it is more
readily available. This change had no noticeable effect on the results. It is unlikely that
cells appreciably changed their volume by up taking fresh water because LISST
measurements were made immediately after mixing the ROGTAC sample with the distilled
water.

Particle Aggregation
Limited tests were performed to verify that ROGTAC does indeed foster
aggregation. Four runs were conducted using a mix of clay and phytoplankton
Thalassiosirci weissflogii, TW, particles. A mix was made so that the concentrations of
the two components was approximately equal at about 100 ul I'1 total suspended
concentration. In four runs, particles were mixed in the ROGTAC for 60 minutes. At the
initiation of the experiments and at 15 minute intervals, 10ml samples were withdrawn
from the barrel. A syringe with its end bored out to about 8 mm diameter was used for
sample collection. This large bore was designed to prevent large shear stresses from
affecting aggregates as they were drawn into the syringe. The 10 ml of suspension was
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aggregate siz e evolution

30
time minutes

Figure 3-19 ROGTAC Aggregation
Representative aggregate sizes as measured by LISST as a function o f time are
provided. Four model runs were completed.
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then injected into a cubicle which contained 100 ml of deionized water. This cubicle was
immediately placed in a LISST to obtain size measurements. Calculating the first moment
o f aggregate size gave a characteristic aggregate size at each time. Figure 3-19 shows
these increasing with time. A linear regression o f the data reinforces this conclusion by
giving a positive slope o f 0.13 with a standard error of 0.04.

Proposed Two Component Model Calibration and Verification
This section discusses how ROGTAC might be used in calibration and verification
o f the two component model. Free parameters in the two component model include
particle densities, primary particle sizes, stickiness, fractal dimensions, and the turbulent
energy dissipation rates. Materials can be selected with known primary particle sizes and
densities which are within the detection limits of the size measurement device chosen.
Turbulent energy dissipation rates were reported earlier in this chapter. This leaves
stickiness and fractal dimension to determine. These are calculated using data on
aggregate size, composition, and fall velocity.

Size is the easiest to measure. The LISST has been somewhat successful. The
smallest particle the LISST can observe is 5 micron and the largest is 500 micron,
although size bins greater than 100 micron are sensitive to background scattering and
frequently give erroneous results. Thus, if the LISST is used for size measurement, it is
advantageous to choose particles with diameters greater than 10 microns. The
phytoplankton species Thalassiosira weissflogii, has worked well. Its nominal diameter is
20 microns although LISST measurements have shown its actual size to be closer to 15
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microns. Clay may be used as the inorganic fraction. Although some clay may shows up in
the LISST’s smallest size class, much o f it is not seen by the LISST until aggregation
proceeds. A larger inorganic primary particle, possibly very fine quartz, would be better.
With hardware improvements, the video system described in the previous paragraph
would likely provide data on aggregate sizes for the larger aggregates.

Composition is not so easy to measure. Some estimate can be obtained by
collecting aggregates which settle out and using standard laboratory techniques to
determine their ratio of fixed and total solids. However, settling is an imperfect way to
sort by size. The material collected from the bottom o f a settling container at a given time
will contain both small aggregates which were close to the bottom and large aggregates
which fell from higher up in the column. Also, aggregates composed of heavier materials
fall faster and will be over represented in the material which has sunk to the bottom. One
possible method to determine aggregate composition is by epifluorescent microscopy.
Holloway and Co wen (1997) used flourescent technology to observe marine snow
collected near Hawaii. A material stained with epifluorescent dye responds to light o f a
certain frequency by reradiating light at another characteristic frequency. In this manner
material which accepts the stain will appear bright and other materials will not but will still
be visible. The challenge would be transporting an aggregate to the microscope without
destroying it or adapting the technique to observing aggregates in ROGTAC.
Phytoplankton are sometimes observed by allowing them to settle then observing them
through the bottom of a container using an inverted epifluorescent microscope. It is also
uncertain if organic coatings on inorganic particles will make them also fluoresce like the
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organic particles. There are a variety of stains for various applications but proflavin might
be good for aggregates because it stains almost all organic matter including detritus. An
even better but more challenging method would be to observe the aggregates directly in
ROGTAC using epifluorescent technology. It is likely that individual particles would not
be observable because in this configuration high magnification leads to limited depth of
field making it difficult for the microscope to see into ROGTAC.

Fractal dimension is calculated from a series o f porosity measurements. Porosity is
calculated from fall velocity, aggregate composition, and size. Composition and size
determination has already been discussed in the previous paragraphs so the only new piece
o f information needed is fall velocity. Fall velocity measurements are made by particle
tracking. Many com puter implemented image analysis programs have routines to do this.
These routines use tw o images of the same area which were taken at a known and closely
space time interval. The routines determine how far a particle has moved in the time
between images by finding the particle on both images, calculating the distance between
them, then dividing by the time elapsed between images. It sounds simple. It is actually a
difficult problem because aggregates change their orientation in the flow and as they do
this their appearance changes. It can be difficult to determine which blob in the first image
corresponds to which blob in the second image. The methods have been explored by
researches doing particle image velocimetry (Adrian 1991) and used by several marine
scientists (Sternberg et al. 1996, Syvitski and Hutton 1995). Previous measurements of
aggregate velocity have used stilling wells. Fall velocity is not readily measured in the
ROGTAC because particle velocity due to gravitational settling is relatively small
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compared with turbulent and rotational flow. This is necessary to keep particles in
suspension. If ROGTAC’s m otors are turned off, the turbulence will die out, but by the
time it does larger aggregates have already settled out. With care aggregates might be
removed and placed in a settling column.

Another possible way to measure fall velocity of aggregates in ROGTAC without
removing them is to analyze motion o f aggregates with respect to nearby very small
particles. The small particles can be assumed to have zero fall velocity. To my knowledge
no such system has been built and it would require high resolution video equipment.
Lighting is necessary to observe falling particles but lighting usually introduces heat to the
water. Heat causes thermally driven current in the fluid which can corrupt fall velocity
measurements.

Techniques exist, using state of the art video equipment, to obtain the data on
aggregate size and fall velocity needed to verify and calibrate a one component
aggregation model. Obtaining data on aggregate composition needed to verify and
calibrate a two component model remains a technical challenge. This challenge might be
partially solved if a method was found to measure aggregate fall velocities without
handling and disrupting the aggregates.
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NUMERICAL MODELING

A new numerical model has been written to predict the development o f aggregates.
This model incorporates practices from existing aggregation models and adds several new
features, notably the ability to treat two types o f primary particles.

Previous models have considered aggregates to be composed of one type o f
primary particle with a fixed size and density. Furthermore, these particles all combine to
form aggregates with a constant fractal dimension. Obviously this is unrealistic, and
measurements o f fall velocities o f aggregates o f a given size show large variations. It is
well known that naturally occurring aggregates found in estuaries contain a variety of
materials including clay, plankton, bacteria, and detritus. Considering that the specific
gravity o f clay is close to 3 times that o f water whereas the specific gravity o f most
organic matter is only slightly higher, failure to consider differences in the composition o f
aggregates may lead to large errors in predicting fall velocities. Furthermore, it is logical
to assume that some materials preferentially attach to certain other materials more
strongly. Because aggregation is a dynamic process, in which aggregates are continually
being broken up, aggregates consisting o f materials which bond more strongly can be
more open and thus have lower densities than aggregates whose primary particles bond
less strongly. An advancement in aggregation modeling is to create a model which
104
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considers aggregates to be formed from 2 types of primary particles, each with their own
characteristics. The characteristics o f aggregates would depend upon the fractional
composition of the particle from which they are composed.

Existing Models
Aggregation equations have been known since the early 1900’s but were not useful
until the advent of the computer. With the availability o f computers investigators in many
disciplines including atmospheric sciences, wastewater treatment, and oceanography have
attempted to model particle aggregation. The models are quite similar in structure. This
section will discuss the more notable aggregation modeling efforts.

Possibly the first aggregation model was produced by Fair and Gemmell (1963).
Although the paper is somewhat scant on details, it appears they used Smoluchowski’s
(1917) equation, described in chapter one, for shear and assumed aggregated particles
had no porosity. Size bins were not log spaced so the maximum size aggregate the model
could treat had 20 primary particles. Upon reaching this maximum size aggregates broke
up. Although the authors appeared to realize the model was too crude for useful
application, they noted that chemical floe growth studies provided the incentive for their
research. In another early work, Void (1963) wrote a computer model o f the growth of
an aggregate by random addition o f primary particles. Her model predicted the decrease
in density of larger aggregates. Again, limitations in computer power limited maximum
aggregate sizes to about 100 primary particles.
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Valioulis and List (1984) modeled a settling basin o f a wastewater treatment plant.
The model was the end product of a series of studies on aggregation led by List. This
model has the features of a modem model with 15 log spaced size bins. Curvilinear
kernels were used to calculate particle interaction, and when calculating aggregate density,
porosity was considered. Their model divided the settling basin which they modeled into
5 horizontal and 3 vertical sections for a total o f 15 sections. They also relied on the work
of Gelbard et al. (1980) who formally investigated log spaced size bins and called their
use sectional representation. In summary, Valioulis and List’s model can be considered
the first modem aggregation model.

Much o f the aggregation work in marine science has concentrated on modeling the
aggregation of phytoplankton in the ocean. This application has assumed more
importance as interest in the transfer o f carbon to the seafloor by sinking phytoplankton
has increased due to concerns about global climate change. Jackson may be the first
oceanographer to model aggregation. His first paper on the subject (Jackson 1990) used
the rectilinear model without sectional representation. The model is essentially similar to
the Fair and Gemmel (1963) model, but with the benefit of 1980's computers and a
simulation package. The Jackson model could support aggregates with up to 1600 primary
particles. Jackson soon improved on this simple initial model. Jackson and Lochmann
(1993) included the curvilinear corrections to the kernels, sectional representation (23
sections), and variable porosity described using fractals. Jackson (1995) compared the
model with results from the SIGMA mesocosm experiment (Alldredge and Jackson 1995).
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Conclusions from this w ork include the finding that curvilinear kernels are superior and
disaggregation is important. Material from disaggregating aggregates is spread over all
smaller sized bins. Jackson’s most recent effort (Burd and Jackson 1997) to o k a new
direction and added curvilinear effects and fractal representation to the aggregation model
o f Farley and Morel (1986). Farley and Morel developed a polynomial expression for the
rate mass removal by sedimentation of colloids.

Few investigators have attempted to model estuarine aggregation. Lick and
o

coworkers wrote the most advanced existing model of aggregation applied to estuaries
(Lick et al. 1992) referred to as LLZ. Although a modeling effort by Hill and Nowell
(1990), referred to as H&N, was developed to model particle dynamics on the continental
shelf benthic boundary layer it probably has applicability to estuaries. H&N developed
two models, one treating vertical variations in aggregate concentration and one depth
integrated. The objective was to determine under what conditions the simpler depthintegrated model could be used in larger scale circulation models.

The following will

discuss the models created by LLZ and H&N.

Both models solve the conservation equation. The change in concentration of
particles of size class i at a location in the water column is determined by turbulent
diffusion through the water column, settling o f these particles, and movement o f particles
into other size classes by aggregation. This process is described by the one dimensional
sediment conservation equation
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This is a one dimensional formulation that only considers changes in particle concentration
in the vertical dimension. The one dimensional formulation frees computational resources
which would be devoted to multidimensional hydrodynamic modeling for more elaborate
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size classes by reducing the range o f aggregate sizes treated and also increasing the size of
each size class. H&N use 24 size classes. Both models have turbulent eddy viscosity
vanishing at the bed and increases away from it. LLZ ran their model in 10m water depth
with 11 depth bins and the turbulent eddy viscosity, vt, varying from 0.8 to 4 cm 2 s‘l from
bottom to top. H&N use

vt

equal to

k u .z

close to the bottom and a constant value above

that.

Both models calculate fall velocity using Stokes Law (equation 2-2). Both models
also acknowledge that aggregates have high porosities and that porosity increases with
aggregate size. H&N considered aggregates to be fractals while LLZ considered fall
velocity to be related to size by a power law. As was demonstrated in chapter two, the
end result o f both approaches is the same. However, LLZ related the constants in the
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power law to shear rates and suspended sediment concentrations where the aggregates
formed.

The two models both use rectilinear kernels. H&N justify the use of the rectilinear
approach by noting that some fluid flows through the porous aggregate. It is doubtful if
the flow through an aggregate accounts for the huge difference between the rectilinear
and, generally accepted as more accurate, curvilinear.

LLZ discuss stickiness values

between 0.002 and 0.5 and appear to use 0.15 in calculations. H&N use stickiness values
of

1

and

0 .1

in their runs.

Description of the Model
This section describes a new model which considers aggregation of two types o f
primary particles. Size, density, and fractal dimension for the two primary particle types
may be specified. The model treats aggregation by turbulent shear and differential settling.
No existing models in the literature consider two types of primary particles, all are limited
to one type o f primary particle. Written in Matlab, the model’s code appears in Appendix
A.

Governing Equation
Virtually all studies o f aggregation have concerned themselves with the interaction
o f aggregates of varying sizes all composed of identical primary particles. Equation 4-2
forms the basis for models which incorporate only one type of primary particle. If the
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numerical scheme assigns aggregates to size classes based on the number primary
particles each contains, the change in number of particles in each size class is expressed as
dN.

JL
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y=[
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y=tf i

WN;
tl

4-2

The right side of equation 4-2 consists of 6 terms. In order, they describe the following:
1) The loss of aggregates from a size class as they combine to form larger aggregates. |3
considers the probability of two aggregates colliding and a considers the probability of
them sticking after a collision. 2) Gain of aggregates in a size class from smaller
aggregates merging. Note that the two size classes which join to form an aggregate with i
particles are j and i-j. 3) Loss o f aggregates of a size class from them breaking up to form
smaller aggregates. 4) Gain o f aggregates in a size class from breakup of larger
aggregates. This is a function o f the number of aggregates in the larger size class, N,-,
multiplied by the probability o f the aggregate breaking up, B, multiplied by the likelihood
of the broken aggregate forming aggregates of size N;, which is represented by Kj. 5) Loss
of aggregates by settling.

6)

Spontaneous formation or introduction of aggregates.

When two types o f primary particles are considered, equations retain the same
form and same sue terms. However, they expand from one dimensional to two
dimensional. In equation 4-3 the first subscript indicates the number of primary particles
in the aggregate and the second subscript indicates what fraction o f those primary particles
tire o f type a. By default the remainder must be of type b. A few added complexities arise
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in that the interaction coefficients, a (the stickiness coefficient) and P (the encounter rate
coefficient), depend on aggregate composition. Aggregates with i particles and f
composition are formed from aggregates with j particles and g composition and i-j
particles and (if-jg)/(i-j) composition.
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Size Classes
The previous equations account for aggregates with a given number o f primary
particles. If a primary particle is 1 micron and the largest aggregates are 1 mm, basic
arithmetic shows that

109

particles can fit in the

1

mm aggregate with perfect packing.

In practice aggregates do not have perfect packing, and the high porosities o f aggregates
decrease this by several orders o f magnitude. In any case, a computer cannot treat
anywhere close to

109

size classes,

102

is a challenge.

To make aggregation modeling computationally feasible, aggregates are grouped
into size classes. Any aggregation model must have enough size classes to represent the
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process but few enough to be computationally feasible. Size classes can be by volume,
mass, or number o f particles. The model described herein groups size classes by the
number of primary particles in the aggregate. Aggregates in each size class have twice as
many particles as those in the next smaller size class. Because the two types o f primary
particles are different sizes and have different fractal dimensions, the size of aggregates
with a given number o f primary particles will vary with the relative amount o f each
primary particle type it contains. There are

6

bins for fractional composition, linearly

spaced. The choice o f 6 bins was made in an effort to balance resolution and
computational efficiency.

Aggregate Characteristics
For each of the two types o f primary particles, size, density, stickiness, and fractal
dimension are specified. Prior to model operation, several values that will be used
repeatedly during model operation are calculated. The size of aggregates in each size
class is used in other parts o f the model, so it is calculated once at the beginning o f the
model run and stored for future reference. Aggregates are considered to be fractal, which
implies larger aggregates are less dense than smaller aggregates. The basic fractal
equation, equation 2-14, is extended to two particle types. If we assume both the primary
particles and the aggregate have the same shape, the left hand side of equation 2-14
reduces to n, the number o f primary particles in the aggregate. If the aggregate is
composed of fraction h o f particle type a and fraction g of particle type b, where h+g=l,
the equation for aggregate size becomes
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d < hdou+gdob>nW M b )

4-4

This assumes that the size o f the primary particle and the fractal dimension vary linearly
with aggregate composition. Knowing the aggregate size and the number and density of
the primary particles allows calculation o f aggregate bulk density.

Bulk density, pb, is useful in calculating fall velocity, W. In sediment transport
modeling, particle fall velocity is an important parameter. It is calculated by assuming a
balance between drag forces and buoyancy forces. Assuming a quadratic drag law results
in the following expression:

(Pb- P ? s ^ d3= -^P J^^C DW 2

4-5

The problem is reduced to determining the drag coefficient, CD. If the Reynolds number,
Re, is less than 1, advective terms in the equation of motion can be ignored and the drag
coefficient can be solved for analytically assuming a smooth sphere and steady flow. The
solution results in CD=24/Re and is called Stokes Law, which has been previously
discussed. Stokes Law can be extended for higher Reynolds numbers by including
advective terms in one direction. This extension is called the Oseen solution and in this
case CD=24/Re+9/2. Comparison of these solutions with experimental data shows that for
Reynolds numbers slightly greater than one, Stokes Law under-predicts CD and the Oseen
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solution over-predicts CD. It is also obvious that for high Reynolds numbers the Stokes
Law CD will become very small and the Oseen solution CD will equal 9/2, which is
unrealistically large. If a CD o f the form CD=24/Re+K,. is substituted into the force
balance equation, fall velocity is calculated by
u / - 12 v
W+■
Kd \

12 v )2.t

Kcd

4pgd
3 K.

4-6

where p=(pb - pf)/pf. A K,. value of 0.6 leads to a reasonable CD value when the Reynolds
Number is near 102. When the Reynolds number is small, the value o f K,. is unimportant.
Alldredge and Gotschalk (1988) use a variation of this approach. Note that equation 4-6
is derived using the quadratic formula. Therefore, if K,. equals zero the conditions o f the
derivation are invalid.

The probability o f two particles adhering upon impact is denoted by a in equation
4-7. When there is only one type of particle, there is one alpha value. However, when
two types of primary particles are present there are three possible values: 1 ) type “a”
particles interacting with themselves

2)

type “b” particles interacting with themselves and

3) type a particles interacting with type b particles. When two aggregates collide the
probability of adhesion is proportional to the surface areas o f the aggregates experiencing
each o f the three a values. I f primary particles are the same size, and the fractional
composition of the first aggregate is f “a” particles and g “b” particles and o f the second h
“a” particles and k “b” particles then.
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a= al(fh)+a2(gh+fk)+a3(gk)

4 .7

This equation is only valid if all primary particles are the same size. If the primary particle
size varies, the surface area o f an aggregate will depend upon the square of the
characteristic dimension o f the primary particles, 13 and Ib. Equation 4-7 can be modified
to account for this effect by substituting the primed variables from equation 4-8 for the
unprimed variables in equation 4-7.

g (= i M ^ K 2s)
h '= r - h /{ r - h ^ - k )

k :=i^-ki{ij-h+i^k)

Aggregation Kernels
Considering that size bins are log spaced with each bin having twice the number o f
particles as the next smaller, there are three ways a bin can increase in number of particles.
The next size smaller bin can interact with itself or with the bin one size smaller than itself,
or the bin under consideration can interact with bins 2 or more sizes smaller.
between a bin and other bins with

1/8

Interaction

or fewer as many particles as that will not drive that

bin out of its prescribed limits. Therefore, interactions between a larger aggregate and
aggregates more than two bin sizes smaller can be treated as the interaction of the larger
aggregate and a matrix o f the characteristics o f the smaller aggregates. Interaction of
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aggregates which are within two bin sizes of that aggregate require the model to place the
product aggregate in the proper bin, which may not be the bin o f either of the two
aggregates which interacted.

Differential settling and shear are the two aggregation mechanisms considered.
Curvilinear kernels are used. A turbulent relative motion kernel proposed by Saffman and
Turner (1956) is used. Hill (1992) presents an approximation to equation 2-11
15 p 2
-------

(1

+ 2

4 -9

p f

where p is the ratio of diameters o f the smaller and larger interacting aggregates. Two
further changes are made to the Hill (1992) curvilineal kernels, equation 2-10 and 2-11.
The kernel for differential settling is multiplied by 2 to make some attempt at treating
unsteadiness in the boundary layer and chemical interaction between particles. The factor
o f 2 multiplied by p in equation 4-9 is deleted. Because p is usually much smaller than one
this increases the kernel only slightly. The resulting equation is

^r ^ dr [ h w r Wj\ +1.5(di+dp(e/3(hw)[/2]

4-10

The interaction kernel, p, contains information on how likely it is that two particles will
interact. Differential settling is the mechanism by which aggregates with higher fall
velocities impact aggregates with slower fall velocities. This mechanism is thus a function
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o f aggregate size and fall velocity. The fall velocity of an aggregate containing a given
number of primary particles is thus a function of density o f the primary particles, packing
o f the primary particles, which is also called fractal dimension, and size of the primary
particles.

Turbulent aggregation for an aggregate with a given number of primary particles is
a function of the turbulent energy dissipation rate, and the size of the aggregate which is a
function of the size o f the primary particles and the fractal dimension.

The form of the kernels for the two mechanisms and their ratio may be viewed in
Figures 4-1 through 4-3. In these cases, particles are 1 micron diameter, fractal
dimension is 1.8, and density o f particles is 2.65 g ml'1. Plots show p on the vertical axis
for interaction of 2 sizes o f particles on the 2 horizontal axes. The bins are log spaced.
In these cases turbulent aggregation, which is 0.01cm2 sec'3, dominates differential
settling. These plots are shown to illustrate the characteristic shapes o f the kernels.

Breakup
After a sufficient amount of time, the resulting size distribution of aggregates is a
balance between formation and breakup of aggregates. Breakup occurs because turbulent
variations in flow impose stresses on the aggregates. As discussed in chapter two, there is
debate as to whether breakup occurs by aggregates fracturing approximately in half or by
primary particles being stripped off the outside of aggregates. This debate is not resolved
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Figure 4-1 Differential Settling Kernel
The natural log o f the differential settling kernel is plotted as a function of
interacting bins. Aggregates in the smallest bin are 1 micron in diameter
and in the largest bin, about 8 mm in diameter. Primary particles are 1
micron in diameter and have densities of 2.65 g m l'1. The fractal dimension
is 1.8. The gap in the middle occurs because for aggregates which have the
same fall velocities, the kernel equals zero. The log o f zero is undefined.
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Figure 4-2 Turbulent Aggregation Kernel
The natural log o f the turbulent aggregation kernel is plotted as a function of
interacting bins. Aggregates in the smallest bin are 1 micron in diameter and in the
largest bin, about 8 mm in diameter. Primary particles are 1 micron in diameter with a
density o f 2.65 g ml'1. The fractal dimension is 1.8. Turbulent aggregation is 0.01 cm 2
sec'3.
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0.4

Figure 4-3 Ratio o f Kernels
The ratio o f the differential settling kernel to the turbulent aggregation kernel
is plotted as a function of interacting bins. Aggregates in the smallest bin are
I micron in diameter and in the largest bin, about 8 mm in diameter. Primary
particles are 1 micron in diameter with densities of 2.65 g ml'1. The fractal
dimension is 1.8. Note that in this case, the turbulent aggregation kernel
dominates.
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so the computational method used in this model will be a compromise. Material from
broken aggregates is spread evenly with respect to aggregate size to smaller bins. The
Kolmagorov microscale, the size o f the smallest eddies, is calculated as k=(u 3/e)IA\ where
u is kinnematic viscosity and s is turbulent energy dissipation. In each time cycle, all
aggregates one size bin larger than X are broken up. Fifty percent o f those the same size
as X are broken and twenty five percent o f those one bin smaller than X are broken.

Recentering Bins
As particles are added and subtracted from a bin, the size of the aggregate in a bin
will "walk" away from the center o f the bin. To keep the model functioning, the aggregate
size for the bin must be brought back to the center of the bin. Thus, if the size o f the
aggregates in a bin are larger than they should be for that bin, some particles will be placed
in the next larger bin. The model remembers the number of "a" primary particles, the
number of "b" primary particles, and the number of aggregates in each bin. For this
discussion, particle and aggregate counts for a bin are contained in variables

b0, and n^

Information for adjacent bins is contained in similar variables subscripted 1 and 2.
Determining how many particles are shifted from a bin gives rise to
n for each of the two bins. Determining

6

unknowns requires

6

6

unknowns; a, b, and

equations. These

equations are conservation o f a and b particles, conservation of aggregates, the sizes of
the two bins receiving reapportioned aggregates, and maintaining fractions o f a and b
particles in the bins. After some algebraic manipulation, the equations in Table 4-1 result.
Equations are slightly different if aQ equals zero to avoid a zero division error.
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Once the entire aggregate matrix has been distributed to the proper sizes a similar
process must be done for fractional composition. The inputs are again the numbers of
each particle type, ao b0; number o f aggregates, n0; and the fractional composition o f the
bins to which the aggregates will be distributed, f x, f 2. Again this leads to
and

6

6

equations

unknowns. The equations are conservation of primary particles a and b,

conservation o f aggregates, specified fractions o f the two end members and insuring
aggregates in the two end members have the specified size. After some algebra the
equations in Table 4-2 are formed.

Table 4-1 Size Re-Center Code
if a 0 = 0
a 1= 0 ;
a2 = 0 ;
b 1=(x 1 *x2 *nO-bO*x 1 )/(x2 -x 1);
b 2 =b 0 -b l;
n l= n 0 -b 2 /x 2 ;
n2 =n 0 -n l;
else
a 1=(x 1 *x 2 *n 0 -x 1 *(b 0 +a 0 ))/((x2 xl)*(l+bO /aO »;
b l= a l* b 0 /a 0 ;
a2 =a 0 -a l;
b 2 =b 0 -b l;
n l= (a l+ b l)/x l;
n2 =n 0 -n l;
Matlab com puter code used to redistribute
aggregates to center bins with respect to size.
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Table 4-2 Fractional Composition Re-Center Code

b 2 = (fl *(a 0 +b0 )-a 0 )*(l-f 2 )/(fl-f 2 );
a2 =f 2 *(a0 *(fl -1 )+fl *bO)/(f1-f2 );
a l= a 0 -a 2 ;
b l= b 0 -b 2 ;
if (a 0 +b 0 ) = 0
n l= 0 ;
else
n l= n 0 *(al+bl)/(a 0 +b 0 );
end
n2 =n 0 -n l;
Matlab computer code used to redistribute
aggregates to center bins bins with respect to
fractional composition

Step Size
A bin having a small number of aggregates may interact strongly with bins with
many aggregates. W hen this occurs, the bin may be left with a negative number of
aggregates at the end o f an iteration, which, of course, is physically impossible. If this
occurs the time step is reduced and the iteration rerun. If the model runs for several time
steps without this error occurring the time step is increased up to a maximum value,
usually 30 seconds. In some cases, successive reduction o f the time step may leave it very
small. In order to alleviate this problem, if the negative number of particles in a bin is
fewer than lxlO '10, the bin is set to zero and the time step is not further reduced. This
insures stability o f the model but causes a very small violation of conservation o f mass.
Therefore, the amount o f mass lost in the operation is displayed so the operator can insure
it is negligible. If the aggregates in a bin become outside the size or composition range of
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that bin they are placed in the correct bin. This prevents the repositioning algorithm from
calculating negative numbers o f aggregates in bins.

Discretization Tests
To make modeling o f aggregation feasible, aggregates of similar sizes must be
grouped into log spaced bins. The number of bins used is a tradeoff between computation
time and resolution. This section will explore how to optimize the tradeoff.

Previous models have arbitrarily chosen bin size, although some have tried various
numbers of bins to determine minimum acceptable resolution. As the number of bins
decreases and bin size increases, the number of particles in each bin must increase to
insure conservation of mass.

A preliminary analysis o f this situation compares interaction o f 2 bins and the case
where the two bins are split into 3 bins each for a total of 6 bins. In this case the equation
2-1

becomes:

srE
E ow y;
,-=i j= i

4- n

where the N’s equal one third o f the N ’s in equation 2-1. If a and (3 do not vary, the
above equation simplifies to 9N/3 = N/3. In this simplified analysis, the number o f bins
has no effect on the result of the aggregation model.
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A one component aggregation model was written such that a and P were held
constant, but bin size could be varied. It was used to see whether there is a maximum bin
size above which model performance degrades. The model was ran for 200 iterations with
an initial number o f primary particles. The aggregate size spectrum varied from 1 to
16777216 particles and w as log spaced into the required number of bins. Figure 4-4
shows results for 5, 10, 25, and 50 bins. It appears that above 25 bins the number o f bins
does not matter, but having fewer bins introduces an artificially fast aggregation rate.

The alternate test o f an aggregation model is to set the smallest bin at a fixed
number of narticles
ove the tnarticles in the largest
if to— zero. Figure
j.
. . and
. . . rem
.
w • bin hv setting«/ *- •
4-5 shows the calculated number of particles in bins after 10000 iterations for a five bin
and a twenty five bin model. The agreement appears to be pretty good. The peak is 1.9e7
for the 5 bin model but 2.28e7 for the 25 bin model. However, when the number o f
particles in each system is totaled, the 25 bin model has 4 times as many particles as the 5
bin model.

The test was run again to compare the cumulative number o f particles if 5, 15, 25,
and 40 bins are used and the results are shown in Figure 4-6. Again 25 bins are required
to obtain consistent answers. In conclusion, it appears that both the calculated aggregation
rate and steady state particle concentrations can be affected if bin sizes are too large. It
appears each bin should not have more than twice the number of particles in the next size
smaller bin.
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Figure 4-4 Cumulative Number o f Particles Conserved - Binsize
The cumulative number o f particles from smallest to largest bins is shown. An initial
number of 50,000 particles was modeled for 200 iterations. The number o f bins was
varied and is denoted by the following symbols: o 5 bins; * 10 bins; □ 25 bins; + 50
bins.
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Figure 4-5 Number o f Particles Per Bin at Steady State - Binsize
The number o f particles per bin is plotted as a function of bin size as the
model approaches steady state conditions after 10,000 iterations. The model
was run twice, once with five bins and once with 25 bins. Five bins is denoted
by o and 25 bins is denoted by x.
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Figure 4-6 Cumulative Number o f Particles at Steady State - Binsize
The cumulative numbers o f particles in existence when the model approaches steady
state conditions after 10,000 iterations is shown. The number o f primary particles is
set to 105 and the number o f the largest aggregates is set to zero. The model was run
four times with 5, 15, 25, and 40 bins. Symbolism is: + 5 bins; x 15 bins; 0 25 bins;
and □ 40 bins.
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Model Testing
Any new model must be tested to insure that it works properly. Models can fail to
represent reality for many reasons including: I) algorithms included in the model do not
adequately represent reality, 2 ) algorithms are not properly translated into computer code,
and 3) incorrect constants are used. Although it might seem logical to test the model by
comparing its output with a data set, this approach has limitations. It requires that
constants be known fairly accurately. In aggregation studies, this is not the case. Even if
a given data set can be matched by appropriate selection o f constants, it does not allow
one to say with confidence either that the model or the constants are correct. It is quite
conceivable that an incorrect model with carefully selected, albeit incorrect, constants may
agree with a small number o f data sets. Therefore, it is important to test a model to see
that it behaves in a reasonable manner. That is; it conserves mass, gives symmetric results
given symmetric inputs, and converges to a steady state at long times. Symmetric results
given symmetric inputs means that if initial conditions are equal numbers of identical
primary particles, at the end o f the run the plot of number o f aggregates as a funtion o f
size and composition will look symmetric as a function of composition. Essential tests
are summarized as follows.

1. Tests with one type o f particle
A Is mass conserved for one type of particle?

(repeat for a and b particles)

B With a constant number o f primary particles and removal o f large particles is
steady state achieved for both types of particles?
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2. Tests with 2 types o f particles
A Is mass conserved?
B Is steady state achieved?
C Are results symmetric?

Mass conservation is tested by giving initial conditions of all single particles,
modeling their aggregation, and confirming that the same number of particles are present
at the end of the run. Figure 4-7 shows the evolution of the number of primary particles
in each bin. With time the particles move to the largest bin until they are almost all there.
The 36 lines are spaced every 100 seconds for 1 hour. Evolution speed is a function of
particle concentration and particle stickiness. In these tests, it is intentionally set for fast
aggregation to make testing expeditious. At the beginning there are 106 particles. At the
end o f the run there are 1.0009xl06 particles. This 0.09% error is likely due to rounding
and various assumptions in the model but is small. An identical test for b particles was also
conducted. The results are identical to Figure 4-7, as they should be. Mass is conserved
for one type of particle in tests o f both a and b particles.

The test for steady state is a test for convergence. For this case the concentration
o f primary particles is held constant and concentration of the largest particles is set to
zero. After a sufficient amount o f time the plot of number of particles as a function o f bin
size, Figure 4-8, stabilizes. The model was run for 10,000 sec and Figure 4-9 shows the
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Size Bin

Figure 4-7 Profile Evolution, One Component
The number of primary particles in each bin is shown. Each line represents a time. At
time zero all particles are in bin 1. As the model run progresses, particles move into the
larger bins which are to the right and the mass in bin 1 decreases. When particles reach bin
25, they interact strongly with bins close to the same size removing mass from them. This
verification version o f the model does not include aggregate breakup. If it did, particles in
bin 25 would be redistributed to smaller bins and the sharp discontinuity between bins 24
and 25 would be removed.
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Figure 4-8 Steady State Convergence Profile, One Component
This plot shows the number of primary particles in each bin as steady state is
approached. Each line depicts conditions at a time. The number o f particles in bin
one is held constant at 105 and the number of particles in bin 25 is held constant at
zero. At the start o f the run, all bins other than bin one have no particles. As the
run progresses and particles aggregate, they move to larger bins and the smooth
curve shown in this figure develops.
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total number of particles in the system. Again, it stabilizes with small oscillations which
do not materially affect results.

Convinced that model output is reasonable for one type of particle, we repeat tests
with two types of particles. The particles are given identical characteristics and are
present in the same quantities. In conservation o f mass test, after I hour there are
1.2002xl0 6 particles instead of 1.2xl0 6 particles. The mass has mostly gone to the largest
aggregate size as Figure 4-10 shows. Note that as the aggregates grow their composition
become uniform. There is no bin centered at fraction 0.5 so the largest aggregates are
split between the 0.4 and 0.6 fractional bins. Mass is conserved when two particles
interact in the model.

The second test is for steady state and symmetry. The procedure is similar to that
which produced Figure 4-8 but because the two component features of the model are
used, a two dimensional figure (Figure 4-11) results. The steady state result is symmetric
and behaves qualitatively correctly. At steady state there are small oscillations in both the
total number o f particles and the number in each bin. It is uncertain if these are due to the
system o r its mathematical representation. In any case they are small enough they do not
materially affect results.

The model thus passed all the essential tests.
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Figure 4-9 Steady State Total Number o f Particles, One Component
The total number of particles in all bins as steady state is approached is shown. In
this case, the number o f particles in the smallest bin is held constant and the number
in the largest bin is held at zero. After enough time has elapsed, the number o f
particles stabilizes with mild oscillations.
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Figure 4-10 Particle Conservation, Two Components
This plot shows the number o f particles present in each bin after aggregation is
simulated for 33 hours. Initially, all particles were primary particles located in the
smallest bins, the forward left and right comers o f the plot. Both particle types were
the same with densities o f 2 g ml'1, size of 5 microns, and fractal dimensions o f 1.8.
Particles were conserved in this run and there was no breakup of aggregates.
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Figure 4-11 Steady State, Two Components
In this simulation, the number o f primary particles is held constant at 6 x l0 5 a
particles and 6x10s b particles. The number of aggregates is the largest bin is
held constant at zero. The plot shows the steady state condition. Both particle
types are the same with densities of 2 g ml*1, size of 5 microns, and fractal
dimensions of 1 .8 .
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Effect o f Stickiness
Initial modeling efforts investigated effects o f the stickiness parameter. This was
done by modeling an initial concentration of primary particles aggregating and settling.
Aggregate breakup was not considered. The layer modeled is 100 cm thick, so the
fraction of particles in a bin removed during a time step, dt, is given as l-W /100*dt where
W is the settling rate. Size and fractal dimension are held constant at 5p. and 2,
respectively. Particles o f type “a” have a density of 2.65 g ml' 1 while those o f type “b”
have a density of 1.1 g ml*1. Stickiness coefficients varied. Three coefficients describes
how likely particles stick together if they encounter one another. The symbol
represents the ability of a particles to stick to themselves;

a,

a,

represents a particles sticking

to b particles; and Oj describes b particles sticking to each other.

Table 4-3 contains the total number o f particles after 3500 seconds of simulation
time and the ratio of a particles to b particles. Initially there are 12 xlO 5 particles which
are half a and half b. They are evenly distributed across the size fractions. Table 4-3
demonstrates the obvious and expected result that sticky materials aggregate more rapidly
and settle out. After the modeled period there is over

6

times more material remaining in

the water if all the stickiness coefficients are 0.1 instead of 1. When

a,

is large, “a”

particles are more easily removed and the ratio of a to b is small, whereas when

a 3 is

large,

b particles are more easily removed and the ratio of a to b particles is large. The stickiness
between particle types, a,, does not have a great effect on the ratio. However, it is very
important to the removal o f particles and the total number of particles is smaller if
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larger. Note that when all a values are the same the ratio is close to one. This indicates
that variations in the stickiness of particles to themselves, not the relative densities,
dominate the ratio o f particle types found in aggregation dominated particulate processes.

Table 4-3 Effect o f Stickiness
run

a,

<h.

<*3

total
particles

ratio
a /b

LI

1

1

1

1.78e5

0.983

L2

1

0 .1

1

3.25e5

0.976

L8

1

0 .1

0 .1

6 . 12e5

0.626

L9

1

1

0 .1

2.57e5

0.650

L10

0 .1

1

1

2.53e5

1.49

LI I

0 .1

0 .1

1

6.12e5

1.49

L12

0 .1

0 .1

0 .1

1l.le 5

0.978

L13

0 .1

1

0 .1

3.18e5

0.977

Ratio a/b is the ratio of the number of a particles to the number of b particles present.

Variation of Fall Velocity
This section investigates the ability of the two component model to explain
variation in aggregate fall velocity. If the flux of suspended material is mostly in
aggregated form as those who have observed aggregates have reported, it seems likely the
variation in fall velocity can be explained in term of aggregation processes. Model inputs
which affect fall velocity are primary particle density, size, and fractal dimension. Note
that fractal dimension and primary particle size control aggregate porosity.
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Experimental Results
Figure 4-12 shows field measured fall velocity data from Dyer and Manning
(1999), and Figure 4-13 shows similar data from Hawley’s (1982) presentation of Chase’s
(1979) data. Data from any o f several other investigators would be similar. It is
illustrative to note that Hawley used a linear scale whereas Dyer and Manning used log
plots. Log scales obscure increases in scatter of fall velocity with aggregate size.
Although the three plots are different, variation in fall velocity increases or stays constant
as aggregate size increase. Fall velocities of similarly sized aggregates typically vary by a
factor of

10.

Analytical Results
First, we will consider how variation in primary particle characteristics accounts
for variation in aggregate fall velocity using the fractal equation and Stokes Law, not the
model. To achieve this a fall velocity formula was derived by integrating the fractal view
o f aggregates into equation 4-6 to obtain equation 4-12.

-P v
Kcd

( i ^ ) 2 + 4pg
_ d^_
\

Kcd

4

_ n

3Kcdf~i

The behavior o f this equation was investigated. First, primary particle density was
varied while primary particle size and fractal dimension were held constant. For particles
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Figure 4-12 Fall Velocity Measurements
The horizontal lines represent densities in kg m‘3.
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Fig. I. (a) ^actistxinc aggregate settling velocities of Chase [1977.1979], The bulk of the particles ire concentrated
in a band between about 300 pm/s at 13 pm and 700 pm/s at 100 pm: a secondary concentration exists between 300 pm/s
at 13 pm and 1300 pm/s at 50 pm. (b) Marine aggregate settling velocities of Chase [1977,1979] (pluses) and Kawana
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evident. The line shows the settling velocities predicted by UeCare [1975]. Note that tbe velocities are much less than
the lacustrine ones.

Figure 4-13 Fall Velocity Measurements
Fall velocity measurements for natural aggregates made by Chase (1979),
taken from Hawley (1982).
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with densities of 2.65 and 1.1 g ml'1, fall velocities were found to differ by somewhat
more than 1 order o f magnitude as Figure 4-14 shows.

Second, primary particle size was varied while fractal dimension and density were
held constant. It is somewhat uncertain how primary particle size and fractal dimension
relate in real aggregates. However, with a constant fractal dimension o f 2 and density of
2.65, particle diameters o f 1 and 10 microns give fall velocities shown in Figure 4-15. The
aggregate with the larger primary particles has the larger fall velocity.

Third, fractal dimension was varied while primary particle density and size were
held constant. Holding density at 2.65 g ml' 1 and primary particle size at 5 micron but
varying fractal dimension from 1.5 to 2.5 generates Figure 4-16. The fractal dimension of
2.5 gives the faster fall velocities. Variation in fractal dimension causes variation in fall
velocity to increase strongly with aggregate size.

Finally, both density and fractal dimension were varied. In this instance, a particle
density of 2.65 g ml' 1 and fractal dimension of 2.5 is compared with a particle density of
1.1 g ml' 1 and fractal dimension of 1.5 in Figure 4-17. Particle diameter was held at 5
microns. The variation in fall velocity for a 1 mm aggregate in this scenario is greater
than 3 orders of magnitude.
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Figure 4-14 Particle Density - Fall Velocity Relationship
The effect o f particle density on fall velocity is shown. The upper line plots fall
velocities o f aggregates containing primary particle with a density o f 2.65 while the
lower line is for aggregates whose primary particles have a density o f 1.1. Fractal
dimension is held at 2 and the particle size is held at 5 microns.
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Figure 4-15 Particle Size - Fall Velocity Relationship
The effect of particle size on fall velocity is shown. The upper line represents
aggregates containing 10 micron particles while the lower line represents aggregates
containing one micron particles. Fractal dimension is held at 2 and density at 2.65.
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Figure 4-16 Fractal Dimension - Fall Velocity Relationship
The effect o f aggregate fractal dimension on aggregate fall velocity is shown. Fall
velocities depicted by the upper line are for aggregates with fractal dimensions of
2.5 whereas the lower line is for aggregates with fractal dimensions o f 1.5. Density
is held constant at 2.65 g ml' 1 and primary particle size is held constant at 5
microns.
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Figure 4-17 Fractal Dimension and Density - Fall Velocity Relationship
The effect o f both aggregate fractal dimension and particle density on fall velocity is
shown. The upper line represents a fractal dimension o f 2.5 and density o f 2.65 g ml'
1 while the lower line represents a fractal dimension o f 1.5 and density o f 1.1 g ml.
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These cases dem onstrate that the variation in primary particle characteristics may
explain the variation in fall velocity that has been found in field measurements. Variations
in primary particle size and density increase variation in fall velocity such that the variation
appears constant in a log-Iog plot. Variation in fractal dimension increases fall velocity
such that the variation appears to increase in a log-Iog plot. Thus, variation in fractal
dimension has a powerful effect on variations in fall velocity.

Although Figures 4-14 through 4-17 show that appropriate mixing o f varying
primary particles could cause large scatter in fall velocities o f aquatic aggregates, it is
necessary to do some runs with the model to see if the model represents this. The cases
presented in Table 4-4 were run in a model configured such that the numbers o f primary
particles were held constant and aggregates are removed by settling, assuming a 1 m thick
mixed layer.

Figures 4-18 through 4-23 show the number of primary particles in each size bin.
The numbers shown on the plots are the base 10 log of the number o f primary particles in
that bin with the constant 13 added to them. The constant 13 was arbitrarily chosen to
result in mostly single digit positive integers. Location of the numbers indicates the size
and fall velocity o f that bin.

Inspection of the plots indicates that for a two component model to give variation
in fall velocity for reasonably sized particles, the inter-particle stickiness values must be 3-
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4 orders o f magnitude smaller than between like particles. If they are not, most
aggregates, even those only a little larger than primary particles, have uniform composition
and aggregate fall velocity is solely a function o f aggregate size. Analysis of the plots
shows how variation of model parameters affects the fall velocity size relationships. The
model generates a fall velocity - aggregate size plot with a characteristic shape. The shape
has a bimodal fall velocity distribution for aggregates similar in size to the primary
particles. This distribution merges to a broad scatter of fall velocities. As aggregate size
increases the scatter decreases to approach a single value because all larger aggregates
have similar compositions. Figures 4-18 through 4-23 show the effect o f variation in the
parameters on this distribution. As the two components are more likely to stick together
the shape shifts to smaller particle sizes. If stickiness between particle types is close to
that o f particles to themselves, all aggregates of a given size have the same composition
and therefore the same fall velocity. A greater variation in primary particle density
increases the difference in fall velocity between the two nodes at the smallest sizes. If the
primary particle sizes differ the variation in fall velocity increases at the size of the second
particle. Variation in fractal dimension causes scatter in fall velocity to extend to larger
aggregate sizes. Figure 4-24 graphically depicts this summary.

Does the model qualitatively agree with the field data presented in Figure 4-13?
The answer is somewhat ambiguous. Even considering that the Chase (1979) data are on
a linear plot, it appears there is not convergence in fall velocity with increasing aggregate
size. The Dyer and Manning (1999) data appear to show less scatter at larger aggregate
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Table 4-4

Fall Velocity Cases

Pa

Pb

la

lfa

fa

fb

1 .0 1

5

5

1.8

1.8

02

<*3

1

0 .0 0 0 1

1

bl

2.65

b2

2.65

1.0 1

5

5

1.8

1.8

1

0 .0 0 1

1

b3

2.65

1.1

5

100

1.8

1.8

1

0 .0 0 0 1

1

b4

2.65

1.1

5

100

1.8

1.8

1

0 .0 0 1

1

b5

2.65

1.1

5

5

2

1.6

1

0 .0 0 0 1

1

b6

2.65

1.1

5

5

2

1.6

1

0 .0 0 1

1

This table contains primary particle characteristics for type a and b particles.
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Captions for Figures 1 9 -2 5

Figures 18 - 23 show the results of the model runs described in Table 4-4. Number
on the plots represent the number o f aggregates in a bin and the location at which the
number is plotted denotes the size and fall velocities of the aggregates in that bin. The
numbers are the log based ten o f the number of aggregates in that bin with the constant 13
subtracted. This constant was arbitrarily chosen so number displayed on the figures would
be mainly single digit positive integers.

Figures are interpreted by observing the change in variation in fall velocity with
aggregate size. For the smallest aggregates, the numbers with the largest variation in fall
velocity are largest. At larger aggregate sizes, the number of all aggregates sizes is
similar. For the largest aggregates, the number at a fall velocity between two extremes
will be the largest. Comparison o f the figures reveals how rapidly the transition occurs.
Note scale varies between figures to enhance readability.
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Aggregate Size
Figure 4-24 Fall Velocity Variation Summary
The effect of primary particle characteristics on fall velocity-size relationship
is shown. Increased density differences, p, widen the spread of fall velocities
close to the primary particle size. Increased stickiness, a, makes aggregates of
uniform composition form at smaller sizes. Increased differences in fractal
dimension, f, make differences in fall velocity exist for larger aggregates.
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sizes. These data might generally support the two component model. It is likely that most
o f the variation in fall velocity comes from variation in particle packing - fractal dimension.

Composition Variation
This section will present data to show that the fraction of total suspended solids
which are organic is higher closer to the surface of the water column. This effect will be
investigated by considering particulate behavior as an aggregation process.

Data
Bay Monitoring Program Data as presented on CD ROM by Rennie and Nielsen
(1993) allows calculation o f ratios of particulate organic carbon to total suspended solids.
Table 4-5 presents ratios calculated over 7 separate years at station WE4.3 ( 76.37° W
37.18° N) which is close to the mouth of the Poquoson River in 5 to

6

m water depth.

This location was selected because the shallow depth is suited for later modeling efforts.
Surface samples were from a depth o f 1 m whereas bottom samples were collected at a
depth o f about 4 to 5 m. Total suspended solids, TSS, was determined by filtering then
drying and weighing the filters. Particulate organic carbon, POC, was determined by
filtering followed by analysis using a carbon nitrogen analyzer POM can be estimated as
twice POC values. The last columns of Table 4-3 are most useful in addressing the effect
o f aggregation because taking the ratio removes the influence of relative bottom
concentration of materials and also uncertainty in POC - POM conversion. To illustrate
this, consider that the distribution of each material in the water column may be described
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by an exponential decay, C=C 0 e_Azwhere A is a constant and C0 is the reference
concentration. In talcing the ratio o f the ratios from surface and bottom measurements the
C0 values for both materials cancel. This ratio is calculated with and without data from
1987. Data from 1987 is more than two standard deviations larger than the mean and may
have undue influence on the mean.

Table 4-5

Ratio o f mass concentrations of particulate organic carbon and total

susnended solids
Top

Bottom

Ratios

Year

POC

TSS

P/T

POC

TSS

P/T

T/B

T/B

1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991

0.66
0.50
0.78
0.72
0.88
1.14
1.07

13.12
13.00
7.00
17.89
19.65
26.23
17.62

0.05
0.04
0.11
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.06

0.83
0.71
0.80
0.75
0.89
0.97
1.12

16.94
18.94
13.94
20.63
22.44
30.85
20.98

0.05
0.04
0.06
0.04
0.04
0.03
0.05

1.02
1.04
1.94
1.11
1.12
1.38
1.14

1.02
1.04
1.11
1.12
1.38
1.14

1.25
0.30

1.14
0.12

averages
std. dev.

Data from WE4.3 from Rennie and Nielsen (1993).
POC particulate organic carbon mg/1
TSS total suspended solids mg/1
P/T ratio of POC/TSS
T/B ratio P/T top to bottom
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W ater Column Model
The aggregation model will be extended to model suspension and aggregation of
particles in the water column. M odeling of sediment suspension and aggregation in the
water column is achieved by combining a module which calculates suspended sediment
and a module which calculates aggregation. The module that calculates aggregation has
been the topic of this chapter so far. The suspended sediment module is discussed in this
section. These two modules operate on a series of matrices, one for each elevation
modeled. This scheme is depicted in figure 4-25. Each matrix contains one element for
each aggregate size and composition bin. The implementation used in this section had
three elevations each with 25 sizes and

6

compositions for a total o f 150 bins at each of

the three elevations. The modules operate iteratively: the suspended sediment model
calculates the change in vertical distribution o f suspended material over the three
elevations. It does this 150 times, once for each size - composition class. The module
calculates the change over a time step which was chosen to be 100 sec. After the
suspended sediment module completes its action, the aggregation that occurred during the
suspended sediment module time step is modeled by the aggregation module. Several
time steps of the aggregation module are required because the aggregation module
requires a shorter time step. The aggregation module operates on each elevation
sequentially. In summary, calculation o f aggregation at each elevation alternates with
calculation of suspension for each size-composition class.
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aggregation calo&tel
for each te d

fraction bin

Figure 4-25 Module Interaction
This figure depicts interaction o f the suspended sediment module and the
aggregation module. The suspended sediment module operates on
corresponding bins of the layers. One operation of the module is shown in the
figure. It would operate on the 60 bins shown above sequentially. The
aggregation module operates on the 60 bins shown for each level but does not
cause any interaction between levels. The two modules operate sequentially,
first the suspended sediment module then the aggregation module, etc. The
bottom level is the reference concentration level. In this case reference
concentration are specified explicitly for the dark squares, the other squares
have the no diffusion boundary condition. The figure shows only 10 size
classes and 3 elevations for clarity, but the model as written has 4 layers and 25
size classes.
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The modeling o f suspended sediment concentrations is done by considering that
concentration results from a balance between upward turbulent diffusion and gravitational
settling. The governing equation is

dC

d , ur/~

dC,
4 ‘ 13

1

where C is concentration, W is fall velocity, and vt is vertical turbulent diffusivity. The
bottom boundary condition is a reference concentration.
^i= C a

4-14

And the top boundary condition is no flux through the surface.

W C+v— =0
' dz

4 .1 5

In an aggregation model a reference concentration of large aggregates is
unreasonable, because high shears in the boundary layer break up aggregates. Therefore,
the reference concentration is given for small aggregates or primary particles and a no
diffusion boundary condition, equation 4-16, is given for larger aggregates.
dC
dC
——= w — dt
dz
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In practice, a no diffusion boundary condition is specified by setting the concentration at
the reference concentration level equal to the concentration at the level above the
reference concentration level. The question o f which bins are given reference
concentrations and which are given no diffusion boundary conditions is addressed in a
later sections.

The governing equation is solved numerically. When long time steps are used, a
fully implicit numerical scheme avoids stability problems. The modeled 5 m deep water
column is broken into 4 evenly spaced cells with grid centers at 0.625, 1.875, 3.125 and
4.375 m above the bed. The concentration at the 0.625 m elevation is held constant as the
reference concentration for the aggregate sizes which use a reference concentration and
held equal to the concentration at the 1.875 m elevation for aggregate sizes which use a no
diffusion bottom boundary condition. This is a case of the common practice in numerical
modeling of eliminating diffusion by setting a concentration gradient to zero. Having the
reference concentration 0.625 m above the bed complexities of very near bottom
processes. The discretization scheme away from boundaries scheme is
c r l- c ;
c '" - c r l
c ' Tl- 2 c ; rl+ c ‘*1
-L
J- = W - ^
L - +vr-J2l
1
L l—
At
Az
A z2

and for the top boundary condition
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f c W ' ' * C v' ' V v , - 5 * ^ S ^ = 0
L
&Z

4-18

Being implicit, this results in a series o f simultaneous equations. However, with only 3
points to solve for in this simple formulation, matrix inversion can be used.

then modeling particulates in an area shallow enough that bed interaction is important, the
interaction is represented mathematically as a reference concentration. This reference
concentration is the concentration at a point a given distance above the bed. M ost
previous sediment transport models dealt with only one type of sediment so one number
specified the reference concentration. A few more advanced models (M adsen et al.1994)
used more than one size class and therefore required a reference concentration for each
size class.

The model described herein includes 150 size- composition cells. However, they
do not all need to be specified. From considerations of boundary layer flow it could be
presumed that aggregates fall into the lower boundary layer where they encounter high
shear stresses which break them up. Under this scenario, the reference concentration of
large aggregates, those approaching the size o f the Kolmagorov scale, close to the
bottom is zero. However, when the reference concentration for these aggregates is set to
zero, aggregates are being removed by two strong processes, settling and diffusion. Not
only does this result in unrealistically fast aggregate removal, it also results in the
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physically unrealistic situation o f more large aggregates at the surface then at the bottom.
Therefore, for large aggregates, the model assumes that aggregates pass through the
bottom o f the bottom layer only by settling. This eliminates the need to specify a reference
concentration for these sizes because the no diffusion condition sets it automatically.

There are minimal data available for use in specifying reference concentrations as a
function o f aggregate size and composition. However, upon reflection it is obvious that
two end member compositions should be specified. To illustrate this concept, assume that
the two aggregate types introduced as reference concentration are 1 ) 80% type “a”
primary particle and

20%

type “b” primary particle and 2 )

20%

“a” and 80% “b”, as

aggregation proceeds an aggregate whose composition is 50% “a” and 50% “b” will
eventually form. There is no mechanism in an aggregation model for a 100% “a” and 0%
“b” aggregate to form. Therefore, the 100% “a” and 0% “b” bin in the model will never
be used and are deadwood in the model. To effectively use the capabilities o f the model
one should redefine a primary particle which is 80% “a” and

20%

“b” and has appropriate

attributes.

Reference Concentration
There are two methods for introducing particles. One has all particles enter the
system as primary particles. That is, there are reference concentrations only for bins (1,1)
and (1,6). The second method specifies one reference concentration for bins which should
contain aggregates at the reference elevation. In this case concentration is specified for
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bins up to 2 size bins smaller than the Kolmogorov scale at lm above the bed.

In most suspended sediment concentration models specifying the reference
concentration involves merely specifying a concentration at one level. In this model it is
slightly more complicated. The volume concentration at the reference concentration level
is specified then the fraction o f this concentration which is “a” and “b” particles is
specified. However, it must be remembered that the reference concentration is only
explicitly specified for some bins. Other bins have the settling but no diffusion boundary
condition so the concentration at the reference concentration level for these bins is part of
the solution. For these bins the reference concentration is assumed to be the same as at
the first level. Therefore, when specifying the reference concentration for the bins which
have it explicitly specified, the amount of material in the bins for which there is the no
diffusion boundary condition is subtracted from the reference concentration for the level
and the result is distributed over the bins for which reference concentrations are specified.

Total numbers o f particles in a system modeled using the two types o f boundary
conditions are shown in Figures 4-26 and 4-27. The three lines are the three elevations
modeled. The reference concentration specified the particles as 90% by volume “a”
material with a specific gravity of 2.65 and the remainder “b” material having a specific
gravity of 1.1 . They both converge but to different values. However, the values only differ
by a factor of 2. As expected, the distributed reference concentration has a lower total
number of primary particles. This is because the distributed reference concentration
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Figure 4-26 Model Convergence with Primary Particle Reference Concentration
The total number o f particles present when the reference concentration is all
primary particles is shown. The reference concentration specified the particles as
90% by volume “a” material with a specific gravity o f 2.65 and the remainder “b”
material having a specific gravity o f 1.1. The fractal dimension of all particles is 1.8
and the size is 5 microns. The bottom elevation, as expected, has the highest
particle concentration and is represented by the top line. Conversely, the bottom
line is the top elevation.
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Figure 4-27 Model Convergence with Distributed Reference Concentration
The total number o f particles present as the system approaches steady state is
shown. The reference concentration specified the particles as 90% by volume “a”
material with a specific gravity o f 2.65 and the remainder “b” material having a
specific gravity of 1.1. The fractal dimension of all particles is 1.8 and the size is 5
microns. Reference concentration is distributed over aggregates of pure
composition from primary particle size to 2 bins smaller than the Kolmogorov scale.
The bottom elevation, as expected, has the highest particle concentration and is
represented by the top line. Conversely, the bottom line is the top elevation.
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Figure 4-28 Profile - Distributed Reference Concentration
Distribution o f primary particles at steady state when a distributed reference
concentration is used is shown. The reference concentration specified the
particles as 90% by volume “a” material with a specific gravity of 2.65 and the
remainder “b” material having a specific gravity of 1.1. The fractal dimension o f
all particles is 1.8 and the size is 5 microns. The reference concentration is
specified for fractional bins 1 and 6 (aggregates composed o f pure b and a
respectively) and size bins 1 through 11. Thus, it is explicitly given for 22 bins.
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Figure 4-29 Profile - Tw o Reference Concentrations
Distribution of primary particles at steady state when reference concentrations are
given for primary particle size bins. The reference concentration specified the
particles as 90% by volume “a” material with a specific gravity o f 2.65 and the
remainder “b” material having a specific gravity of 1.1. The fractal dimension o f all
particles is 1.8 and the size is 5 microns. The reference concentration is given
explicitly for 2 bins, a primary particles and b primary particles.
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introduces larger aggregates which are removed more rapidly by settling.. Figures 4-28
and 4-29 show distributions o f aggregates as a function of composition and aggregate size
at the end of the runs. The plots are for the uppermost elevation. The distributed
reference concentration reduces by a factor o f 5 a spike at the primary particle
concentration.

Results
Several runs were completed to determine how the model calculated the ratio o f a
to b particles in the water column. The turbulent energy dissipation was set to 0.01
cm 2 s'3. This roughly corresponds to a bed shear velocity of 1 cm s'1. The reference
concentration was 0.1 ppt solids by volume with 90% o f the volume “a” particles and 10%
“b” particles. This corresponds to a reference concentration of 250 mg I' 1 which is high
but reasonable. Particle characteristics are given in Table 4-6 and a approximates a
generic inorganic matter while b approximates a generic organic matter. The reference
concentration was distributed between the primary particle sizes and

2

bins smaller than

the Kolmogorov scale. The distribution was set such that all bins of the same fractional
composition which have explicit reference concentrations have the same number of
primary particles. The number o f aggregates decreases as the aggregates grow larger.
Calculations were made for the 5 cases in Table 4-6. Table 4-7 presents raw output. Table
4-8 converts it to mg I' 1 then presents ratios
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Table 4-6 Depth Resolving M odel Runs

run

4

1

lb

a3

0to

Pa

Pb

<*i

1.1

0 .0001

0 .0 0 0 1

0 .0 0 0 1

nl

1.8

1.8

5u

5u

2.65

n2

1.8

1.8

5u

5u

2.65

1.1

0 .1

0 .1

0.1

n3

1.8

1.8

5u

5u

2.65

1.01

0 .1

0 .1

0 .1

n4

1.8

1.8

5u

5u

2.65

1.1

1

0 .0 0 1

0 .0 0 1

n5

1.8

1.8

5u

5u

2.65

1.1

0.1

0 .0 0 1

0 .1

Table 4-7 Depth Resolving M odel Output

run

top a

top b

bottom a

bottom b

nl

1.15e5

1.51e4

1.29e5

1.52e4

n2

1.14e5

1.36e4

1.29e5

1.46e4

n3

1.14e5

1.36e4

1.29e5

1.47e4

n4

1.15e5

1.51e4

1.29e5

1.52e4

n5

1.15e5

1.51e4

1.29e5

1.52e4

Table contains number of primary particles in all size classes per ml.
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Table 4-8 Concentration Ratios
run

T SS
surface
mg f l

POM
surface
m g I*1

TSS
bottom
mg r 1

POM
bottom
m g I*1

PO M /TSS
surface

POM /TSS
surface

ratio

nl

19.9

1.09

22.4

1.09

0.116

0.105

1 . 10

n2

19.8

.98

22.4

1.05

0.106

0 .1 0 2

1.04

n3

19.8

.98

22.4

1.06

0.107

0 .1 0 2

1.05

n4

19.9

1.09

22.4

1.09

0.116

0.105

1 .1 0

n5

19.9

1.09

22.4

1.09

0.116

0.105

1 .1 0

Data in Table 4-8 was converted to mg I*'assuming a particles are inorganic with densities
o f 2.65 mg 1-' and b are organic with densities of 1.1 mg K

Observation o f the tables reinforces the conclusion that in a two component
aggregation model, stickiness between the two types of particles is the most important
parameter. Comparison o f the ratios in the final column of Table 4-8 with the ratio in
Table 4-5 indicates that the model results for the smaller interparticle stickiness values are
closer to the value in Table 4-8. This indicates that water column aggregation between
organic and inorganic materials may be limited much of the time in estuarine waters.
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CONCLUSION

This dissertation has two parts which essentially stand independently: the
ROGTAC and the two component model. Both represent advances in endeavors which
have received considerable attention in the past but which will benefit from continued
study in the future.

ROGTAC
The ROGTAC is a combination o f two previously successfully used aggregation
devices, the rotating cylinder and the oscillating grid. Rolling cylinder devices excel at
keeping particles in suspension (Shanks and Edmondson 1989) while oscillating grid
devices excel at producing well behaved turbulent conditions (Brumley and Jirka 1987).
Previously, the best way to introduce shear while keeping aggregates in suspension was
the viscometer (van Duuren 1968). However, this device did not normally produce
turbulent conditions. If it did produce turbulence, it also produced very high shear rates
near the cylinder walls. Combining the rolling cylinder and turbulent grid devices results
in what should prove to be a notable advance in laboratory aggregate production
capability. To aid future researchers who might use this device, the hydraulic
characteristics of the device were determined using a state-of-the-art laser D oppler
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velocimeter system.

The energy dissipation rates in ROGTAC correspond to turbulent conditions one
meter above the bed caused by shear velocities of between 5 and 10 cm sec'1. These are
higher than what is normally found in estuaries, one to two cm sec*1 is more typical, but
not unreasonable considering that the relationship between turbulent energy dissipation
and shear velocity was based on a scaling relationship. Reducing the energy dissipation in
ROGTAC would require wider grid spacing, which would make the turbulence less
uniform, or slowing the motor speed further, which would degrade the characteristics o f
the turbulence.

Aggregation devices may be used to further elucidate the process o f aggregation
in natural water bodies. Much remains to be learned about the effect of phytoplankton
species and their nutrient conditions on aggregation. Passow and Wassermann (1994),
who looked at the aggregation of Phaeocystis colonies at senescense, is an example o f this
type o f study. Hydrodynamic conditions may be particularly important for nutrient
limitation studies because the hydrodynamic conditions may control how rapidly nutrients
are delivered to living material (Logan and Hunt 1987). Although many previous studies
have centered on phytoplankton characteristics, bacteria and detritus supporting bacteria
are also probably important (Decho 1990). Experiments investigating species o f bacteria
present and resulting aggregation could add to the knowledge of aggregation in real
systems. For example, one question would be how the bacteria and mucopolysacharides
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on a particle react to the transition from fresh water to saltwater?

Aggregation Model
The primary application o f the two-component model in marine science appears to
be in estuaries, where suspended matter can be conveniently broken into two classes,
organic and inorganic. Application o f aggregation models to estuaries is currently in its
infancy. The current goal o f applications of aggregation models in estuaries is to
determine the role o f aggregation in estuarine sediment dynamics. In the only application
of an aggregation model to an estuarine setting to date, Lick et al. (1992) proposed that
aggregation may contribute to enhanced suspended sediment concentrations near the bed.
The two-component aggregation model was thus used to address basic questions about
the interactions o f classes of suspended materials in estuaries.

One can envision two "end member" views of aggregation. In view one,
aggregates are broken up into primary particles, individual clay particles or phytoplankton
cells, in the lower boundary layer. These are suspended where they again aggregate and
settle out. The process repeats indefinitely. In this view, aggregation essentially dominates
particle dynamics in the estuary. In the second view, aggregates of various types exist in
the estuary and are cycled through the estuary. Aggregates exist, but they are created as
robust pseudofeces. They do not aggregate in the water column and are strong enough
that they are not broken up. In this view, aggregation is irrelevant.
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As in most cases when two end members are presented, the true answer is likely
somewhere in the middle. Eisma and Li (1993) working in Dollard estuary tends to
support the first view while Zabawa (1978) working in northern Chesapeake Bay supports
the latter. It is worth noting that Eisma and Li photographed aggregates in-situ while
Zabawa captured aggregates by filtering then viewed them using a scanning electron
microscope, (SEM). The SEM requires more handling o f the aggregates and is therefore
more likely to break them up but also allows actual observation of their structures. Also,
the Dollard estuary where Eisma and Li worked had a 3m tidal range. This could have led
to higher shear rates than found in Chesapeake Bay which typically has a 1m or less tidal
range.

Model results do not clearly resolve these conflicting views.

The two component

model shows that if view one were wholly correct, aggregates of a size would have very
similar fall velocities. The fact that fall velocities of aggregates vary substantially indicates
that the true scenario is either the second case or somewhere between the two. The
model suggests that stickiness between organic and inorganic particles is low, tending to
favor view two.

A second question is the nature of how aggregates stick together. One view is that
mucopolysacharides present in the water essentially stick everything to everything
(Passow et al. 1994). A second view is that the stickiness depends upon the properties of
each material - realizing that organic coatings on materials may determine their adhesive
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properties (Gibbs 1983). The modeling results suggest that the organic and inorganic
fractions do not stick together all that well. This tends to support the second view o f
stickiness. The model brings into focus the fact that it is imperative to know under what
conditions which materials stick or do not stick to which other materials if we are to
understand the dynamics o f particulates in an estuary.

To summarize, there are four main conclusions from this work.

1.) Particles aggregation has been studied in a wide variety o f fields including
atmospheric science, oceanography, estuarine science, colloid chemistry, process
engineering, and water treatment. When faced with a challenge in this field, it is important
to be aware of contributions to aggregation science from fields outside one’s own.

2.) The rotating oscillating grid turbulent aggregation chamber is the most
successful method yet devised to subject a particle - fluid mixture to grid turbulence while
keeping particles of a different density from the fluid in suspension and minimizing
interaction between the particles and the grid.

3.) The two component aggregation model simulates the behavior o f two types of
particles in a fluid. It does this in a manner which represents the physics o f the system.

4.) As aggregation proceeds, large particles of uniform composition. Therefore,
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for variation in aggregate characteristics to exist in larger size aggregates, differin
particle types must have low attachment probabilities between each other.
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This appendix contain the code which composes the aggregation model. The
model is given in two forms. However, the two forms use many o f the same subroutines.
The structure o f the models is shown in the block diagrams. Comments in the code
describe their functions. F or detailed descriptions of algorithms refer to the main body of
this dissertation.
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% m file partil
% written 1998 by T om C hisholm
% V irgin ia Institute o f M arine S cien ce

% T h is program m od els aggregation o f tw o types o f p articles
% particles are introduced as prim ary particles and rem oved
% by settlin g o f from large bins.
% T h e tw o types o f particles are called a and b
% there are 2 5 s iz e bin and 6 fraction bins for a total o f 150 bins
% For details on algorithm s se e T om C hisholm ’s dissertation
clear all
% prim ary p article siz es cm
la=5e-4;
% diam eter o f a particles
lb=5e-4;
% diam eter b particles
% fractal d im en sion s
m a=2.0;
m b=2.0;
% particle ex c ess d en sity g/m l
p a = l.6 5 ;
pb=0.1;
% stickiness
% a l a to a; a 2 a to b; a3 b to b
a l= l;
a2=0;
a3=0;
% dats in clu d es record o f adjustable parameters
d a tsl= [1 a lb m a m b pa pb a l a2 a31
d ats2= [la, lb, m a, mb, pa, pb, a l , a2, a3];
% input for breakup

n u=0.01;
ep s= 1.63;
dt=30;

% kinnem atic viscosity d efines units
%turbulent dissipation
% in itial tim e step

% determ ine num ber o f p a n ic les in each bin
% fraction bins are lin early spaced and size bins are lo g sp aced

fa = lin sp a c e(0 ,l,6 );
fb = l-fa ;
n s= lin sp a ce(0 ,2 4 ,2 5 );
n s2 = 2 .Ans;
%bin siz es
a s= n s2 ’*fa;
%number o f a particles in aggregates in each bin
b s= n s2 ’*fb;
% number o f b particles in aggregates in ea ch bin
lam =(nuA3/ep s)A0 .2 5 ; % kolm ogorov scale
b n = (lam ./(fa.*la+ fb .*lb )).A(fa.*m a+fb.*m b);
b i= Io g (b n )7 Io g (2 )+ l;
bi=floor(bi) % bin num bers w ith siz e equal kolm ogorov sc a le
% make sure s iz e bin at kolm ogorov scale is not out o f ran ge
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for k = l:6 ,
i f b i(k )> 24
b i(k)=24;
end
i f b i(k )<2
bi(k)=2;
en d
end
% determ ine size density and fall velocity for each cell

[ot, w , p]=ffacd(la, lb, m a, mb, pa, pb);
% calcu late alpha values between bins

[alpha] = alph(la, lb, a l, a2, a3);
% CaIculate beta values between bins
[bet]=bbeta(ot,w,eps);
% initial conditions
% for each bin the number o f a particles, b particles,
% and aggregates it contains is sp ecified .
n=zeros(/25,6);
a= zeros(25,6);
b =zeros(25,6);
for k = l:6 ,
b (l,k ) = 2e5*(6-k)/5;
n (l,k )= 2 e 5 ;
a (l,k )= 2 e 5 * (k -l)/5 ;
end
% in itialization o f counters etc.

c t = l ; % loop counter for sa v in g results
c c = l ; % loop counter for sa v in g results
t=0; % tim e counter
it=0; %iteration counter
tint= 500; % interval for sav in g data
tsavtim =0; %time counter for data sa v e routine

% m ain loop
w h ile (t< 3 6 0 0 ) & (it<5000),
it= it+ l;
9&for k = l:6 ,
%input for equilibrium run
% b (l,k )= 2e5*(6-k )/5;
% n (l,k )= 2 e5 ;
% a (l,k )= 2 e 5 * (k -l)/5 ;
% b(20:25,k)=0;
% n(20:25,k)=0;
% a(20:25,k)=0;
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%end
% rem ove aggregates due to se ttlin g from 100cm thick layer

lost=l-w /lO O *dt;
a=a.*lost;
b=b.*Iost;
n=n.*lost;
% in itialize change variables

dn=zeros(25,6);
da=zeros(25,6);
d b=zeros(25,6);
d n l= zero s(2 5 ,6 );
d al= zeros(25,6);
d bl= zeros(25,6);

i f o ts a v tim
ttt(ct)=t; % times w hen results are saved
tsavtim =tsavtim +tint; % update sa v e tim e counter
sav(:,:,ct)=b+a;
tim s(ct)=t;
nsav(:,:,ct)=n;
ct= ct+ I;
end
% recenter bin sizes
% puts bins outside their ran ges in the proper bins
[n, a, b, att, btt] = putrite(n, a, b);
lsta(:,cc)=att(:); % stores m ass lo st in re siz in g operation
Istb(:,cc)=btt(:);
[n, a, b]=fit(n, a, b); % recenter bins
c c = c c + l;
[t sum (sum (a)) sum (sum (b)) sum (att) sum (btt) ] % monitor model operation

for i= 2:25,
if i = 2
% calculate interactions in first row w hich affect second row
bb=bet( I,
n p = n (l:2,:);
[dnp,dap,dbp]=back22(np,i,alpha, bb, dt);
dn( 1:2,:)=dn( i :2,:)+dnp;
da( 1:2,:)= d a(l :2,:)+dap;
d b (l:2,:)=d b(l:2,:)+d bp ;
else
% treat rows 3 through 25.
n p = n (i-l:i,:);
b b = b et(i-l,:,i-l,:);
[dnp,dap,dbp]=back22(np,i, alpha, bb, dt);
d n (i-l:i,:)= d n (i-l:i,:)+ d n p ;
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d a(i-l:i,:)= d a (i-l:i,:)+ d a p ;
d b (i-l:i,:)= d b (i-l:i,:)+ d b p ;
np=n(i-2:i,:);
bb=bet(i,:,i-2,:);
[dn p,dap ,d bp ]=b ack i3(np .i, alpha, bb, dt);
d n(i-2:i,:)=dn(i-2:i,:)+dnp;
da(i-2:i,:)=da(i-2:i,:)+dap;
db(i-2:i,:)=db(i-2:i,:)+dbp;
b b= b et(i-l,:,i-2,:);
[dnp,dap,dbp]=back23(np,i,alpha,bb, dt);
d n(i-2:i,:)=dn(i-2:i,:)+dnp;
da(i-2;i,:)=da(i-2:i,:)+dap;
db(i-2:i,:)=db(i-2;i,:)+dbp;
% treat interactions b etw een row s separated by m ore than o n e ro w

for k = l:6 ,
i f (n (i,k )> le -2 0 ) & (i> 3 ) % avoid calcu lation for em pty cells
o n = o n es(i-3 ,l);
aI=on*alpha(k,:);
ciear 00
bb=bet(l:i-3,:,i,k);
d d n = b b .*a l.* n (l:i-3 ,:).* n (i,k ).* d t; % calculate interaction
% calculate c h a n g es in c e lls
dn( 1 :i-3,:)=dn( 1:i-3, :)-ddn;
d a (l:i-3 ,:)= d a (l:i-3 ,:)-d d n .* a s(I:i-3 ,:);
d b (l:i-3 ,:)= d b (l:i-3 ,:)-d d n .* b s (l:i-3 ,:);
d a(i,k )= d a(i,k )+ su m (su m (d d n .*as(I;i-3,:)));
d b (i,k )= d b (i,k )+ su m (su m (d d n .*b s(l:i-3,:)));
end
end
end
end
%breakup by rupture m odel
[dnb, dab, dbb, bi] =breakup(bi,n,a,b);
for k = l :6, %update cells
d n l(b i(k )-2 :b i(k )+ I,k )= d n l(b i(k )-2 :b i(k )+ l,k )+ d n b (:,k );
d a l(b i(k )-2 :b i(k )+ l,k )= d a l(b i(k )-2 ;b i(k )+ l,k )+ d a b (:,k );
db 1(bi(k )-2:b i(k)+ l ,k)=db 1(b i(k )-2 :b i(k )+ 1,k)+dbb(:,k);
n (bi(k)+2:25,k)=0;
a(bi(k)+2:25,k)=0;
b(bi(k)+2:25,k)=0;
end
% su m changes to cells

n l= n + d n + d n l;
a l= a + d a + d a l;
b l= b + d b + d b l;
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% is tim e step cau sin g zero errors

bul=0;
for i= l: 2 5 ,
for k = l:6 ,
i f n l( i,k ) < - le - 2 0
b u l= l;
[i k n l(i,k )];
end
end
end
% i f zero errors decrease tim e step e lse m a k e it bigger
if b u l = l
dt=dt/3;
it= it-l;
[4 it dt]
else
i f (d t< 30) & (ab s(it/5-ceiI(it/5))< 0 .0 0 0 1 )
dt=dt*2;
[6 it dt]
end
n=n i ; % u se data if tim e step ok
b = b l;
a = a l;
t=t+dt;
end

end
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function [ot, w, p]=fracd(la, lb, m a, m b, pa, pb);
“^ calculates siz e o f floe from num ber o f particles in floe
%primary particle siz e and fractal d im ension

function [ot, w , p]=fracd(la, lb, m a, m b, pa, pb);
%
%
%
%
%

written 1998 by T om C h ish olm
V irginia Institute o f M arine S cie n c e
calculates size, density, and fall v elo city o f floe
from number o f particles in floe
primary particle siz e, fractal d im en sion , and density

% inputs la lb m a m b pa pb
% prim ary particle size, fractal d im en sion , and density
% output ot, p, w aggregate siz e, density, and fall velocity

% output is a 2 5 x 6 m atrix
fa= lin sp ace(0,l,6);
fb=l-fa;
n = i;
% determ ines aggregate size

for i= 1:25,
nn(i)=n;
x 1 = I ./(fa*m a+fb*m b);
x2= n.Ax l;
I=(fa*la+fb*lb).*x2;
ot(i,:)=I;
n=n*2;
end
% calculate density
o n = o n es(l,2 5 );
o n h = o n es(l,6 );

ffa^n^fa;
ffbson^fb;
n m =nn’*onh;
p =nm .*(ffa*(laA3*pa)+ffb*(lbA3 *p b ))./(o t.A3);
% calculates fall velocity
k=0.6; %constant in drag co efficien t
t=4*980/(3*k);
w = sqrt((0.12./(ot*k )).A2 + t*ot.*p )-0.1 2 ./(o t* k );
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function [alpha] =aiph(la, lb, a l , a2, a3)
% written 1998 by T om C hisholm
% V irgin ia Institute o f M arine S c ie n c e
% For details on algorithm s see T o m C h ish o lm ’s dissertation
% determ ines the stickiness part o f the kernel
% input primary particle s iz e and stick in ess values
% constants a l a2 a3

stick in ess o f a to a a to b and b to b respectively

% output alpha, a sym m etric 6 x 6 m atrix w h ich contains stickiness between a ggregates
%
%

row s are decreasing fractions o f a in particle 1
colum ns are in crea sin g fractions o f a in particle 2

fa= lin sp a ce(0 ,1,6);
ga= Iin sp ace(0,l,6);
o n f= o n es(6 ,l);
fa= fa’* o n f;
ga=onf*ga;
fb=ones(6)-fa;
gb=on es(6)-ga;
la=Ia*la;
lb=lb*lb;
ex=(la*fa+lb*fb);
fa=(la*fa)./ex;
fb=(lb*fb)./ex;
es=(ga*la+gb*lb);
ga=(ga*Ia)./es;
gb=(gb*lb)./es;
a lp h a= al*fa.*ga+ a2*(fb .:*:ga+ fa.*gb )+ a3*fb .*gb ;
% surf(fm ,gm ,alpha)
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function b et= bbeta( ot,w ,eps)
% w ritten 1998 by T om C h ish o lm
% V irg in ia Institute o f M arin e S cie n c e
% For d etails on algorithm s se e T o m C hisholm ’s dissertation
% calcu lates interaction kernel an d outputs as 4 D m atrix
% inputs prim ary particle s iz e and fall velocity; and turbulent energy dissipation
n u = 0 .0 1 ; % kinnem atic v isco sity
for i= l: 2 5
for j = 1:6
for k = 1:25
for m = l:6
if ot(i,j)>ot(k,m )
sm =ot(k,m );
else
sm =ot(i,j);
end
sd =ot(i,j)+ot(k,m );
d w =ab s(w (i,j)-w (k,m ));
g g = 7 .5 * (ep s/(3 0 * p i* n u ))A0.5;
h—e f/t
i V m ^ s n i/9 * «----m- * c-------m *(crcr**H4-Hw/TV
'o o
—
------- - / »
* \ * * j ***►•**/ r

end
end
end
end
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function[n, a, b, att, btt ] = putrite(n, a, b);
% written 1998 by Tom C h ish olm
% V irgin ia Institute o f M arin e S cien ce
% For details on algorithm s s e e T om C h ish o lm ’s dissertation
% this program finds bins w h o se contents are outside the
% range o f that bin. It then p laces them in the appropriate bin.

%inputs m atrices for num ber o f a and b particles and number o f agregates
% s e tz l insures there are n o c e lls with n egative values or very sm a ll values

[a, b, n, att, b tt]= setzl(a, b, n);
12=log(2);
n n = lin sp a ce(l,2 5 ,2 5 );
sz = 3 * 2 .A(nn-2);
% boundaries between size bins
sz 2 = 2 .A(n n -l);
% centers o f s iz e bins
jj= lin sp a ce (0 .1, 0.9, 5); % boundaries o f fraction bins
jj2 = lin sp a ce (0 ,1,6);
n l= n ;
tl= a+ b ;
% m ake n l and tl to avoid zero d ivid e from on empty cells
for i= l:2 5 ,
for j = 1:6,
i f n (i,j)< le -I 0
n l(ij)= l;
end
i f t i(i,j)< le -1 0
tl(i,j)= I ;
end
end
end

fr= a ./(tl); % calculte fractions
ss= (a+ b)./n 1; % calculate siz e s
tt=a+b;
%avoid errors avoiding zero d ivid e errors
for i= l:2 5 ,
for j= 1:6,
i f tt(i,j)< le-1 0
fr(i.j)=j]’2(j);
end
if n(i j ) < le - 1 0 I tt(i,j)< le -1 0
ss(i,j)= sz2(i);
end
end
end
^ in itia liz a tio n
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for i= l:2 5 ,
for j = 1:6,
dn(i,j)=n(i,j);
d a(i,j)=a(i,j);
db(i,j)=b(i,j);
end

% do sm allest row

i= l;
for j = 1:6, % loop across fractions
bool=0;
i f ss(i,j)> sz(i) % is aggregates in bin too big
b ooI= l;
s=floor(log(ss(i,j)/3)/I2+ 3); % fin d correct bin

H;
i f j = l % is fraction correct, ends are special ca ses
i f f f ( ij )> ij ( l)
f= floo r(2 + 5 * (ff(i,j)-0 .l)); % fin d correct fraction
end
e ls e if j = 6
f=floor(2+ 5*(ff (i,j)-0.1));
end
e ls e if fr(i,j)<jjG'-I) I fr(i j)>jjG)
f= floor(2+ 5*(ff(i,j)-0.1));
end
e lse % if siz e is correct is fraction w rong?
ifj= l
ifff(i,j)> ii(I )
f=floor(2+ 5*(fr(i,j)-0.1));
b ool= l;
s=i;
end
e ls e if j = 6
iffr(i,j)< jj(5)
f= floor(2+ 5*(fr(i,j)-0.1));
booI=l;
s=i;
end
e ls e if fr(i j )< iiG -l) I fr(i.j)>jjG)
f= floor(2+5*(ff(i,j)-0.1));
booI=I;
s=i;
end
end
i f b o o l = l % m ake needed changes
if s > 2 5
s=25;
end
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i f s< I
s = l;
end
dn(i,j)=dn(i,j)-n(i,j);
da(i,j)=da(i,j)-a(i,j);
db(i,j)=db(i,j)-b(i,j);
dn(s,f)=d n (s,f)+ n(i,j);
da(s,f)= da(s,f)+ a(i,j);
db(s,f)=db(s,f)+b(i,j);
end
end
for i= 2 :2 5 , % do rest o f rows
for j = 1:6,
b ool=0;
% this co d e is about identical to that ab ove
i f s s (i,j)< s z (i-l) I ss(i,j)> sz(i) % is s iz e correct?

b o o l= I;
s=Q oor(Iog(ss(i,iV 3)/12+3): % d eterm in e correct siz e
t=i;
ifj= l
i f ff(i,j)> ii(l)
f= flo or(2+ 5*(fr(i,j)-0.1));
b o o i= l;
en d
e ls e if j = 6
i f ff(ij)< jj(5 )
f= floor(2+ 5*(fr(i,j)-0.1));
b ooI= l;
end
e ls e if ff(i,j)<jjO'-l) I fr(i,j)>jj(j)
f= floor(2+ 5*(fr(i,j)-0.1));
end
else
ifj= l
i f fr(i,j)>jj'(l)
f= floor(2+5*(fr(i,j)-0.1));
b o o l= l;
s=i;
en d
e ls e if j = 6
i f fr(i,j)<iiC5)
f= floor(2+ 5*(fr(i,j)-0.1));
b o o l= l;
s=i;
end
e ls e if fr(i,j)<jjO'-l) 1 fr(i j)>jjG )
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f=floor(2+ 5*(fr(i,j)-0.1));
b o o l= l;
s= i;
en d
end
if b o o l= l
i f s> 2 5
s= 25;
en d
if s< l
s = l;
en d

dn(i,j)= dn (i,j)-n(i,j);
da(i,j)=da(i,j)-a(i,j);
db(i,j)=db(i,j)-b(i,j);
d n(s,f)=d n (s,f)+ n (i,j);
d a (s,f)= d a (s,f)+ a (ij);
db(s, f)=db(s, f)+b(i .j):
end
end
end
n=dn;
a=da;
b=db;
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% w ritten L998 by T om C hisholm
% V irgin ia Institute o f M arine S cie n c e
% For details on algorithm s s e e T o m C h ish o lm ’s dissertation

% this routine sets ce lls w hich have n egative values to zero
%it then store the num ber o f a and b particles am ount o f m ass lost due to this
% process in att and btt
att= zeros(25,l);
b tt= zeros(25,l);
for i= l:2 5 ,
for j = 1:6,
if n(i,j)<0
n(i,j)=0;
att(i)=att(i)+a(i,j);
a(i,j)=0;
btt(i)=btt(i)+b(i,j);
b(i,j)=0;
end
i f a(i,j)<0

aft(i)=nrt(i)-i-a(i jV
a(i,j)=0;
end
if b(i,j)<0
btt(i)=btt(i)+b(i,j);
b(i,j)=0;
end
end
end
% If a cell has less than le -1 0 p articles it is set to zero
aa=a+b;
for i= I:2 5 ,
for j = 1:6,
i f a a (i,j)< le-1 0
n(i,j)=0;
att(i)=att(i)+a(i,j);
a(i,j)=0;
btt(i)=btt(i)+b(i,j);
b(i,j)=0;
end
end
end
% [sum (att) sum(btt)]
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function [n, a, b ]=fit(n, a, b)
% w ritten 1998 by T om C hisholm
% V irg in ia Institute o f M arine S cien ce
% For d etails on algorithm s see T om C h ish o lm ’s dissertation
% puts m atrix at even plaes
% input a b n num ber o f a particles, b particles, and aggreagtes
% in each size class
% output a b n num ber o f a particles, b p articles, and aggreagtes
%

in each siz e class

% fractions o f a and b at nodes

f= Iin sp a ce(0 ,l,6 );
% siz e s

s= lin sp a ce (0 ,24,25);
l= 2 .As;
fl= l- f;
o l= o n e s ( l,6 ) ;
% in itia liz e d ab&c

da=a;
db=b;
dn=n;
% b ig loop
% II is s iz e resulting from putting to s iz e groups
% s z is s iz e at each node
n l= n ;
t=a+b;
% avoid zero d ivid e calculating fraction
for i= I :2 5
for j = 1:6
if n (i,j )= 0
n l( i,j ) = l;
end
end
end

sz= t./n 1;
& zero d ivid e stu ff
for i= 1:25
for j = 1:6
i f t(i,j)< le -1 0
s z (ij)= l(i);
en d
end
end
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% i is siz e direction j is fraction direction
for i= I:2 4 ,
for j = 1:6,
i f (abs(sz(i j )-l(i))/l(i))> 0 . L
% input to sizfit is aO bO nO x l x 2
aO=a(i,j);
bO=b(i,j);
nO=n(i,j);
% is a node larger or sm a lle r than it should be?

i f (sz(ij)> I(i))l ( i = l )
x l= I(i);
x 2 = l(i+ l);
at=i;
else
x l= l( i- l) ;
x2=10);
a t= i-l;
end
% sizfit solves sim ultaneous eq u ation s to recenter bins in terms o f siz
[ a l, b l, n l, a2, b2, n 2 ]= siz flt(a 0 , bO, nO, x l , x2);
% update matrix
d a(at,j)= d a(at,j)+ al;
d a (a t+ 1j)= d a(at+ 1 ,j)+a2;
db(at,j)=db(at,j)+b 1;
d b (at+ 1,j)=db(at+1,j)+b2;
dn(at,j)=dn(at,j)+n 1;
dn(at+1 ,j)= dn (at+ l ,j)+ n2;
dn(i,j)=dn(i,j)-nO;
da(i,j)=daO,j)-aO;
db(i,j)=db(i,j)-bO;
end
end
end
ea=da;
eb=db;
en=dn;

% process in fraction a&b d irection
dd=da+db;
d d l= d d ;
% avoid zero divide
for i= l:2 S
for j = l : 6
i f dd(i j ) = 0

d d 0 j ) = l;
end
end
end
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fc=daVdd;
% avoid zero divides

for i= 1:25
for j = l : 6
i f d d l(i,j)< le -1 0
fc(i,j)=f(j);
end
end
end
for i= I:2 5 ,
for j = 1:6,
% prepare input to fracfit
i f abs(fc(i,j)-f(j))>0.01
% ’firac’
aO=da(ij);
bO=db(i,j);
nO=dn(i,j);

if((fc(ij)>fG ))l(j=l))& G~=6)
fl=fG):
f2=fG+l);
k=j;
e lse

fi=fG-i);
f2=fG);
k = j-l;
end
% fracfit solves sim ultaneous eq u ation s to recenter fractions
[ a l, b l, n l, a2, b2, n 2 ]= ffacfit(a 0 , bO, nO, f l , f2);
% update
ea(i,k)= ea(i,k)+a I ;
ea (i,k + l)= ea (i,k + l)+ a 2 ;
eb (i,k )=eb(i,k)+ bl;
e b (i,k + l)= e b (i,k + l)+ b 2 ;
en (i,k )= en (i,k )+ n l;
e n (i,k + 1)= en (i,k + 1)+n2;
en(i,j)=en(i,j)-nO;
ea(i,j)=ea(i,j)-aO;
eb(i,j)=eb(i,j)-bO;
end
end
end
% prepare output
a=ea;
b=eb;
n=en;
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function [ a l, b l, n l , a2, b2, n 2 ]= siz fit(a 0 , bO, nO, x l , x2);
Wo written 1998 by T om C h ish o lm
Wo V irginia Institute o f M arin e S cie n c e

% For details on algorithm s se e T o m C hisholm 's dissertation
Wo solves sim ultaneous equ ation s to recenter bins
Wo input aO bO nO- values o f c e ll
x l x 2 - center siz e s o f bins to reapportion to
Wo output a l b l n l a2 b2 n2

valu es for c e lls to reapportion to

Wo avoid zero divide if a0 = 0

if a 0 = 0
a 1=0;
a2=0;
b I = (x 1*x2*n0-b0*x 1)/(x 2 -x 1);
b 2=b 0-bl;
n I=n0-b2/x2;
n 2 = n 0 -n l;
else
a l= ( x 1*x2*n 0-x 1*(bO+aO))/((x2-x 1)* (l+ b 0 /a 0 ));
b l= a l* b 0 /a 0 ;
a2 = a 0 -a l;
h2=b0-b 1:
n l= ( a l+ b l) /x l;
n 2 = n 0 -n l;
end
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function [ a l, b l, n l, a2, b2, n 2]= fra cflt(a 0 , bO, nO, f l , f2);
% w ritten 1998 by T om C h ish olm
% V irg in ia Institute o f M arine S c ie n c e
% For d etails on algorithm s se e T o m C h ish o lm ’s dissertation
% so lv e sim ultaneous equations to put v alu es at even fractions
% input f l f2 aO bO nO center fractions o f b ins to reapportion to and value o f ce ll
% output a I b l n 1 a2 b2 n2 valu es o f c e lls to reapportion to

% b 2= (f 1*(aO+bO)-aO)*( 1- f2 )/(f I -f2 );
a 2 = f2 * (a O * (fl-l)+ fl* b O )/(fl-i2 );
b 2 = a 2 * (l/f2 -l);
a l= a 0 -a 2 ;
b l= b 0 -b 2 ;
if (a 0 + b 0 )= 0
n l= 0 ;
else
nl=nO *(al+bl)/(aO +bO );
end
n 2 = n 0 -n l;
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function [dnp, dap, dbp]= b ack 22( np, i,alpha,bb, dt)
% w ritten 1998 by T om C h ish olm
% V irg in ia Institute o f M arin e S cie n c e
% For d etails on algorithm s se e T o m C h ish o lm ’s dissertation

% calculates interaction b etw een aggregates in ro w im m ediately sm aller
%than o n e b ein g added to
% inputs
% np num ber o f aggregates in ce lls
% i s iz e class
% alp ha stick in ess m atrix
%bb encounter kernel
% dt tim e step
% outputs
% ch an ges in bins

n u = 0 .0 1 ; % kinnem atic visco sity
% in itia liz e
d np = zeros(2,6);
d ap=zeros(2.6):
d bp = zeros(2,6);
% size o f row s
fa = lin sp a c e(0 ,1,6);
fb = l-fa ;
n = 2A(i-2);
n l= n * 2 ;
n a (l,:)= fa .* n ;
n a (2 ,:)= fa .* n l;
n b (l,:)= fb .* n ;
n b (2 ,:)= fb .* n l;
for k = I:6 ,
for 1=1:6,
if ( n p (l,k )- = 0 ) & (n p (l,l) ~ = 0 )
%nut is num ber o f aggregates m o v in g to n ew bin
nut=np( 1,k)*np( 1,l)*alp h a(k ,l)* b b ( 1,k, 1 ,l)*dt;
d np( I ,k )= d n p (l ,k)-nut;
d np( I ,l)=dnp( 1,l)-nut;
dap( 1,k)=dap( 1,k)-n u t*n a( I ,k);
dap( 1,l)=d ap( 1,l)-n u t*n a( 1,1);
dbp( 1,k )= d b p (l ,k)-n ut*n b( 1 ,k);
dbp( I ,l)=dbp( 1,l)-n u t*n b ( 1,1);
% vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv
m = (k /2+ l/2); % m d eterm in es fraction bin o f product o f aggregation
^A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A

m r=round(k/2+I/2);
m m =floor(m );
% redistribute to insure sym m etic results
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if m - m m = 0 .5
d np(2,m m )=dnp(2,m m )+nut/2;
d ap(2,m m )= dap (2,m m )+ nu t*(n a( 1 ,k)+ na( 1,l))/2;
d bp(2,m m )=dbp(2,m m )+nut*(nb( 1,k)+nb( 1,l))/2;
d n p (2 ,m m + 1)=dnp(2,m m +1 )+ n u t/2;
d a p (2 ,m m + l )= d a p (2 ,m m + l )+ n u t* (n a ( 1,k)+ na( 1,1))/2;
d b p (2,m m + 1)= d b p (2 ,m m + l)+ n u t* (n b ( I ,k)+nb( I ,l))/2;
e lse
dnp(2,m r)=dnp(2,m r)+nut;
d ap(2,m r)=dap(2,m r)+nut*(na( I ,k)+ na( 1,1));
d b p (2,m r)= d b p (2,m r)+ n u t* (n b (l,k )+ n b (l,l));
end
end
end
end
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function [dnp, dap, dbp]= b ack I3 ( np.i, alpha, bb, dt)
Wo written 1998 by T om C hisholm
Wo V irg in ia Institute o f M arine S cien ce
Wo For details on algorithm s se e T o m C h ish o lm ’s dissertation

^ c a lc u la te s interaction between aggregates in row im m ediately sm aller
%than on e being added to
Wo inputs
Wo np num ber o f aggregates in cells
Wo i siz e class
Wo alpha stick in ess matrix
%bb encounter kernel
Wo dt tim e step
Wo outputs
Wo ch an ges in bins

nu= 0.01;
d np=zeros(3,6);
dap= zeros(3,6);
d bp=zeros(3,6);
% size o f rows
fa = lin sp a c e(0 ,1,6);
fb = l-fa ;
n = 2 A(i-3);
n l= n * 4 ;
n a (l,:)= fa .* n ;
n a (3 ,:)= fa .* n l;
n b (l,:)= fb .*n ;
n b (3 ,:)= fb .* n l;
for k = l:6 ,
for 1=1:6,
i f (n p (l,k )~ = 0 ) & (n p (3 ,l)-= 0 )
%nut is number o f aggregates m o v in g to n ew bin
nut=np( I ,k )* n p (3,l)*alp h a(k ,I)* b b (l,l, 1,k)*dt;
dnp( 1 ,k)=dnp( 1,k)-nut;
dnp(3,l)=dnp(3,l)-nut;
dap( I ,k)=dap( 1,k)-nut*na( 1 ,k );
dap(3,l)=dap(3,l)-nut*na(3,I);
dbp( 1 ,k)=dbp( 1,k)-nut*nb( 1,k);
dbp(3,l)=dbp(3,l)-nut*nb(3,l);
m = r o u n d ((l/5 * k + 4 /5 * l)); Worn is fraction bin o f aggregation products
dnp(3 ,m )=dnp(3,m )+nut;
d ap (3,m )= d ap (3,m )+ n u t*(n a(3 ,I)+ n a (l,k ));
d b p (3,m )= d b p (3,m )+ n u t*(n b (3 ,l)+ n b (l,k ));
end
end
end
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function [dnp, dap, dbp]= back23( np,i,alph a,b b, dt)
% w ritten 1998 by T om C hisholm
% V irg in ia Institute o f M arine S c ie n c e
% F or d etails on algorithm s se e T o m C h ish o lm ’s dissertation
% calculates interaction between a g g reg a tes in row im m ediately sm aller
%than o n e b ein g added to
% inputs
% np num ber o f aggregates in c e lls
% i s iz e class
% alp ha stick in ess matrix
%bb en cou n ter kernel
% dt tim e step
% outputs

% ch an ges in bins
n u = 0.01;
d np = zeros(3,6);
d ap= zeros(3,6);
d b p = zeros(3,6);
% size o f row s
fa = lin sp a c e (0 ,1,6);
fb = l-fa ;
n = 2 A(i-3);
n l= n * 2 ;
n a (l,:)= fa .* n ;
n a (2 ,:)= fa .* n l;
n b (l,:)= fb .* n ;
n b (2 ,:)= fb .* n l;
% cc= l;
for k = l:6 ,
for 1=1:6,
i f (n p (l,k )~ = 0 ) & (n p (2 ,l)-= 0 )
nut=np( 1,k )*n p (2,l)!'!alpha(k,I)*bb( 1,1,1 ,k)*dt;
%nut is number o f aggregates m o v in g to n ew bin
dnp( 1 ,k)=dnp( 1,k)-nut;
d np(2,l)=dnp(2,l)-nut;
dap( 1 ,k)=dap( 1,k)-nut*na( I ,k);
d ap (2,l)= dap (2,l)-nu t*n a(2,l);
d b p (l ,k )= d b p (l,k )-n u t*n b (l,k );
dbp(2,I)=dbp(2,l)-nut*nb(2,I);
m = ro u n d ((l/3 * k + 2 /3 * l)); M is fraction bin o f products
dnp (3,m )=dnp(3,m )+nut;
d a p (3 ,m )= d ap (3,m )+ n u t*(n a (2 ,l)+ n a (l,k ));
d b p (3,m )= d b p (3,m )+ n u t*(n b (2 ,l)+ n b (l,k ));
end
end
end
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function [dnb, dab, dbb, bi] =breakup(bi,n, a, b);
% written 1998 by T om C hisholm
% V irgin ia Institute o f M arine Science
% For d etails on algorithm s se e Tom C h ish o lm ’s dissertation
%inputs bi k olm ogorov scale
% n a b num ber o f aggregates a , b particles
% aggregates in bins o n e siz e larger than the k olm ogorov sca le to

% on e bin sm aller than the k scale are broken into sm a ller
% aggregates by rupturing in half.
for k = l:6 ,
d n b (4 ,k )= -n (b i(k )+ l,k );
d n b (3,k )= 2*n (b i(k )+ l,k )-0.5*n (b i(k ),k );
d nb (2,k )= n (b i(k ),k )-0.25*n (b i(k )-I,k );
dnb( 1,k )= 0 .5 * n (b i(k )-1,k);
d ab (4,k )= -a(b i(k )+ 1,k);
d ab (3,k )= a(b i(k )+ l,k )-0.5*a(b i(k ),k );
d ab (2,k )= 0.5*a(b i(k ),k )-0.25*a(b i(k )-l,k );
dab( l,k )= 0 .2 5 * n (b i(k )-1,k);
d b b (4,k )= -b (b i(k )+ 1,k);
d bb G .k )= b (b i(k l+ l.k l-0.5*W b ifk ).k ):
d b b (2,k )= 0.5*b (b i(k ),k )-0.25*b (b i(k )-l,k );
d b b (l,k )= 0 .2 5 * b (b i(k )-l,k );
end
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% m file parti
% written 1998 by T om C hisholm
% V irginia Institute o f M arine S cie n c e
% For details on algorithm s see T o m C h ish o lm ’s dissertation
% T h is program m odels aggregation o f tw o types o f particles
% T h e two types o f particles are ca lled a and b
% there are 25 siz e bin and 6 fraction bins for a total o f 150 bins
% calculates distribution o f aggregates in water colum n
% includes two com ponent aggregation m odel and
% vertical diffusion and settling
% bottom be is 1 to bi-2 for colum ns 1 and 6

clear all
% primary particle sizes cm
Ia=5e-4;
lb=5e-3;
% fractal dim ensions
m a=1.8;
m b=1.8:
% particle excess density g/m l
p a=1.65;
pb=0.1;
% stickiness
% a l a to a; a2 a to b; a3 b to b
a l= l;
a 2 = l;
a 3 = l;

%
fraca=0.9; % volum e fraction o f reference concentration a particles
con = 0.0001; % volum e concentration in reference concentration
% dats includes record o f adjustable param eters
d a tsl= [1 a lb m a mb pa pb a l a2 a3T
d ats2=[la, lb, ma, mb, pa, pb, a l, a2, a3];
% input for breakup
n u = 0 .0 1 ;%kinnematic viscosity d efin es units
u s= l; % shear vel cm /sec
A z= 40*u s; %vertical eddy d iffu sivity
eps=usA3/100; %turbulent dissipation
dt=100;
% tim e step
itm ax=100; %iterations d t*itm ax= length o f m odel run
%bin sizes
fa= linspace(0,1,6);
fb = l-fa;
ns=Iinspace(0,24,25);
n s2 = 2 .Ans;
n s2 = n s2 ’;
as=ns2*fa;
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bs=ns2*fb; %number o f particles in aggregate for siz e cla sses
lam = (n u A3/ep s)A0.25; % kolm ogorov scale
bn= (Iam ./(fa.*la+ fb.*Ib)).A(fa.*m a+fb.*m b);
b i= lo g (b n )./lo g (2 )+ l;
bi= floor(bi) % size bin at kolm ogorov scale
for k = l:6 , % make sure siz e bin at kolm ogorov sca le is not ou t o f range
if b i(k )> 2 4
bi(k )=24;
end
i f b i(k )< 2
bi(k)=2;
end
end
% determ ine siz e d en sity and fall velocity for each cell

[ot, w, p]=fracd(Ia, lb, m a, mb, pa, pb);
% create stickiness m atrix

[alpha] = alp h(la, lb, a l , a2, a3);
% create hydrodynam ic interaction kernel m atrix

[bet]=bbeta(ot,w ,eps);
% in itialization

for j = I :3 ,
n (:,:,j)=zeros(25,6);
end
m a x o (l)= b i(l)-2 ;
m a x o(2)= b i(6)-2;
for i= l: 2 ,
if m a x o (i)< l
m a x o (i)= l;
end
end
% calculate reference concentrations
x x = (c o n * (l-ffa c a ))/(p i* 0 a A3 )/6 * m a x o (l));
for j = l:m a x o ( l)
coo(j, l)=xx/ns2Q');
end
xx= (con *fraca)/(p i*(lb A3)/6*m axo(2));
for j= I:m a x o (2 )
coo0’,2)= xx/n s2(j);
end
% in itialize concentrations
it=0;
C = [0 0 0];
C = C ’;
%major loop
w h ile itm ax>it,
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it= it+ l
for ii= I:2 ; % include reference con cen tration
i= ( ii- l) * 5 + I ;
for j= l:m a x o (ii),
for k = l:3 ,
C (k)=n(j,i,k);
end
C o=coo(j,ii);
w f= w (j,i); % w f fall velo city
% difx so lv e s vertical distribution w ith reference concentration
C = d ifx ( wf, A z, dt, C, Co);
n(j,i, 1:3)=C;
end
end
m m = m ax(m axo);
for i= 2:5
for j= l:m m
for k = l:3 ,
C (k)=n(j,i,k);
end
w f=w (j,i);
% diff2 so lv es vertical distribution w ith n o d iffu sion bottom B C
C = d iff2 ( wf, A z, dt, C);
n (j,i,l:3 )= C ;
end
en d
for i= l: 6
for j= m m + l:2 5
for k= 1:3,
C (k)=n(j,i,k);
end
w f=w (j,i);
% diff2 so lv es vertical distribution w ith no d iffu sion bottom B C
C = d iff2( wf, A z, dt, C);
n (j,i,l:3 )= C ;
end
end
i f m axo( 1)>m axo(2)
i=6;
for j= m a x o (2 )+ 1 :m axo( 1)
for k = l:3 ,
C (k)=n(j,i,k);
end
w f=w (j,i);
% diff2 so lv es vertical distribution w ith n o d iffu sion bottom BC
C = d iff2 ( wf, A z, dt, C);
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n (j,i,l:3 )= C ;
end
end
i f m a x o (2 )> m a x o (l)
i= I;
for j= m axo( 1 )+ 1 :m axo(2)
for k= 1:3,
C (k)=n(j,i,k);
end
wf=wQ\i);
% diff2 solves vertical distribution w ith no diffusion bottom B C
C = difE2( wf, A z, dt, C);
nO‘,i,l:3 )= C ;
end
end

for j = 1:3
ni=n(:,:,j);
j
ra O

o c T c rrA O ^ fin n. .

■ —0 0 *

[ni ]= agg2(dt, ni, bet,eps, bi, alpha, ns2);
n(:,:,j)=ni;
sav(:,:,it,j)=ni;
end
end
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function C = diff2( w, A z , dt, C )
% w ritten 1998 by T om C h ish o lm
% V irgin ia Institute o f M arin e S c ie n c e
% For details on algorithm s se e T o m C h ish o lm ’s dissertation
% calculates vertical aggregate distribution
% n o diffusion bottom be

i f su m (C )> Ie-20
s = - l;
d z= 1 0 0 ; %vertical grid s iz e cm
z = [3 5 0 2 5 0 150]; % elevations c m
tb = (2*A z-w *d z)/(2*A z+ w *d z);
A = (s*w *d t*d z+ s*A z*d t)/(d z*d z);
B = l-(s* w * d t* d z + 2 * s* A z* d t)/(d z * d z );
B B = l-(s* w * d t* d z+ s* A z* d t)/(d z* d z);
D = s*A z*dt/(dz*dz);
k =[A *tb + B D 0; A B D; 0 A B B ];
kk=inv(k);
C =kk*C :
end
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function [C ]= d ifx( w , A z , dt, C , CO)
Wo solves vertical distribution u sin g im p licit method
% written 1998 by T o m C h ish o lm
Wo V irginia Institute o f M arin e S cie n c e
Wo For details on algorithm s se e T o m C h ish o lm ’s dissertation
Wo reference concentration at bottom
s= -l;
dz=100; %vertical grid s iz e cm
z= [3 50 250 150]; ^ e le v a tio n s cm
z0=0.5;
tb = (2*A z-w *d z)/(2*A z+ w *d z);
A = (s* w *dt*dz+s* A z * d t)/(d z * d z );
B = I -(s* w *d t*d z+ 2*s* A z * d t)/(d z * d z );
D =s* A z* d t/(d z*d z);
k=[A *tb+B D 0; A B D; 0 A B];
kk=inv(k);
C (3)=C (3)-D *C 0;
C=kk*C;
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function [n ]= agg2(ttot, n, bet,eps, bi, alpha, ns2)
% so lves aggregation equation
% breakup is calculated each iteration
% w ritten 1998 by T om C hisholm
% V irgin ia Institute o f M arine S cie n c e
% For details on algorithm s see T om C h ish o lm ’s dissertation
% inputs ttot total tim e m odeled
% initialize bin sizes
fa= lin sp ace(0,1,6);
fb = l-fa ;
n s= lin sp ace(0,24,25);
n s2 = 2 .Ans;
a s= n s2 ’*fa;
b s= n s2’*fb;
a=n.*as;
b=n.*bs;
dt=30;
tim =0;
it=0;
% major loop
w h ile tim <ttot & it< 3000;
it= it+ I;
^ in itia liz e
dn= zeros(25,6);
d a=zeros(25,6);
db= zeros(25,6);
% recenter bin
% puts bins outside their ranges in the proper bins
[n, a, b, att, btt] = putrite(n, a, b);
% rem oves aggregates larger than the breakup criteria
[ a, b, n]=rem big(bi, a, b, n, ns2);
% lsta(:,cc)=att(:);
% Istb(:,cc)=btt(:);
[n, a, b]=fit(n, a, b); % recenter bins
% cc= cc+ l
% end

%
for i= 2:25,
if i = 2
b b = b e t(l,:,l,:);
n p= n (I:2,:);
% interaction o f sm allest row and sm a llest row
[dnp,dap,dbp]=back22(np,i,alpha, bb, dt);
dn( 1:2,:)=dn( 1:2,:)+dnp;
da( 1:2, :)=da( 1:2, :)+dap;
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db( 1:2,:)=db( 1:2,:)+dbp;
else
np=n(i-l:i,:);
b b = b et(i-l,:,i-l,:);
% interaction o f aggregates in row on e bin sm aller to add to bin i
[dnp,dap,dbp]=back22(np,i, alpha, bb, dt);
d n (i-1:i,:)=d n (i-1 :i,:)+dnp;
d a (i-l:i,:)= d a(i-l:i,:)+ d ap ;
d b(i-l:i,;)= d b (i-l:i,:)+d b p ;
np=n(i-2:i,:);
bb=bet(i,:,i-2,:);
% interaction o f row i and row i-2
[dnp,dap,dbp]=backl3(np,i, alpha, bb, dt);
dn(i-2:i,:)=dn(i-2:i,:)+dnp;
da(i-2:i,:)=da(i-2:i,:)+dap;
db(i-2:i,:)=db(i-2:i,:)+dbp;
b b=b et(i-l,:,i-2,:);
%interaction o f row i-I m nd i-2
[dnp,dap,dbp]=back23(np,i,alpha,bb, dt);
dn(i-2:i,:)=dn(i-2:i,:)+dnp;
da(i-2:i,:)=da(i-2:i,:)+dap;
db(i-2:i,:)=db(i-2:i,:)+dbp;
%interactions o f row i and row s sm aller than i-2
for k = l:6 ,
if (n (i,k )> le-2 0 ) & (i> 3)
on =on es(i-3,I);
aI=on*alpha(k,:);
clear bb
b b=bet(l:i-3,:,i,k);
ddn=bb.*al *n ( 1 :i-3,:).*n(i,k).*dt;
d n (l:i-3,:)= d n (I:i-3,:)-d d n ;
d a (l:i-3 ,:)= d a (l:i-3 ,:)-d d n .* a s(l:i-3 ,:);
d b (l:i-3,:)= d b (l:i-3 ,:)-d d n .* b s(l:i-3 ,:);
da(i,k)= da(i,k)+ su m (sum (dd n.*as(l:i-3,:)));
d b(i,k)=db(i,k)+sum (sum (ddn.*bs(I:i-3,:)));
end
end
end
end
%breakup
[d n l, d a l, d b l]= bkup(bi, a, b, n, ns2);

[ da, db, dn]=rem big(bi, da, db, dn, ns2);
n l= n + d n + d n l;
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a l= a + d a + d a l;
b l= b + d b + d b l;

% is tim e step cau sin g zero errors
bul=0;
for i= I:2 5 ,
for k = l:6 ,
i f ( (a l( i,k ) < -l) I ( b l( i,k ) < - l) )
b u l= l;

[ik]
en d
end
end
% i f zero errors, decrease tim e step e ls e m ake it b igger
if b u l = l
dt=dt/3;
it= it-l;
[4 it dt]
else
i f (dt< 30) %
dt=dt*2;
[6 it dt]
en d
n=n 1; % use data i f tim e step ok
b = b l;
a = a l;
toId=tim;
tim =tim +dt;
end
end
% correct for ending tim e not ttot d u e to variable tim e steps

fff=(tim -ttot)/(tim -told);
n =n-dn*fff;
a=a-da*fff;
b=b-db*fff;
[n, a, b, att, btt] = putrite(n, a, b);
[n, a, b]=fit(n, a, b); % recenter b ins
[tim dt sum (sum (a)) su m (su m (b)) ]
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function [dn, da, d b]= bkup(bi, a, b, n, ns2)
% written 1998 by T om C h ish o lm
% V irg in ia Institute o f M arin e S cie n c e
% For details on algorithm s se e T o m C h ish o lm ’s dissertation

% aggregates close to the k olm ogorov sc a le are
% broken up and particles produces are scattered over sm aller siz e bins
n 2 = n s2 ’;
d a=zeros(25,6);
db=zeros(25,6);
p er= [0 .2 5 0 .5 I]; % fraction broken up
for j = - l: I,
for k = l:6 ,
ae=bi(k)+j;
as=a(ae,k)*per(j+2);
ad = b i(k )+ j-l;
d as= as/( 1.5*n2(ad));
da( 1:ad,k)=da( 1 :ad ,k )+ 0 .7 5 * n 2 ( 1:ad)*das;
d a (l,k )= d a ( 1,k)+0.75*das;
da(ae,k)=da(ae,k)-as;
bs=b(ae,k)*per(j+2);
d bs=bs/(1.5*n2(ad));
db( 1:ad,k)=db( 1 :ad ,k )+ 0 .7 5 * n 2 ( I :ad)*dbs;
db( 1,k)=db( 1,k)+0.75*dbs;
db(ae,k)=db(ae,k)-bs;
end
en d
for k = l:6
d a (b i(k )+ l,k )= d a (b i(k )+ l,k )+ su m (a (b i(k )+ 2 :2 5 ,k ));
db(bi(k)+1 ,k)=db(bi(k)+ l,k )+ su m (b (b i(k )+ 2 :2 5 ,k ));
da(b i(k )+ 2:25,k )= -a(b i(k )+ 2:25,k );
d b (b i(k )+ 2:25,k )=-b(b i(k )+2:25,k);
end
n 2 2 = n 2 * o n es(l,6 );
d n = (d a+ d b )in 22;
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function [ a, b, n]=rem big(bi, a, b, n, ns2)
% written L998 by T om C h ish o lm
% V irginia Institute o f M arin e S cie n c e
% For details on algorithm s s e e T o m C hisholm ’s dissertation
% this routine rem ore spurious aggregates m uch larger than the breakup criterion

for k = l:6
da=sum (a(bi(k)+2:25,k));
db=sum (b(bi(k)+2:25,k));
a(bi(k)+I ,k )= a(b i(k )+ 1, k)+da;
b(bi(k)+1,k)=b(bi(k)+1 ,k)+db;
a(bi(k)+2:25,k)=0;
b(bi(k)+2:25,k)=0;
n(bi(k)+2:25,k)=0;
n(b i(k)+1,k )= n (b i(k )+ 1,k )+ (d a + d b )/n s2 (b i(k )+ 1);
end
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